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Abstract
Cortically Coupled Image Computing
Zhengwei Wang
In the 1970s, researchers at the University of California started to investigate communication
between humans and computers using neural signals, which lead to the emergence of brain-
computer interfaces (BCIs). In the past 40 years, significant progress has been achieved in ap-
plication areas such as neuroprosthetics and rehabilitation. BCIs have been recently applied to
media analytics (e.g., image search and information retrieval) as we are surrounded by tremen-
dous amounts of media information today. A cortically coupled computer vision (CCCV) sys-
tem is a type of BCI that exposes users to high throughput image streams via the rapid serial
visual presentation (RSVP) protocol. Media analytics has also been transformed through the
enormous advances in artificial intelligence (AI) in recent times. Understanding and presenting
the nature of the human-AI relationship will play an important role in our society in the future.
This thesis explores two lines of research in the context of traditional BCIs and AI. Firstly, we
study and investigate the fundamental processing methods such as feature extraction and clas-
sification for CCCV systems. Secondly, we discuss the feasibility of interfacing neural systems
with AI technology through CCCV, an area we identify as neuro-AI interfacing. We have made
two electroencephalography (EEG) datasets available to the community that support our inves-
tigation of these two research directions. These are the neurally augmented image labelling
strategies (NAILS) dataset and the neural indices for face perception analysis (NIFPA) dataset,
which are introduced in Chapter 2.
The first line of research focuses on studying and investigating fundamental processing
methods for CCCV. In Chapter 3, we present a review on recent developments in processing
methods for CCCV. This review introduces CCCV related components, specifically the RSVP
experimental setup, RSVP-EEG phenomena such as the P300 and N170, evaluation metrics,
feature extraction and classification. We then provide a detailed study and an analysis on spatial
filtering pipelines in Chapter 4, which are the most widely used feature extraction and reduction
methods in a CCCV system. In this context, we propose a spatial filtering technique named
multiple time window LDA beamformers (MTWLB) and compare it to two other well-known
techniques in the literature, namely xDAWN and common spatial patterns (CSP). Importantly,
we demonstrate the efficacy of MTWLB for time-course source signal reconstruction compared
to existing methods, which we then use as a source signal information extraction method to
support a neuro-AI interface. This will be further discussed in this thesis i.e. Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7.
The latter part of this thesis investigates the feasibility of neuro-AI interfaces. We present
two research studies which contribute to this direction. Firstly, we explore the idea of neuro-
AI interfaces based on stimulus and neural systems i.e., observation of the effects of stimuli
produced by different AI systems on neural signals. We use generative adversarial networks
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(GANs) to produce image stimuli in this case as GANs are able to produce higher quality images
compared to other deep generative models. Chapter 5 provides a review on GAN-variants in
terms of loss functions and architectures. In Chapter 6, we design a comprehensive experiment
to verify the effects of images produced by different GANs on participants’ EEG responses.
In this we propose a biologically-produced metric called Neuroscore for evaluating GAN per-
formance. We highlight the consistency between Neuroscore and human perceptual judgment,
which is superior to conventional metrics (i.e., Inception Score (IS), Fre´chet Inception Distance
(FID) and Kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) discussed in this thesis). Secondly, in
order to generalize Neuroscore, we explore the use of a neuro-AI interface to help convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) predict a Neuroscore with only an image as the input. In this scenario,
we feed the reconstructed P300 source signals to the intermediate layer as supervisory informa-
tion. We demonstrate that including biological neural information can improve the prediction
performance for our proposed CNN models and the predicted Neuroscore is highly correlated
with the real Neuroscore (as directly calculated from human neural signals).
xix
Chapter 1
Introduction
Abstract: This chapter introduces basic concepts and presents the background information in
related research areas to be discussed in this thesis. It also introduces the motivation and
highlights the contributions in this thesis.
This thesis investigates the feasibility of deploying brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) in the
area of media analytics. Research presented in this thesis spans fields including neuroscience,
machine learning and deep learning. We discuss BCI research basically from two perspectives:
(1) We investigate the imagery triaging ability of a traditional BCI system that is exposed to a
rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) protocol and we call this type of system as cortically
coupled computer vision (CCCV) system. We explore and inspect the efficacy and performance
of different spatial filtering pipelines for this type of system. Contents related to this type of
research line will be introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4; and (2) We deploy human neural
responses to interface with AI systems. We demonstrate the concept of neuro-AI interfaces
using two different frameworks. The first framework presents images produced by generative
adversarial networks (GANs) to participants and uses participants’ neural feedback, electroen-
cephalography (EEG) is used in this case, to assess the quality of images produced by GANs.
This work will be demonstrated in Chapter 6. The second framework is to demonstrate that
neural responses can be used as supervisory information to train a deep neural network (DNN),
which can assist a DNN to accomplish some difficult tasks in the future i.e., evaluating im-
age quality in our case. This work will be introduced in Chapter 7. Chapter 2 describes EEG
datasets used in this thesis while Chapter 5 provides a review on generative adversarial networks
(GANs) where GANs were used to produce the image stimuli in our experiment. Before start-
ing to discuss the research work in this thesis, we first introduce some background knowledge
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in related areas.
1.1 Brain-computer Interfaces and Event-related Potentials
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive measurement of a human being’s brain waves
that was firstly measured by the German psychiatrist, Hans Berger in 1924. EEG is the electric
recording of the summed electric activity of populations of neurons, which is measured by us-
ing electrodes placed on the scalp. It has been widely applied in clinical contexts. It is used in
the evaluation of several types of brain disorders such as epilepsy detection [1,2], lesions in the
brain [3–5], sleep disorders [6, 7], Alzheimer’s disease [8, 9] and psychoses [10]. EEG is also
able to provide indications for evaluating trauma [11], drug intoxication [12] and the extent of
brain damage [13]. With successful deployment in clinical contexts, internal characteristics are
also well researched in the literature. EEG comprises different waveforms, which can be gen-
erally characterized by their frequencies, amplitudes, shapes as well as the locations i.e., sites
on the scalp where they are recorded. Frequency is a key characteristic for classifying different
types of EEG waveforms. Alpha rhythm [14] appears in the frequency ranging between 8 Hz
and 13 Hz, which is activated during the relaxed wakefulness human brain and it is normally
attenuated or abolished by visual attention and affected transiently by other sensory stimuli and
by other mental alerting activities [15]. Theta rhythm appears in the frequency ranging between
4 Hz and 7 Hz, which is encountered in the front central regions and is usually related to drowsi-
ness or heightened emotional states [16]. Alpha and theta reflect human cognitive and memory
performance [17]. Delta rhythm [18] appears between 0.5 Hz and 4 Hz and is associated with
sleep [19]. Beta rhythm appears between 14 Hz and 25 Hz, sometimes can be augmented by
drugs [20] and increases with heavy breathing. Gamma appears over 30 Hz and is implicated
in creating the unity of conscious perception [21]. Research related to those internal charac-
teristics behind EEG provides the neurophysiological evidence that EEG is related to human
behavior, brain function, external stimulus etc.
From an engineering perspective, we are generally interested in leveraging patterns of ac-
tivity in EEG for some real-world applications. BCIs enable such a way for engineering re-
searchers to create a direct communication channel between the brain and computers. BCIs are
basically divided into two types: (1) Non-invasive BCI where the sensors are placed on the head
for the purposes of measuring signals related to brain activity e.g., EEG; and (2) Invasive BCIs,
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where the electrodes are placed directly into cortex by using surgical operation e.g., electrocor-
ticography (ECoG) and local field potential (LFP). BCIs discussed in this thesis are EEG-based
which all belong to the non-invasive category. A typical BCI comprises five parts [22]: (1) Data
acquisition — the EEG (electroencephalogram) signals are recorded by an EEG amplifier; (2)
Pre-processing — this step includes signal denoising e.g., filtering, artifact rejection, normal-
ization and re-referencing. Good pre-processing yields EEG useful for subsequent analysis; (3)
Feature extraction — this part aims to extract meaningful features that can be used for train-
ing machine learning algorithms later. The advantages of a suitable feature extraction method
can include improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and allowing dimensionality reduction,
which has effects on the later training part; (4) Classifiers and machine learning algorithms – in
order to translate the features into device commands, it is necessary to apply machine learning
techniques to the extracted features where both linear and nonlinear methods are often used
in this step [23, 24]; and (5) Output device — the output device can be any type of electronic
element that can receive the command in the last step e.g., a computer screen. Figure 1.1 il-
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Figure 1.1: An overview of a generic BCI system.
lustrates a visual overview of a generic BCI system. Three examples, specifically quadcopter
control [25], P300 speller [26] and CCCV [27], are demonstrated. The end goal of a BCI system
is to use brain signals (e.g., EEG is used in this work) to make the output device responsive to
thoughts.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) are very small voltages (typically 10−6 V) generated in the
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brain structure in response to specific events or stimuli, which are time-locked to sensory, mo-
tor or cognitive events [28]. Two types of ERPs are stated in the literature, namely exogenous
ERPs and endogenous ERPs [29]. Exogenous (also referred to as sensory) components appear
relatively early (50 ms to 250 ms) after stimulus presentation and depend on the physical pa-
rameters of the stimulus e.g., shape and brightness [30]. Endogenous (or named as cognitive)
components appear later (> 250 ms) after stimulus presentation and they are not sensitive to
stimulus type. These components are typically related to cognition and information processing
in the brain e.g., attention and memory. Each ERP is unique and is typically categorized using
three properties: (1) Amplitude (10−6 V) is measured at the peak of ERPs. Polarity is used
as the discriminant information; (2) Location spatial topography, where different ERPs can be
recorded from different locations on the scalp; and (3) Latency refers to the time measured
when the ERP’s peak appears after stimulus presentation. Latency is determined by the type of
ERP. The early ERP components peaking at short latencies are normally related to exogenous
components. The later ERP components peaking with a large latency usually belong to the
family of endogenous components. This thesis is built up upon one of the endogenous ERPs —
the P300 component, which reflects aspects of the attention process in humans.
The P300 component was first reported in 1965 [31] and can be elicited by an attention-
driven task i.e., the P300 will appear when participants are paying attention for some specific
stimuli to appear [32, 33]. The terminology “P300” indicates the amplitude and latency prop-
erties mentioned before for the component. “P” refers to a positive-going peak of the ERPs
waveform and “300” refers to the time window 300 ms – 600 ms that the P300 may appear in.
The location of the P300 is distributed over the middle electrodes (Fz, Cz, Pz), which typically
increases in amplitude from frontal to parietal electrode sites (it depends on the type of stim-
uli) [34]. Moreover, the P300 comprises two subcomponents, which are known as P3a and P3b.
The P3a can be elicited by an infrequent distractor stimulus randomly inserted in a presentation
stream and it comes from frontal or central electrode sites on the scalp [35, 36]. The P3b is
task-relevant, which is elicited during target stimulus processing [37,38] and presents parietally
on the scalp [39]. This thesis mainly focuses on discussing the P3b because our experiments
are designed upon target detection in this work.
The first P300-BCI was introduced in 1988 [40] and the P300 is the most widely used
ERP component for a BCI system currently [41]. A P300-BCI benefits from its fast speed,
a straightforward test (e.g., detect target) for participants and no requirement for training par-
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ticipants. Despite the well known P300 speller system [42], recent research has shown that
P300-BCIs have a wide range of different usages. For example, they can be used to assist the
disabled [43–45]. In addition, new experimental paradigms related to P300-BCI applications
have been demonstrated in the literature [26, 46, 47] and a P300-BCI was also demonstrated to
improve human attention [48]. This thesis focuses on the use of a visual P300-BCI for searching
and evaluating images.
1.2 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Paradigm
Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) involves a series of images being rapidly presented to
participants at a specific position on a screen. It was first introduced in [49]. It can be divided
into text RSVP and image RSVP [50]. For the text RSVP, individual words are presented
sequentially in a fixed place on a screen where it has applications such as high-speed in reading
and assist reading for the disabled [50]. Similar to the text RSVP, the image RSVP involves
rapid presentation of images to participants during the experiment. This thesis employs the
image RSVP paradigm.
The concept of RSVP can be introduced using a familiar example, that of rapidly riffling
through the pages of a book in order to locate a needed image [50]. In RSVP, a rapid succession
of target and standard (non-target) images are presented to a participant on a display at a rate of
4 Hz – 10 Hz. The location of target images within the high-speed presentation is not known
in advance by users and hence requires them to actively look out for targets i.e., to attend to
target images. This paradigm where users are instructed to attend to target images amongst a
larger proportion of standard images is known as an oddball paradigm and is commonly used
to elicit ERPs such as the P300, a positive voltage deflection that typically occurs between 300
ms – 600 ms after the appearance of a rare visual target within a sequence of frequent irrelevant
stimuli [39]. Since participants do not know when target images will appear in the presentation
sequence, their occurrence causes an attentional-orientation response that is characterized by
the presence of a P300 ERP.
RSVP was designed to explore the human visual processing system in the literature [51–55].
[51] showed how long a target image needs to be displayed so that it can be perceived by
participants, implying an upper-bound in the display rate in a RSVP paradigm. An important
finding during this procedure was that participants experienced a condition named attentional
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blink [51]. This condition was characterized by failure to detect a target when it follows another
target immediately presented within a stream of visual stimuli in rapid succession at the same
spatial location on a screen. This happened when the second target appeared between 180 ms
and 450 ms [52, 55] after the first. This result indicates an important point when designing a
RSVP experiment, where the time interval between two targets cannot be too small otherwise
the target interference may deteriorate the performance of the RSVP experiment [56].
There are three modes of RSVP paradigms (see Fig. 1.2): (1) Static mode, where images
appear and disappear without moving; (2) Moving mode, where images appear and disappear
sequentially; and (3) Multiple entries/exits, where images appear and disappear in many loca-
tions or move along several paths [50]. Static mode has been shown to be more robust and
Figure 1.2: Three RSVP modes i.e., static mode, moving mode and multiple entries/exists mode (from
left to right).
effective compared to other modes, where static mode is associated with a higher target recog-
nition rate and a higher presentation rate (i.e., number of images presented per second) [57].
Multiple entries/exits mode is a more complex RSVP mode, which can be used for exploring
gaze movement along the routes taken by images [58]. A good RSVP experiment should be
designed with the following considerations: (1) Examine the tasks associated with the applica-
tion to see what benefits can be provided by RSVP; (2) Select the mode that is influenced by
availability of context presentation and manual control of rate and direction; (3) Presentation
rates should be slower when a task has an increased complexity; and (4) Be aware of a potential
link between eye-gaze movement and the success with which images may be recognized [50].
We follow previous researchers’ steps by using the static mode for designing our experiment in
this thesis [59–61].
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1.3 Cortically Coupled Computer Vision System
Cortically coupled computer vision (CCCV) is the integration of BCIs and the RSVP paradigm.
CCCV uses neural signals to implement image computation (e.g., image detection/search) for a
rapid image stream. Figure 1.3 illustrates a typical example of a CCCV system. A participant
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Figure 1.3: An example of CCCV system. The image stream sampled from the image database is
presented to the participant and EEG signals are recorded simultaneously. Images are then triaged by
using a participant’s EEG signal. The labels are then propagated back to the image database and output
image of interest [62].
is asked to search for specific type of images (face images in particular in this case) in an image
stream presented by a RSVP paradigm and EEG signals are recorded simultaneously. The
P300 component would be elicited when participants see the appearance of target images. With
proper machine learning techniques applied, images can then be labelled based on whether the
P300 component is detected or not. Compared to current advanced computer vision systems,
a CCCV system has some advantages: (1) Participants do not need to be trained regarding the
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generation of P300; (2) This system is capable of being applied to those small image datasets
(e.g., satellite image datasets [63]) whereas current deep learning approaches typically depend
on a number of training samples; (3) This system has relatively light computation and literature
has already demonstrated the possibility of real-time processing [27, 61, 64].
In this thesis, CCCV is explored with respect to searching for target images and evaluating
images produced by generative adversarial networks (GANs). Regarding the first aspect, we
explore and demonstrate efficient spatial filtering pipelines for a CCCV system. Moreover, we
propose a spatial filtering approach called multiple time window LDA beamformer (MTWLB)
for better reconstructing the time-course source signals for a CCCV system. In terms of the
second aspect, we couple CCCV systems with two types of artificial intelligent (AI) systems,
namely GANs and convolutional neural networks (CNNs), where we call this approach neuro-
AI interfacing. We demonstrate the use of neuro-AI interfaces for (1) use in CCCV to produce
a biologically neuro-produced metric called Neuroscore to evaluate the performance of GANs
and (2) use in CCCV to provide biological neural information to train a CNN.
1.4 Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [65] are increasingly attracting attention in computer
vision, natural language processing, speech synthesis and similar domains. Arguably the most
striking results have been in the area of image synthesis. Figure 1.4 demonstrates the architec-
ture of a typical GAN. The architecture comprises two components, one of which is a discrim-
inator (D) distinguishing between real images and generated images while the other one is a
generator (G) creating images to fool the discriminator. Given a distribution z ∼ pz, generator
defines a probability distribution pg as the distribution of the samples G(z). The objective of a
GAN is to learn the generator’s distribution pg that approximates the real data distribution pr.
Optimization of a GAN is performed with respect to a joint loss function for D and G
min
G
max
D
Ex∼pr log[D(x)] + Ez∼pz log [1−D(G(z))] (1.1)
A GAN is a member of deep generative models (DGMs) family and was proposed to be trained
by using a min-max game theory strategy between two players (a discriminatorD and generator
G) . The generator behaves like a “forger”, which aims to produce generated data to fool
the discriminator. The discriminator behaves like a “detective”, which aims to distinguish the
8
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Figure 1.4: Architecture of a GAN. Two deep neural networks (discriminator (D) and generator G))
are synchronously trained during the learning stage. The discriminator is optimized in order to distin-
guish between real images and generated images while the generator is trained for the sake of fooling
discriminator from discerning between real images and generated images.
real data from the generated data. The optimal generator will produce the synthetic data that
discriminator cannot tell is synthetic from real data. GANs have benefits compared to the
traditional DGMs. First, the architectures in GANs are very flexible. Any type of architecture
for a specific application can be used as the generator and the discriminator. Second, GANs are
able to handle sharp density functions and produce high quality images. Third, they are able to
produce diverse image samples. However, GANs suffer from problems such as being difficult
to train and hard to evaluate. The first problem is more theoretic, which is discussed in Chapter
5. Regarding the second challenge, this thesis explores the use of human perception, which
utilizes a CCCV pipeline to contribute that area.
There is limited research combining GANs and neuroscience in the literature. Current litera-
ture focuses on using GANs to improve the spatial resolution of EEG signals or to produce syn-
thetic EEG signals [66–68]. Research on exploring the use of outputs of GANs as experimental
stimuli in the area of neuroscience is limited. This research direction has mutual benefits for
both the deep learning and neuroscience domains. Firstly, the use of neurally-inspired metrics
to evaluate the performance of GANs would improve the process of training GANs. Secondly,
for the automatic generation of stimuli for a neuroscientific experiment. Traditional preparation
of stimulus for a neuroscientific experiment is a time-consuming process. By using the modern
deep learning techniques such as GANs, it saves lots of time and more importantly it enables
experimental stimuli to be very flexible e.g., researchers can easily customize the type of image
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stimuli use for the experiment. We explore this research direction to bridge the gap in current
literature by using CCCV systems with GANs.
1.5 Neuro-AI Interfaces
Biological Neural Networks In neuroscience, biological neural networks (BNNs) describe
recognizable pathway of groups of interconnected neurons where these neurons communicate
with each other by using electrical impulses. There are two main types of electrical activity
associated with neurons, which are action potentials and postsynaptic potentials [69]. Action
potentials are discrete voltages spikes that travel from the beginning of the axon at the cell
body to the axon terminals (red flow as seen in Fig. 1.5), where neurotransmitters are released.
A spike train is such a type of neural activity, where a neuron fires an action potential at a
Postsynaptic potential
Figure 1.5: Schematic of action potentials and postsynaptic potential. Figure was constructed via [70]
and [71].
sequence of recorded times [72]. Postsynaptic potentials (as seen in Fig. 1.5) are the voltages
that arise when the neurotransmitters bind to receptors on the membrane of the postsynaptic
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cell, causing ion channels to open or close, leading to a graded change in the potential across
the cell membrane [69]. ERPs discussed in this thesis are produced by postsynaptic potentials.
Artificial Neural Networks In general, an artificial neural network (ANN) comprises four
components: (1) Neurons; (2) Weights; (3) Connectivity (topology of network e.g., fully-
connected networks and CNNs); and (4) A learning rule [73]. An ANN is normally trained
with weights carefully initialized in order to speed up convergence [74] and fixed connectivity.
An optimization problem of ANNs is to map inputs to desired outputs, and weights in ANNs
are updated through solving the optimization problem by using backpropagation [75].
Relationship between AI and Neuroscience It is well known that ANNs are inspired by
BNNs. As seen in Fig. 1.6, an artificial neuron receives a number of inputs produced by neu-
Figure 1.6: Comparison between a biological neuron and an artificial neuron. Top figure describes a
biological neuron while the bottom one demonstrates an artificial neuron. Figure from [76].
rons in previous layer and the neuron will be activated when the sum of input values are above
the threshold, which is similar to that of a biological neuron that has dendrites to receive sig-
nals from other neurons. A cell body in effect processes the inputs and via its axon(s) signals
with action potential fired by other neurons. However, BNNs have numerous differences to
ANNs. Firstly, the initial state of BNNs are not random and are genetically influenced [77, 78].
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Secondly, the connectivity and the weights are always changing over time and across differ-
ent tasks. On the contrary, the connectivity of ANNs is fixed over time and the weights of
ANNs are fixed after training. In the deep learning area, researchers focus on developing ANNs
that are more biologically plausible in the past 30 years [79–81]. For instance, convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) were developed by emulating human retina and brain visual system,
which split images into tiny areas for object recognition [82–85]. Another example is recurrent
neural networks, which use the neuron’s output as a feedback so it introduces memory func-
tionality to the model [86]. This is also similar to BNNs as functional connectivity in BNNs,
described by statistical dependencies such as transfer entropy, coherence, and correlations, are
significantly similar in some respects [87–89]. Benefiting from the fundamental knowledge
achieved in the areas such as neuroscience, deep neural networks (DNNs) and artificial intel-
ligence (AI) have grown up and are revolutionizing our society today. From the other side,
benefit by DNNs prevailing today, neuroscience research is pushed significantly forward by
utilizing DNNs technology. For example, work [90] demonstrated that CNNs can be used to
predict neural response in the V4 cortex when doing image recognition tasks. Other recent [91]
showed that current ANNs are able to control the activity of neural populations, which has wide
reaching therapeutic applications such as treatment for depressive disorder.
Both AI and neuroscientific research have achieved significant progress in their own fields,
however, research on interconnections between these two areas are still limited and unexplored.
Broadly speaking, it is under investigated what utility neural information can provide for AI
systems. In this thesis, we explore this area by introducing the concept of “neuro-AI interfaces”,
which creates a pathway between a human neural systems and AI systems. We introduce neuro-
AI interfaces that use CCCV to interact with AI systems. We introduce neuro-AI interfaces via
one of the fundamental problems in GANs: designing a proper evaluation metric to assess the
quality of images produced by GANs, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
1.6 Research Motivation and Contributions
Traditional CCCV research focuses on using a human’s neural signals (EEG) to find target
images from a large database. A review of feature extraction and classification methods is pre-
sented in Chapter 3, where the original content has been published as a book chapter in the
Signal Processing and Machine Learning for Brain-Machine Interfaces [92]. In the literature,
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lots of research has been carried out to improve the classification performance for a CCCV
system. In our work, we pay close attention to both classification performance and the neu-
rophysiological interpretability when using a CCCV system. Motivated by this objective, we
investigate the spatial filtering pipeline (i.e., the most widely used strategy in CCCV research)
for a CCCV system in Chapter 4, which enables interpretation of EEG signals from both a
spatial space and a temporal space. LDA beamformers based on multiple time windows are
proposed for a CCCV system and we also demonstrate its efficacy on the reconstructed time-
course source signals. This pipeline is then utilized to reconstruct a time-course source signal
(the P300) for our neuro-AI interface in the later part of the thesis. Part of the content presented
in Chapter 4 has been published in the Journal of Brain-Computer Interfaces [93].
GANs are attracting growing attention in the deep learning community and have been ap-
plied to lots of different domains. Some reviews [94–98] on GANs have been published in the
literature but discussion on the performance of GAN-variants is still lacking. In Chapter 5, we
provide a survey on GAN-variants based on architectures and loss functions, where we discuss
and analyze their performance (i.e., high quality image generation and stable training) in the
context of the area of computer vision. We hope this review will help researchers both from and
outside the deep learning community when deploying GANs in their research.
Lots of work has been carried out in regard to using DNNs for classifying the EEG re-
sponses [99–101] where many approaches have achieved good classification performance for
CCCV systems [102, 103]. With the blossoming of deep learning techniques today, the ex-
ploration of the interconnections between areas of deep learning and biological neural systems
deserves attention. Compared to traditional machine learning/deep learning systems, biological
neural systems can be more robust to small perturbations on inputs, are more easily generalized
to other tasks and directly reflect functionality in the brain system such as for cognition, atten-
tion and memory. Studying the interconnections between AI and neuroscience can be useful to
enhance our understanding of how the brain works and improve the performance for AI systems
through using informative knowledge derived from biological neural systems (or building more
biologically plausible DNNs models). Thus investigation on this area has potential impact for
both AI and neuroscience fields. In this thesis, we explore the interconnections between deep
learning and neuroscience domains through CCCV technology. Firstly, we explore the feasibil-
ity of using the P300 component, which is produced by the spatial filtering pipeline mentioned
in the previous paragraph, to evaluate the performance of GANs in Chapter 6. We propose
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Neuroscore as a biologically neurally-produced metric for scoring a GAN and demonstrate that
Neuroscore is highly correlated with human perceptual judgment. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first research line that combines human perception with GANs. This chapter has been
published in the Cognitive Computation. Secondly, we consider if a DNN is able to learn useful
information from neural signals and model the performance generated by human brain signals.
In Chapter 7, we propose a CNN based neuro-AI interface to evaluate GANs, which synthesizes
the Neuroscore. Importantly, we show that including neural responses during the training phase
of the network significantly improves the prediction performance of the proposed model.
Finally, this thesis contributes two open EEG datasets: neurally augmented image labelling
strategies (NAILS) and neural indices for face perception analysis (NIFPA). We hope these two
datasets will be helpful to other researchers working in this field.
1.7 Research Questions
This thesis visits the areas of neuroscience, machine learning and deep learning. With respect
to neuroscience, we aim to investigate human beings’ neural responses (i.e., ERPs in EEG
signals) to image stimuli. We are interested in using neural responses in image target search
and in image quality evaluation, in what we refer to as a CCCV system. From the machine
learning aspect, we explore methods (i.e., feature extraction and classification) that efficiently
performing classification and maintain neurophysiological interpretability. In terms of deep
learning, we explore the possibility of using neural signals to evaluate image stimuli produced
by GANs and the efficacy of adding neural responses as supervisory information to DNNs.
Below are three research questions that arise in these three areas (namely neuroscience,
machine learning and deep learning), which shape the content of this thesis:
1. Can we improve on the extraction of discriminative ERP components while preserv-
ing neurophysiological interpretability for a CCCV system?
This research question explores the effectiveness of different spatial filtering approaches
in a CCCV system with respect to their classification performance and neurophysiologi-
cal interpretability. Chapter 3 visits this area and we propose a spatial filtering approach
named multiple time window LDA beamformer (MTWLB). Its neurophysiological inter-
pretability is demonstrated and it is compared to existing approaches in the literature.
An important problem for ERP research is that EEG signals suffer from a low SNR is-
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sue, especially for CCCV systems. The ability to reconstruct ERP source signals is not
only beneficial to the classification performance of a CCCV system but may also have
positive effects on ERP research carried out using a RSVP protocol i.e., high SNR sig-
nals (compared to the signals recorded from one electrode) can be used for ERP analysis
which gives more robust results in terms of different experimental conditions. We also
investigate the efficacy of our proposed approach in this aspect — the performance of
reconstructing the ERP source signals under the RSVP experimental protocol.
2. Can neural signals be used to provide indications on image quality that is consistent
with human perceptual judgment and is it possible to use this as a biological score
to evaluate generative models such as GANs?
AI has a significant impact on our society. Research into the interaction between humans
and AI deserves further exploration and has only recently become a research focus. We
explore the possible interface between generative models (i.e., GANs used in this case)
and human neural systems. As a starting point, we investigate the feasibility of using neu-
ral signals (EEG) to evaluate the performance of GANs. The main concern of evaluating
the performance of GANs in the current literature is whether current evaluation metrics
are consistent with human perceptual judgment. In Chapter 6, we address this question
by introducing a neurally-produced metric called Neuroscore, which is produced by us-
ing a CCCV system. A systematic comparison between Neuroscore, human perceptual
judgment and other evaluation metrics is carried out.
3. Is it possible to interface biological neural systems and AI systems and if so, can
biological neural signals provide any type of informative knowledge for helping AI
systems to learn a difficult task?
The current literature has demonstrated the use of DNNs in emulating the encoding pro-
cesses of the brain during an image object recognition task via invasive measurements,
which indicates the encoding processes of the brain and of DNNs are similar to each other.
Given this evidence, we are interested in understanding if biological neural information
via a non-invasive measurement (EEG in this case) is transferable to DNNs to help DNNs
accomplish difficult tasks. As a starting point, we introduce the concept of a neuro-AI in-
terface, which uses the P300 signal as a source of supervisory information to help CNNs
produce a Neuroscore for the purpose of evaluating the performance of GANs (Chapter
7).
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1.8 Overview and Organization of the Thesis
The word cloud in Fig. 1.7 summarizes the key words in this thesis. This thesis discusses
Figure 1.7: The word cloud of keywords presented in this thesis.
CCCV systems from two perspectives. First, we investigate using CCCV systems for image
search. From this perspective, we study the feature extraction and classification approaches that
have been established in the literature. We also study the spatial filtering pipeline for using
CCCV technology to search for target. We discuss the effective spatial filtering pipelines in
the literature and propose a novel spatial filtering approach named multiple time window LDA
beamformers (MTWLB) for CCCV systems. Second, we visit the area that interfaces CCCV
systems with AI systems, where we call it neuro-AI interfaces. From this aspect, we first
consider the use of human beings’ brain signals EEG to evaluate the performance of GANs,
where we propose the Neuroscore as an evaluation metric for GANs. We then demonstrate a
type of CNN based neuro-AI interface to generalize the use of Neuroscore, where the model
was trained by using human’s brain signals.
The organization of this thesis is as follow:
• Chapter 2 describes the two EEG datasets, namely the NAILS and the NIFPA, which are
contributed by this thesis. EEG data in the NAILS was recorded to encompass a broad
range of image search activities and coincident neural signals, which benchmarks the ma-
chine learning strategies for RSVP-EEG (EEG signals recorded in the RSVP paradigm
experiment) signals. The NIFPA is to explore the human being’s EEG response to syn-
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thetic images produced by GANs along with the real images of the same type. Both N170
and P300 ERPs were elicited in this dataset. We introduce the properties of ERPs from
the perspectives of time course and topographical distribution. Details of analysis and
feature extraction of ERPs are introduced in Chapter 3.
• Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive review on the processing methods for RSVP-EEG.
We introduce the experimental set up for recording the RSVP-EEG data and study the
feature extraction and classification algorithms applied for this type of data. In terms
of the feature extraction, we mainly consider two most popular areas, spatial filtering
and time-frequency representation, to extract informative features from ERPs. Regarding
the classification methods, we study the traditional linear classification methods and the
recent momentum deep learning methods.
• Chapter 4 analyzes and discusses the spatial filtering pipeline deployed in cortically
coupled image classification. We propose a spatial filtering approach called multiple time
window LDA beamformers (MTWLB), which uses LDA beamformers based on multiple
time windows. The proposed MTWLB is compared with other two famous approaches
in the literature, which are xDAWN and common spatial pattern (CSP). Moreover, we
compare the performance between xDAWN and MTWLB in terms of reconstructing the
time course of the source signals. The performance of three linear classifiers, linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA), Bayesian linear regression (BLR) and logistic regression (LR)
are also discussed.
• Chapter 5 provides a review on GAN-variants from architecture and loss perspectives.
We analyze the problems in the original GAN and study the GAN-variants that deal with
those problems in the literature.
• Chapter 6 demonstrates a neuro-AI interface, which deploys a novel cortically coupled
paradigm that uses neural signals to evaluate the performance of GANs. Neuroscore
has been proposed as an evaluation metric for GANs, which closely mirrors behavioral
human perception on the images produced by GANs. Neuroscore is compared to three
conventional evaluation metrics in the literature.
• Chapter 7 extends the work in Chapter 6, in which a CNN based neuro-AI interface is
proposed to produce the Neuroscore. We show that DNNs are able to learn informative
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knowledge from human neural responses and successfully demonstrate a CNN trained by
using neural responses to evaluate the performance for GANs.
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. Future directions are also discussed with respect to the
different research areas, which are ERP research, computational neuroscience and neuro-
AI interfaces.
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Chapter 2
Data Description
Abstract: This chapter describes electroencephalography (EEG) datasets that are used in this
thesis. Two EEG datasets are introduced: (1) The neurally augmented image labelling strate-
gies (NAILS) dataset is used to support a collaborative evaluation task in which participating
researchers benchmarked machine learning strategies against each other. The experimental
protocol used to capture the dataset was designed to encompass a broad range of image search
activities and coincident neural signals; and (2) The neural indices for face perception analysis
(NIFPA) dataset is to explore human being’s EEG responses to synthetic images generated by
using generative adversarial networks (GANs) and real images of the same type. By doing so,
we will be able to compare differences in neural responses that indicate whether images are
perceived as being real or fake. Identifying and operationalizing such EEG responses would
provide an alternative method for the evaluation of GANs and a feedback signal to improve
their effectiveness of GAN. The NAILS dataset has already been released [104] and the NIFPA
dataset will be released as well at some stage.
2.1 Introduction
A brain-computer interface (BCI) provides a communication pathway between the human brain
and a computer system. This type of interface requires the development of algorithms for trans-
lating the measured brain signals into computer commands. Brain signals can be measured
invasively [105] and non-invasively [106]. Non-invasive BCIs are more commonly being re-
searched in the BCI community [107]. Electroencephalography (EEG) signals, acquired via a
non-invasive manner to enable BCIs, have been widely studied in the literature. Applications
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designed using such type of BCIs span broad areas e.g., information retrieval [108], rehabilita-
tion engineering [109] and cortically coupled computer vision [59].
The P300, a type of event-related potential (ERP), is a well known EEG component that has
been widely used to drive BCI systems (e.g. the P300 speller applications [110]). P300-BCIs for
multimedia information retrieval have attracted growing interests in recent years [93,103,111].
Open EEG datasets related to this field are severely lacking. In this chapter, we provide de-
tails of the two recorded EEG datasets used in this thesis: (1) The neurally augmented image
labelling strategies (NAILS) dataset, which has an affiliated workshop to support the collabo-
rative evaluation of best-practice strategies for rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) image
search using EEG signals; and (2) The neural indices for face perception analysis (NIFPA)
dataset, which is to explore a human being’s EEG responses to synthetic images produced by
generative adversarial networks (GANs).
In this thesis, we used 32 channel BrainVision actiCHamp at 1000 Hz for recording EEG
signals and electrode locations defined by 10-20 system were carried out as seen in Fig. 2.1.
A list of related neurophysiologically-relevant terminology and associated explanations used in
Figure 2.1: Electrode locations of 10-20 system used through this thesis.
this thesis is presented below:
• Trial: Each individual image presentation is called a trial.
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• Epoch: An epoch is a specific time window which is extracted from the continuous EEG
signal. Each epoch is time-locked with respect to an event i.e., image stimulus presenta-
tion in our case. This is different from the epoch that is used for training a deep neural
network.
• ERP: An ERP signal is the averaged EEG epochs which corresponds to the target stimu-
lus.
• ERP difference: An ERP difference signal is the averaged target EEG epochs minus the
averaged standard EEG epochs.
• Trial rejection: Remove those epochs corresponding to the selected events that contain
artifacts e.g., eye blink.
2.2 Neurally Augmented Image Labelling Strategies
EEG data from 9 participants was recorded. Data collection was carried out with approval from
Dublin City University’s Research Ethics Committee (DCU REC/2016/099) (see Appendix E).
Each participant completed 6 different tasks (INSTR, WIND1, WIND2, UAV1, UAV2 and
BIRD). For each task, participants were asked to search for specific target images from the
presented images (i.e., an airplane has the role of target in UAV1 and UAV2 tasks, a keyboard
instrument is the target for the INSTR task, while a windfarm is the target in WIND1 and
WIND2 tasks, and parrot being the target in BIRD task. See Fig. 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Examples of target images in NAILS task. Images from left to right are airplane, windfarm,
macaw, keyboard instrument. The size of target and standard are all 256× 256.
Each of the tasks was divided into 9 blocks, where each block contained 180 images (9 tar-
gets/171 standards) thus there were 486 target images and 9,234 standard images available for
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each participant. Images were presented to participants at a 6 Hz (6 images per second) presen-
tation rate. EEG data was recorded along with timestamping information for image presenta-
tion, which was triggered via a photodiode to allow for precise epoching of the EEG signals for
each trial [112]. A 32 channel BrainVision actiCHamp at 1000 Hz (1000 samples per second)
sampling frequency, using electrode locations as defined by the 10-20 system, was used for EEG
acquisition. Epochs were filtered to exclude those with a peak-to-peak amplitude greater than
70 µV on EOG and frontal EEG channels. Independent component analysis (ICA) was used
alongside a morlet wavelet based analysis to confirm that the remaining epochs did not con-
tain non-neural sources of discriminative information. We used trial rejection for eye-related
removement instead of removing eye-related independent components by using ICA because
ICA sometimes cannot fully remove the eye-related artifacts [113].
Figure 2.3 shows an example of butterfly plot for one participant. The plot was produced
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Figure 2.3: Example of ERP difference butterfly plot (target ERPs minus standard ERPs) across all trials
after rejecting the eye-related artifacts. Plots were generated using common average reference (CAR).
Both an early ERP (e.g., the N200) and a later ERP (e.g., the P300) can be seen in the plot. The N200
can be seen at occipital electrode sites peaking at 240 ms while the P300 can be seen at parietal electrode
sites peaking at 450 ms. Channels are color added using the scalp mapping legends in the top left corner.
by the ERPs difference between target ERPs and standard ERPs using all trials (excluding eye-
related artifacts). It can be seen that both an early ERP (e.g., the N200) and a later ERP (e.g.,
the P300) are clearly elicited. The N200 appears at the occipital electrode sites peaking at 240
ms while the P300 is detected at the parietal electrode sites peaking at 450 ms. These two types
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of ERPs can be then used by machine learning strategies for this image search task. We also
listed the first ten independent components (ICs) of the epochs with eye-related artifacts trials
being rejected (see Fig. 2.4). We used first ten ICs for visualization because these components
mostly contribute to the raw EEG signals. It can be seen following trial rejection that there is
no eye-related ICs, which indicates that the eye-related artifacts (as seen in Fig. 2.5) have been
successfully removed.
Figure 2.4: First ten ICs of EEG epochs in the NAILS dataset, which has rejected eye-related artifacts
trials.
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Figure 2.5: An example of eye-related artifacts present in EEG.
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2.3 Neural Indices for Face Perception Analysis
Data collection was carried out with approval from Dublin City University’s Research Ethics
Committee (DCUREC/2018/115) (see Appendix F). EEG data from 12 participants was recorded.
Each participant completed two types of tasks which we call behavioral experiment (BE) task
and rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task. The sequence of blocks presented in the ex-
periment was: BE→ RSVP→ BE→ RSVP→ BE.
The objective of the BE task was to record participants’ behavioral responses (i.e., physical
responses by pressing buttons) to each type of image category while in the RSVP task it was
to record EEG responses when participants see the rapid presentation of images. The ultimate
goal of this study was to compare whether the EEG responses in the RSVP task are consistent
with the participants’ behavioral responses in the BE task.
The BE task contained three blocks, where each block contained 90 images (18 images for
each face category resulting in 72 face images in total and 18 non-face images) thus there were
216 face images and 54 non-face images in the BE task in total. Participants were presented
with one image at a time and asked to press a button corresponding to a “Yes” if they perceived
a real face (i.e., belonging to the real face (RFACE) set) or a “No” for anything they perceived
as not being a real face (including fake face and non-face). Following each response, feedback
was given on whether or not the presented image was indeed a real face to make participants pay
more attention to the task. The accuracy (number of correct in labelled images divided by num-
ber of presented images) of each participant’s responses was recorded. This recorded accuracy
is subsequently referred to the “human perceptual judgment” metric. Figure 2.6 demonstrates an
example of ERPs responses in the BE task. It can be seen that the N170 ERP was successfully
elicited in this task.
The RSVP task contained 26 blocks. Each RSVP block contained 240 images (6 images for
each face category thus 24 face targets in total and 216 non-face images), thus there were 6,240
images (624 face targets/5,616 non-face images) available for each participant. In the RSVP
task, image streams were presented to participants at a 4 Hz (i.e., 4 images per second) presen-
tation rate. Participants were asked to search for the RFACE images in this task so as to elicit
a P300. We compared the P300 amplitude in the RSVP task to the human perceptual judgment
measured in the BE task to determine if they were consistent with each other. Figure 2.7 shows
ERPs responses in the RSVP task, where N170 and P300 were both clearly activated in this
task.
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Figure 2.6: Butterfly plot for the ERP difference in the behavioral (BE) task from one participant. N170
was elicited peaking at 150 ms.
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Figure 2.7: Butterfly plot for the ERP difference in the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task from
one participant. The N170 was elicited peaking at 150 ms and the P300 was elicited peaking at 440 ms.
EEG was recorded for both of these two types of tasks along with timestamping information
for image presentation and behavioral responses (via a photodiode and hardware trigger) to
allow for precise epoching of the EEG signals for each trial [112]. EEG data was acquired by
using the same amplifier and specification as in the NAILS recording. In this work, a CAR was
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Figure 2.8: First ten ICs of EEG epochs in the NIFPA dataset, to which trial rejection was applied
regarding the eye-related artifacts.
utilized and a bandpass filter (e.g., 0.5 Hz – 20 Hz) was applied prior to epoching. EEG data was
then downsampled to 250 Hz. Only behavioral responses occurring between 0 s and 1 s after
the presentation of a stimulus were used. Trial rejection was carried out to remove those trials
containing noise such as eye-related artifacts (via a peak-to-peak amplitude threshold across
all electrodes). Figure 2.8 shows the ICs of the epochs with eye artifacts related trials being
rejected. It can be seen that there is no eye-related artifacts ICs contained in the first ten ICs.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced details of the EEG datasets used in this thesis. We have demon-
strated some elicited ERPs (the N170, the N200 and the P300) in these two datasets and the
pre-processing steps including filtering, artifacts removement etc. The more comprehensive
analysis and usage of these two datasets will be discussed in the later chapters.
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Chapter 3
Cortically Coupled Computer Vision
Processing Methods
Abstract: In this chapter, we introduce an architecture for cortically coupled computer vi-
sion (CCCV) systems that combines brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) with rapid serial visual
presentation (RSVP). Hereafter, we refer to the coupling of the RSVP protocol with electroen-
cephalography (EEG) to support a target-search BCI as RSVP-EEG. Our focus in this chapter
is on a review of feature extraction and classification techniques applied in RSVP-EEG. We
briefly present the commonly used algorithms and describe their properties based on the lit-
erature. We conclude with a discussion on the future trajectory of this exciting branch of BCI
research. Work in this chapter has been published as a book chapter in the Signal Processing
and Machine Learning for Brain-Machine Interfaces [92].
3.1 Introduction
The rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) protocol is a method that can be used to extend
the brain-computer interface (BCI) approach to enable high throughput target image recogni-
tion applications [59, 61, 114]. Using electroencephalography (EEG) signals to label or rank
images is of practical interest as many types of images cannot be automatically labeled by a
computer [59]. A common example here is to enhance the performance of satellite imagery
analysts, by performing selection to get a smaller number of images for later and more detailed
inspection [61]. In the RSVP target-search paradigm (see Fig. 3.1) , there is a rapid succession
of images presented on screen, in which only a small percentage contain target images. Images
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Figure 3.1: RSVP paradigm protocol.
are typically presented to participants at a very fast speed on a monitor (4 – 10 images per sec-
ond). These infrequent target images are known to elicit the P300 ERP, a type of brain response
that has a well-established history of study [39]. The idea is that the participant is unaware
when a target stimulus is going to appear, hence its presentation on screen elicits the P300 ERP
reflecting the orientation of participant’s attention to the stimuli. These brain activity related
responses, when extracted, can be used through application of signal processing and machine
learning techniques to enable labeling and/or ranking of images.
In order to use a cortically coupled computer vision (CCCV) system in this way, a partici-
pant must be capable of responding with brain activity patterns that can be identified automati-
cally (in a sequential sense). In this regard, the use of an “oddball” paradigm to elicit the P300
ERP responses is ideal as targets searched for tend to be infrequent in many datasets and the
response has characteristic features.
Figure 3.2 shows the stages of a typical BCI system. Pre-processing, feature extraction,
classification and post-processing are BCI system components. Changes in any one of these
components can alter the performance of a BCI system. Pre-processing refers to denoising
signals i.e., filtering, artifact rejection, normalization, etc. Feature extraction and classification
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of a typical BCI system.
both belong to the machine learning section and are essential elements of BCI systems. Post-
processing refers to the use of context information to eliminate outliers which can improve the
performance of a classifier.
To date, a number of thorough reviews of classification techniques for BCIs have been
published [23,115] but none have been specifically dedicated to the review of feature extraction
and classification algorithms used for CCCV research. More broadly, the RSVP target-detection
problem is part of a wider field of study that investigates single-trial detection methods [59, 61,
116].
In section 3.2, we give a brief introduction to the RSVP-EEG experimental setup and
demonstrate the latency issue that arise when using software triggers (details are presented in
Appendix A). We then show several spatio-temporal signals that are typically present in RSVP-
EEG have discriminative properties e.g., the P300. It should be noted that the common objective
of all BCI systems is to maximize classification accuracy rather than providing an interpreta-
tion of the underlying neurophysiology. Finally, we describe the pre-processing step and the
problems of RSVP-EEG data availability in the literature which has an impact on algorithm
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development, reproducibility and benchmarking.
In section 3.3, we outline common strategies used to extract useful features from RSVP-
EEG data, namely spatial filters achieved using (un-)supervised techniques such as independent
component analysis (ICA) that aims to find a linear representation of non-Gaussian data so as to
maximize a statistical independence metric, time-frequency representation which decomposes
RSVP-EEG to the time-frequency domain and some other feature extraction methods. Spatial
filtering allows for dimensionality reduction by transforming high dimensional spatial EEG to
a subspace according to different optimization objectives e.g., improving the SNR. Reducing
data dimensionality in this way is often essential to overcoming issues with having relatively
fewer training examples than when there are a high number of features — a scenario commonly
referred to as the “curse of dimensionality” [117].
In section 3.4, we explore a number of commonly used classification strategies covering
both linear and non-linear techniques. Linear classification techniques include linear discrim-
inant analysis (LDA), Bayesian linear regression (BLR), logistic regression (LR) and support
vector machine (SVM). Non-linear classification approaches are mainly focused on artificial
neural networks (ANNs).
In summary, this chapter aims to survey the different feature extraction and classification
techniques used in CCCV research and to identify their critical properties, shortcomings and
advantages. It also provides newcomers to the CCCV area with an introduction — a framework
within which an analysis of RSVP-EEG data can be understood.
3.2 Overview of RSVP Experiments and EEG Data
3.2.1 RSVP Experiment for EEG Data Acquisition
Data acquisition for RSVP-EEG experiments is typically carried out using two computers. One
computer is used for stimulus presentation and the other for recording and monitoring of EEG
data from participants. A typical setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. The EEG amplifier is used for
recording the EEG signals measured from participants. When displaying the image sequence to
participants, a timestamp for each image must be recorded and aligned with the multi-channel
time-series EEG captured on the acquisition computer. These are commonly referred to as
triggers.
In CCCV research, triggers are normally sent from the presentation software (e.g., Psy-
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Figure 3.3: RSVP experiment set up.
choPy [118] and E-prime [119]) either to the EEG acquisition device directly [116, 120] via a
physical port or to the acquisition software [121]. Due to the fast presentation speeds involved
with RSVP-EEG, careful attention needs to be given to ensure that stimulus presentation tim-
ings are correct. We describe a study to investigate in a representative RSVP implementation
whether or not software-derived stimulus timing can be considered an accurate reflection of the
physical stimuli timing [112] (details are included in Appendix A).
3.2.2 Brief Introduction to RSVP-EEG Pattern
The most widely used pattern in the EEG signals acquired in a CCCV system is the P300
component. The P300 is a complex endogenous response that can be subdivided into a novelty-
related P3a component and a posterior occurring component commonly encountered in RSVP
search, which is referred to as P3b [39]. The discovery of the P300 arose from the conflu-
ence of increased technological capability for signal averaging applied to human neuroelectric
measures and the impact of information theory on psychological research [122]. The P300 is
often characterized by its amplitude and latency, where it is defined as the largest positive-going
peak in the time range of 300 ms – 800 ms following a stimulus presentation. Its latency and
amplitude can vary depending on stimulus modality, task conditions, participant age, and other
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factors [39]. This is why it is necessary to learn participant and task specific machine learning
models. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a P300 (P3b) response at channel Pz in one RSVP
Figure 3.4: The P300 response example at the Pz channel in an RSVP experiment, the EEG signal has
been band-passed between 0.1 Hz and 30 Hz.
search task. It can be seen that the P300 peak occurs at around 480 ms. The periodic oscillation
that can be seen in the ERPs average for standard images is due to a steady-state visual evoked
potential (SSVEP) response [123]. To facilitate presentation of the concepts involved in RSVP-
EEG, we made use of the NAILS dataset [104], which has already been introduced in Chapter
2. This EEG dataset was part of a collaborative benchmarking task in 2017 [102].
It is worth noting that not all participants display the stereotyped P300 responses, with
some displaying characteristics such as low amplitude components leading to unfavorable SNR
properties. Reasons for this will not be explored here but further information can be found
in [124].
Single-trial detection methods are not restricted solely to BCI-related contexts, and are often
found as part of a researcher’s toolkit in developing an analysis pipeline when working with
neurophysiological data. What such methods typically strive to accomplish is striking a balance
between the neurophysiological interpretability of a model and its complexity. Transparent
models are more likely to lend themselves to meaningful interpretations. While a strategy of
enforcing simplistic models with few parameters may aid in interpretability, the purpose of
RSVP-EEG is to maximize information throughput as defined by some performance metric.
In reality, a BCI can make use of non-neural signal sources present in the EEG. For exam-
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ple, some participants may, without realizing, blink their eyes upon seeing a target in a RSVP
experiment, where the eye-blink will impart a large voltage deflection in the EEG. We are pri-
marily concerned, however, with direct neural signal sources in this chapter and strategies to
utilize these. Hence, trial rejection is used to support this aim.
3.2.3 RSVP-EEG Data Pre-processing and Properties
Pre-processing of some kind is generally a required step before any meaningful interpretation or
use of the EEG data can be realized. Pre-processing typically involves re-referencing (changing
the reference channel), filtering the signal (by applying a bandpass filter to remove environmen-
tal noise or to remove activity in non-relevant frequencies), epoching (extracting a time epoch
typically surrounding the stimulus onset), trial/channel rejection (to remove those containing
artifacts) etc. See [69] for further information. In RSVP-EEG, a CAR or mastoid reference is
often used. A bandpass filter (e.g., 0.1 Hz – 30 Hz) is commonly applied in RSVP-EEG. The
EEG signal is preferably analyzed as epochs (i.e., the whole EEG data is cut by using a fixed
time window e.g., 0 ms – 1000 ms corresponding to each trigger onset) and each segment is
named as an epoch. These epochs can then be used for analysis e.g., feature extraction and
classification.
The presence of many artifacts such as those related to muscle movements in the EEG
signal can be sometimes removed by using a bandpass filter as the frequencies of interest in
RSVP-EEG do not always detrimentally overlap. During RSVP-EEG experiments, it can be
very common for eye-blink behavior to occur in response to target images. This perhaps arises
as a result of the participant withholding eye-blinks until a target is seen. While this may be
favorable for improving the detection rate of targets, without inspection of the data it may lead
to erroneous conclusions on what discriminative information is actually driving the performance
of a BCI. One common strategy to investigate this involves identifying any spatial components
in the EEG signal related to eye-blinks via independent component analysis (ICA) to determine
if it is trial-locked to targets in any way. Additionally, ICA allows for such activity to be in part
attenuated. In this thesis, we use ICA to confirm the absence of eye-related artifacts after trial
rejection rather than to remove this activity. An investigation of commonly used strategies (and
subtle pitfalls) can be found in [113].
Before extracting features from RSVP-EEG data, some critical properties of EEG signals
have to be considered concerning the design of a CCCV system:
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• Low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): EEG in a noninvasive BCI has an inherently poor SNR
and task-related ERPs are typically overwhelmed by strong ongoing EEG background
activity in single trials;
• Curse of dimensionality: In a CCCV system, EEG data can have high dimensionality
spanning space and time. However typically limited training sets are available especially
considering the target image class which are usually infrequent;
• Overlapping epochs: There is substantial overlap between adjacent target epochs and
standard epochs because of short interstimulus interval (ISI) used in the RSVP paradigm;
• Imbalanced datasets: Target images are overwhelmed by standard images in a RSVP
application which leads to an imbalanced classification problem.
These critical properties have to be considered before feature extraction. The last one can be
overcome through cost-sensitive learning [125] while the first three are inherent challenges in
the design of a CCCV system.
A key difference between the RSVP-EEG paradigm and other ERP paradigms is that the
former requires single-trial detection in the presence of overlapping epochs. Traditional ERP
analysis typically computes a grand average ERPs where phase-locked activity in the signal
remains after averaging whilst other non-locked background activity increasingly attenuates as
more trials are averaged [126]. For example, the P300 speller is an ERP paradigm that has been
a benchmark for the P300-BCI system. In this paradigm, each desired symbol is spelt several
consecutive times by a participant where the epochs corresponding to each row/column are
averaged over the trials. This averaging process is able to improve the EEG SNR for the system
because averaging reduces the contribution of random background EEG oscillations [41]. This
repetition of an image stimulus is not always applicable in the RSVP-EEG paradigm because it
can introduce unintentional behaviors such as a participant attending to an image due to it being
a salient repetition rather than it being a target. In single-trial detection, low SNR is a challenge
for the detection of discriminative ERP activity. Furthermore, the overlapping epochs problem
may contribute to overfitting when training a machine-learning model [127]. In summary, low
SNR and overlapping epochs are two challenging problems for RSVP-EEG when compared to
other ERP paradigms.
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3.2.4 Performance Evaluation Metrics
A machine learning model’s performance can be evaluated by a variety of evaluation metrics.
Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) is widely used as it illustrates
the discriminative ability of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is vary-
ing [128]. One may want to adjust this threshold for example to optimize for fewer false pos-
itives at the cost of more false negatives. The AUC is the most widely used evaluation metric
in RSVP-EEG research [59, 61, 116]. However, the AUC score may not be suitable when eval-
uating some real-world systems because it gives an unified measure of the performance of a
classifier across all potential thresholds and in effect sidesteps the issue of the impact of thresh-
old selection.
Balanced accuracy (BA) is well-suited for evaluating RSVP-EEG systems that utilize binary
classifications [129]. The BA can be calculated as below
BA =
1
2
(sensitivity + specificity) (3.1)
where sensitivity = TP
TP+FN
and specificity = TN
TN+FP
. Choosing evaluation metrics critically
depends on the application. For example, if the classification system is used to rank target above
standard images, then the AUC would be the preferred evaluation metric. If the classification
system is designed to give a binary classification (target vs standard), then the BA can be a good
evaluation metric. Both the AUC and the BA are robust to targets/standards ratio imbalances in
dataset.
3.3 Feature Extraction Methods Used in CCCV Research
The challenge for feature extraction methods is to find intrinsic characteristics of the EEG sig-
nals that relate to certain cognitive responses. Feature extraction in BCI systems plays an im-
portant role since it can significantly affect the SNR and the classification strategy used, which
in turn determines the performance of the BCIs.
This section focuses on the feature extraction of RSVP-EEG from three aspects: (1) Spa-
tial filtering (supervised and unsupervised); (2) Time-frequency representation; and (3) Other
feature extraction methods.
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3.3.1 Spatial Filtering
Supervised Spatial Filtering
As mentioned in the previous section, RSVP-EEG data suffers from low SNR and often high
spatial dimensionality. Spatial filtering is an efficient technique for mitigating these concerns.
In the area of BCI research, xDAWN [130], beamformer [131] and common spatial pattern
(CSP) [132] are widely used for generating supervised spatial filters. In this chapter, we focus
on three methods for generating spatial filters, which are xDAWN, CSP and LDA beamformer.
For xDAWN, the goal is to maximize signal-to-signal-plus noise ratio (SSNR) whereas for CSP,
the goal in terms of maximizing the variance (power) of EEG signals between target trials and
standard trials. LDA beamformer is used for source signal reconstruction where it maximizes
the SNR.
Problem Formulation Let X ∈ RNc×Nt be an EEG epoch corresponding to an image
stimulus, where Nc is channel number and Nt is epoch time length. The problem (as seen
in equation (3.2)) of spatial filtering is to find a set of projection vectors (each comprised of
weights for each channel) w ∈ RNc×Nf (Nf is the number of components) to project X to a
subspace, where w is calculated by different algorithms i.e., xDAWN, beamformer, CSP etc.
Xsub = w
>X (3.2)
Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) CSP generates sets of channel weights that can be used to
project multi-channel EEG data to a low-dimensional subspace, where this transformation can
maximize the variance of two-class signal matrices. Let X+(i) ∈ RNc×Nt and X−(i) ∈ RNc×Nt
be the ith event-locked EEG epochs (Nc is the channel number and Nt is the time length) in two
experimental conditions i.e., X+(i) for the target image condition and X−(i) for the standard
image condition. Covariance matrices in the two conditions can be estimated as
Σc =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xc(i)X
>
c (i) (c ∈ {+,−}) (3.3)
where Σc ∈ RNc×Nc and n is the number of corresponding trials belonging to each condition.
The CSP optimization problem can be formulated as
argmax
w∈RNc×Nf
w>Σ+w
w>Σ−w
(3.4)
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This optimization problem is given by the simultaneous digitalization of the two covariance
matrices. This can be achieved by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
Σ+w = λΣ−w (3.5)
Note: The objective of CSP is to maximize the variance in one class while minimiz-
ing the variance in the other class. Maximizing the variance in this way corresponds to
maximizing the frequency-power of target-related activity in the signal. When using CSP,
multiple spatial filters will be obtained and cross validation is normally deployed to choose a
spatial filter(s). This strategy can be adapted to use multiple different band-passed versions
of the same EEG signal epoch to leverage different sources of discriminant information
present across different frequencies (that often also differ in spatial characteristics). CSP is
widely applied in motor imagery based BCIs [133]. In Yu’s work, CSP has been applied for
producing spatial filters for CCCV [120].
xDAWN The xDAWN algorithm has been successfully applied in the P300 speller BCI
application [130]. The basic goal of xDAWN is to enhance the SSNR of the responses corre-
sponding to the target stimulus. Let recorded signals be X ∈ RNt×Nc , where Nt is the time
length of recorded EEG signals and Nc is the number of channels. It considers the following
model
X = DA + H (3.6)
where D ∈ RNt×Ne (Ne is the number of temporal samples of ERPs corresponding to the target
stimulus) is the real Toeplitz matrices and A ∈ RNe×Nc is the ERPs response to the target. D
has its first column elements set to zero except for those that correspond to a target stimulus
onset and H is the on-going EEG activity.
The problem statement for xDAWN becomes how to estimate the spatial filter for (equa-
tion (3.6)) such that the synchronous response is enhanced by spatial filtering
Xw = DAw + Hw (3.7)
where w ∈ RNc×Nf (Nf is the number of spatial filters). The optimized solution can be achieved
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by
wˆ = arg max
w
Trace(w>Aˆ>D>DAˆw)
Trace(w>X>Xw)
(3.8)
where Aˆ is the least squares estimation of response A. More details about the computation
method can be found in [130].
Note: As distinguished from CSP, the numerator in xDAWN in equation (3.8) is the
ERP response rather than target EEG epochs i.e., ERP response is the mean value of target
EEG epochs. xDAWN aims to enhance the SSNR of the response corresponding to the
target stimulus and it is originally designed for enhancing the P300 evoked potential for the
P300 speller BCI [130]. Similar to CSP, xDAWN generates multiple spatial filters as well.
It is suggested to use cross-validation to determine the number of spatial filters. In recent
published work, xDAWN has been applied to CCCV for spatial filtering [134].
LDA Beamformer LDA beamformer has been proposed to maximize the SNR of EEG in
a way which is robust to correlated sources [135]. The generation of a spatial filter using LDA
beamformer is comprised of three steps: (1) Spatial pattern estimation; (2) Covariance matrix
estimation; and (3) Spatial filter optimization. Let column vectors p1 ∈ RNc×1 and p2 ∈ RNc×1
be the spatial pattern of a specific component in two different experimental conditions, whereNc
is the number of channel. We denote the difference pattern as p := p1 − p2 and the covariance
matrix Σ ∈ RNc×Nc . The optimization problem for the LDA beamformer can be stated as
minimize
w
w>Σw s.t. w>p = 1 (3.9)
and the optimal solution can be determined as
w = Σ−1p
(
p>Σ−1p
)−1
(3.10)
where w ∈ RNc×1.
Note: The traditional beamformer is used to localize the source. The LDA beamformer
has an ability as it is able to estimate the spatial pattern for the source (i.e., the spatial pattern
is a type of spatial information). As distinguished from the previous two methods, the LDA
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beamformer method generates an optimal spatial filter (only one spatial filter) that maxi-
mizes the SNR (i.e., from equation (3.9), w>p is constrained to 1 and the minimization of
the cost aims to optimize the SNR). One optimal projection vector may not be able to fully
capture all available information from the original EEG epoch due to the sources of vari-
ability such as different spatial characteristics of early and late target-discriminative ERPs
across tasks and participants. Therefore, multiple time window LDA beamformers (where
the researcher trains the LDA beamformer in multiple time windows) are often applied for
improved performance with RSVP-EEG data.
So far we have introduced three supervised approaches for generating useful spatial filters.
After applying the spatial filter(s) to the original epoch, it can be appreciated that the dimension-
ality of the projected subspace has been reduced significantly and that this subspace signal may
have different properties (optimized SSNR for xDAWN, optimized SNR for LDA beamformer,
maximum difference of variance between two classes for CSP) depending on which algorithm
has been used for generating the spatial weightings. This projected subspace can then be used
as the basis of a feature set for training a practical classifier. It is worth noting that the over-
all effect of employing spatial filtering methods is an improvement in the SNR, a reduction in
computational cost and a more favorable situation for many classification algorithms that suf-
fer issues with high dimensional feature vectors (particularly when few training examples are
available). These are desirable properties of a signal processing pipeline for CCCV.
Unsupervised Spatial Filtering
Independent Component Analysis EEG source activity refers to the time-varying far-field
potentials arising within an EEG source and volume-conducted to the scalp electrodes. The
recorded EEG signals are then, according to this interpretation, the summation of neural ac-
tivity, contributions of non-brain sources such as scalp muscle, eye movement, and cardiac
artifacts, plus (ideally small) electrode and environmental noise [136]. Successful separation
of contributions from these non-neural activity related sources can improve the SNR of the
signals of interest. ICA is a technique that can aid here and can be used to find linear repre-
sentations such that time-series signals obtained via its components’ projections are statistically
independent from each other (or as independent as possible). Such a representation is capable
of capturing the essential structure of the data in many applications, including feature extrac-
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tion and signal separation [137]. Essentially, ICA produces a matrix of spatial filters. ICA
has been widely applied to EEG signal fields for denoising [138] and artifact removal [139].
Figure 3.5 illustrates the characteristics of three independent components (ICs) corresponding
(a) Eyeblink IC.
(b) P300 activity IC.
(c) Trial-locked EEG IC.
Figure 3.5: Examples of ICA components (left) and ERP images (right) for eye blink related activity
(A), posterior P300 activity (B) and other trial-locked EEG activity (C). Results are generated using one
participant’s dataset (from the NAILS dataset) and only includes RSVP target-related trials.
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to eyeblinks, P300 activity and other trial-locked ERP activity respectively. From the IC plots
(left), it is noticeable that different signal sources have different ICs localizations i.e., eyeblink
is distributed frontally while the P300 is localized posteriorly. From an ERP image and ERP
time series plot (right hand side top and bottom plots), it can be seen that eyeblink activity and
P300-related activity are locked to target stimuli. Moreover, it can be seen that the eyeblink
time-locked activity is noticeably prominent at around 400 ms which is close to the time region
where we also see P300 activity. This indicates that this participant sometimes blinked his/her
eyes when presented with a target image likely as a result of an active effort to suppress eye-
blinks up to that point in case they missed a target. Eyeblink artifacts in such instances can
potentially be beneficial for the classification process. However, we are going to remove these
(via trial rejection) as we only consider signals of direct neural origin in this exposition. It is
worth emphasizing here that ICA successfully resolved the signal into a distinct neuro phys-
iologically interpretable source in this instance. Published work by Bigdely-Shamlo and his
colleagues, demonstrated ICA successfully applied to CCCV generating ICs and independent
time-course templates for each IC. These independent time-course templates were selected as
features for training the classifier [61] quite successfully.
Principal Component Analysis Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical tech-
nique which uses eigenvalue decomposition to convert a set of correlated variables into a set of
linearly uncorrelated variables where each of the resultant variables is referred to as a principal
component (PC) [140]. For multivariate datasets, notably data in a high dimensional space,
PCA can be particularly effective for dimensionality reduction. PCA has been applied in EEG
signal analysis for dimensionality reduction [141] and the production of spatial filters [142]. In
CCCV literature, PCA has only been applied for feature dimensionality reduction rather than
extracting informative features to date [61, 143].
3.3.2 Time-frequency Representation
Feature extraction in BCIs can be achieved in the time domain, the frequency domain and the
combined time-frequency domain. In the time domain, time regions coinciding with ERPs such
as the P300 are used when extracting features for single-trial event detection [114]. Frequency
domain features such as the amplitudes of µ (8-13 Hz) and β (14-26 Hz) are widely used in sen-
sorimotor control BCIs as it has been shown changes occur in these when a participant imagines
(or engages) in certain types of movements [144]. However, frequency domain features have
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not been used in the CCCV systems in the literature to date because it does not have criti-
cal information such as time and topographic distribution. Time-frequency representations can
be generated using methods such as short time Fourier transform (STFT) and morlet wavelet
transforms. The wavelet transform method is often preferred over STFT in many instances as it
produces a time-frequency decomposition of a signal over a range of characteristic frequencies
that separates individual signal components more effectively than the STFT method does. A
number of other properties of the source signal such as stationarity assumptions should be con-
sidered when utilizing one approach over another [126]. With the time-frequency techniques
applied, two useful features can be then generated for analyzing neural dynamics, which are
inter-trial coherence (ITC) [126] and event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) [145]. ITC is
calculated as
ITC = | 1
n
n∑
r=1
eiktfr |, ITC ∈ [0, 1] (3.11)
where eik is from Euler’s formula and provides the complex polar representation of a phase
angle k on trial r at a time-frequency representation point tf (time & frequency). ITC mea-
sures the extent to which a distribution of phase angles at instantaneous point across trials is
non-uniformly distributed in polar space [126]. ITC is useful for measuring phase-locked neu-
ral dynamics (e.g., the P300 and N170) corresponding to stimuli. Compared to ERPs, ERSP
provides insights for neural dynamics in both time domain and frequency domain. A set of
common types of time-frequency features found in RSVP-EEG has been proposed in Meng’s
work [60]. In Fig. 3.6 we show the time-frequency mean power generated using target EEG
epochs from the NAILS dataset. It can be seen that both high power and strong ITC appear in
low frequencies (0 Hz – 6 Hz) and in two time regions (200 ms – 400 ms and 600 ms – 800 ms).
The discriminative ERSP related activity appears in both an early time region and a late time re-
gion. The time-frequency representation strongly depends on the type of the image stimulus and
the experimental environment. To summarize, time-frequency representation is more used for
analyzing and interpreting neural dynamics e.g., visualize a specific neural activity elicited by
a typical type of experimental stimulus. Features generated by this technique for classification
can be less effective.
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v2
(a) Event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP). Power was normalized by subtracting
mean power from the baseline.
(b) Inter-trial coherence.
Figure 3.6: The ERSP representation example corresponding to target images at the Pz channel for
averaging 9 participants in an RSVP experiment using Morlet wavelet transform, the EEG signal has
been band-passed between 0.1 Hz and 30 Hz. EEG epochs used baseline from -500 ms to 0 ms (i.e.
subtract the mean fo the baseline signals).
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3.3.3 Other Feature Extraction Methods
In Huang’s work, EEG signals from the stimulus onset to 500 ms post-stimulus were extracted
for each channel and concatenated to form a feature vector [116]. This resulted in each trial
containing 32 × 129 features (where 32 is the number of channels and 129 is the number of
time points). This strategy of building feature vectors as a concatenation over time regions
(and channels) of interest is commonly found in the CCCV literature and often yields good
results. Hierarchical discriminant component analysis (HDCA) has been proposed in [146],
where this method estimates EEG signatures of target detection events using multiple linear
discriminators, each is trained at a different time window relative to the image onset. Since
EEG signals contain both spatial and temporal information, a spatio-temporal representation
for RSVP-EEG data has been proposed by Alpert [143]. This representation is divided into
two steps: (1) Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is applied at each timestamp to produce the
spatial weights and a spatial weight matrix is then used for mapping original epoch to a new
space; and (2) PCA is then used for dimensionality reduction based on the temporal domain
i.e., for each independent channel.
3.3.4 Summary
Feature extraction is an essential step when designing a BCI system because pertinent features
can significantly improve performance of the resulting classifier and additionally it can sig-
nificantly reduce the computational cost. In CCCV, discriminative ERP-related activity often
occurs in both early and late time region e.g., N200 and P300. Feature extraction for CCCV is
best designed by considering these ERPs’ properties.
3.4 Survey of Classifiers Used in CCCV Research
This section surveys the classifiers used for recognition of target images and standard images
in CCCV systems. Due to the fact that the non-linear problem has not been well explored
in RSVP-EEG data in the literature so far, this section is divided into linear classifiers and
neural network classifiers. Since deep learning technology is very popular currently in other
application domains such as computer vision and natural language processing, we introduce
some deep learning methods in the neural network section.
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3.4.1 Linear Classifiers
Linear classifiers are widely used for designing BCIs applications due to their good perfor-
mance, often simple implementation and low computational complexity. Four main linear
classifiers will be in introduced in this section, namely, linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
Bayesian linear regression (BLR), logistic regression (LR) and support vector machine (SVM).
In this section, we consider our model as
y = w>x + b (3.12)
where y is classifier output, x is the feature vector and b is the threshold.
Linear Discriminant Analysis
LDA is a supervised subspace learning method which is based on the Fisher criterion and it is
equivalent to least squares regression (LSR) if the regression targets are set to n
n1
for samples
from class 1 and− n
n2
for samples from class 2 (where n is total number of training samples, n1 is
the number of samples from class 1 and n2 is the number of samples from class 2) [73]. It aims
to find an optimal linear transformation w that maps x to a subspace in which the between-
class scatter is maximized while the within-class scatter is minimized in that subspace. The
optimization problem for LDA is to maximize the cost function as below
J =
w>SBw
w>SWw
(3.13)
where SB is the between-class scatter and SW is the within-class scatter. Regularization is
often applied in order to avoid the singular matrix problem of SW [147]. Figure 3.7 shows the
LDA implementation on two different classes (red and black dots) with equal covariance and
different mean values. The solid line is the projected subspace w where these two classes will
be projected by LDA. This transformation enables the best separation between two classes on
the subspace w. Details of the method can be found in Duda’s book [148].
LDA has very low computational complexity which makes it suitable for online BCI sys-
tems. As mentioned earlier, classification of RSVP-EEG data suffers from the imbalanced
dataset problem. In Xue’s work [149], he showed that there is no reliable empirical evidence to
support that an imbalanced dataset has a negative effect on the performance of LDA for gener-
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Σ1
Σ 2μ 1 μ 2
Figure 3.7: Projection of two different classes onto a line by LDA. Σ1 and Σ2 are the covariances of two
classes while µ1 and µ2 are the mean values of two classes. [148].
ating the linear transformation vector. Consequently, LDA is suitable and has been successfully
used in CCCV [60, 61]. LDA can suffer in terms of performance in the face of outliers in
the training data. For this reason, regularization strategies are typically employed but are not
covered here [147].
Bayesian Linear Regression
BLR, also named Bayesian linear discriminant analysis (BLDA), can be seen as an extension
of LDA or LSR. In BLR, regularization for parameters is used for preventing overfitting caused
by high dimensional and noisy data. BLR assumes the parameter distribution and target distri-
bution are both Gaussian [73]. We introduce LSR as a starting point for the description of BLR.
Given the linear model in equation (3.12), the input X ∈ Rm×n and the output y ∈ Rn×1 (m
and n are number of parameters and number of samples), the solution of LSR can be stated as
w = (XX>)−1Xy (3.14)
Note that y = n
n1
for class 1 and y = − n
n2
for class 2 here (threshold can be determined
by adding a column with all one as the first column in X) [73]. LSR does not consider the
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parameter distribution in this case and it maximizes the likelihood. For BLR, it considers the
parameter distribution and maximizes the posterior. Given the prior target distribution p(y) ∼
N (µ, β−1) and parameter distribution p(w) ∼ N (0, α−1I) (where β and α are the inverse
variance), BLR gives the optimal estimation for the parameter
w = β(βXX> + αI)−1Xy (3.15)
It can be seen that the optimization of BLR is added with the prior information of parameter
and data. Hence, the optimization depends on the hyperparameters β and α. In real-world ap-
plications, the hyperparameters can be tuned using cross validation or the maximum likelihood
solution with an iterative algorithm [73, 150]. BLR has been proven to have very good and
robust performance in BCI research [151, 152].
Logistic Regression
LR models the conditional probability as a linear regression of feature inputs. Considering
the linear regression model of RSVP-EEG data in equation (3.12), the logistic model can be
constructed as
p(x) =
1
1 + e−w>x+b
(3.16)
The optimization problem of the LR can be constructed by minimizing the cost function as
below
J(w, b) = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
[yi log(p(xi)) + (1− yi) log(1− p(xi))] (3.17)
where y ∈ {0, 1} and n is the sample number of two classes. LR can be modified by penalizing
different cost terms to each class and the cost function can be modified as below
J(w, b) = − 1
n0 + n1
n0+n1∑
i=1
[n0yi log(p(xi)) + n1(1− yi) log(1− p(xi))] (3.18)
where n0 and n1 are the numbers of standard and target image clips respectively.
LR is part of a broader family of generalized linear models (GLMs), where the conditional
distribution of the response falls in some parametric family, and the parameters are set by the
linear predictor. LR is the case where the response is binomial and it can give the prediction
of the conditional probability estimation. LR is easily implemented and has been successfully
applied for CCCV research [64, 153].
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Linear Support Vector Machines
A linear support vector machine (linear SVM) aims to select the hyperplane which maximizes
the margins (i.e., the distance from the nearest training samples). In order to overcome the
imbalanced classification problem, a linear weighted support vector machine (WSVM) is pro-
posed [154]. Linear SVMs can be used for linear and non-linear classification by using the
“kernel trick”. This consists of mapping data to other spaces using a kernel function k(xi,xj).
For linear classification, a kernel function can be chosen as k(xi,xj) = 〈xi,xj〉. For nonlinear
classification, Gaussian kernel k(xi,xj) = exp(−‖xi−xj‖
2
2δ2
), is widely used in the classification
area. Compared to the previous three approaches, the computational time for a SVM (with
kernel version) increases dramatically with increasing training samples i.e., it has O(n3) com-
putational complexity [155].
Linear SVMs have a small number of hyperparameters which need to be tuned manually
and this is often done by using cross validation. There is already considerable use of linear
SVM in CCCV research [108, 120, 156].
Other Machine Learning Algorithms
Here we have introduced four linear classification algorithms that are widely used in the CCCV
research area. There are numerous machine learning algorithms available currently and we en-
courage readers to experiment with them. Scikit-learn [157] is a machine learning library in
Python and it provides lots of machine learning algorithm implementations. Linear classifica-
tion methods can be found in the GLMs list.
Note: For the four classifiers above, every method involves hyperparameters except
LDA (unless using a regularized version that relies on some parameter selection). We sug-
gest using random search or maximum likelihood estimation to determine these hyperpa-
rameters. K-fold validation can be used for the evaluation of each set of tuned hyperparam-
eters. Importantly, classifiers’ performance should be evaluated on a withheld validation set
such as an experimental block that does not overlap with the data used for model training
or hyperparameter selection.
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Summary
To summarize, we have introduced four types of linear classifier from the viewpoints of different
optimization objectives. LDA aims to find the subspace which gives the best separation between
two classes after projection. BLR uses prior information about data distribution and weights,
constraining the estimated weights close to zeros, which helps to stop overfitting. SVM finds
the optimal hyperplane maximizing the margins and it can be applied to non-linear cases by
using the “kernel trick”. LR can predict the conditional probability. We recommend to use
LDA (a regularized form) and BLR for CCCV because of their low computational cost and
good performance. Recent work in CCCV research has shown that BLR outperforms LDA and
SVM [152].
3.4.2 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are yet another category of classifiers that are increasingly
used in BCIs research. An ANN comprises several artificial neurons that can enable non-linear
decision boundaries.
This section is divided into two parts. The first describes the multi-layer perception (MLP),
the most widely used ANN and then some deep learning techniques are introduced.
Multi-layer Perceptron
A MLP is minimally comprised of three layers of neurons, namely an input layer, one or several
hidden layers and an output layer [158] as seen in Fig. 3.8. In each hidden layer, each neuron is
connected to the output of each neuron in the previous layer and its output is the input of each
neuron in the next layer. Figure 3.8 illustrates a MLP with four inputs, one hidden layer with
10 neurons and output layer (bias terms is not covered in this case). There are 50 connections
totally in this case (4 × 10 + 10). Considering a CCCV system, there is only one output in the
output layer. Parameters in MLP can be updated in the direction of the negative gradient, where
the gradient can be efficiently calculated by using backpropagation [159]. A number of what
are called gradient descent optimization algorithms exist for this purpose [160].
ANNs and MLP are very flexible classifiers that can be applied to a great variety of prob-
lems because they are universal approximators [23]. Hence, MLP can be applied for almost all
machine learning problems including binary classification or multi-class classification or mod-
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Figure 3.8: An example of a MLP architecture.
eling. The main disadvantage of MLP is overfitting [161] due to the limited training samples
especially for targets in RSVP-EEG data. Therefore, one has to be careful when designing a
MLP architecture and regularization is often required [162].
Some Deep Learning Techniques
Modern deep learning provides a powerful framework for supervised learning [74]. With more
layers and more neurons in a layer, a DNN can represent increasingly complex non-linear pat-
terns and it has been successfully applied to many fields including computer vision [163], nat-
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ural language processing [164], etc.
Since deep learning implementations in the area of EEG are still rare, we will introduce
three representative methods in the deep learning field, namely convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and deep belief nets (DBNs).
Convolutional Neural Networks A CNN is a type of DNN that employs a mathematical
operation called convolution specialized for processing a grid of values where the arrangement
of the values is not arbitrary such as is the case with an image where pixels near to any one
pixel tend to be correlated in a meaningful way [165]. CNNs are simply neural networks that
use convolutions in place of general matrix multiplications in at least one of their layers [74].
CNNs have been tremendously successful in many practical applications [166–168]. CNNs
leverage three properties that improve learning, namely sparse interactions, parameter sharing
and equivariant representations [74]. Sparse interactions are accomplished by the convolution
operation while choosing the kernel smaller than the input size. This property enables mean-
ingful features to be extracted from input data. Parameter sharing refers to the fact that each
member of the kernel is used at every position of the input with the same parameters. Equivari-
ant representations means that if the input changes, the output changes in the same way [74].
Figure 3.9 demonstrates a basic CNN architecture for EEG data classification. Since a CNN
Figure 3.9: An example of CNN architecture for EEG classification.
is capable of extracting features from the input data automatically, CNNs have become the most
widely used deep learning architecture in RSVP-EEG research [99, 100, 103, 134]. All of these
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works have shown that CNNs are effective in combining the spatial filtering and the classifica-
tion steps in an unified way. CNNs were also the winning solutions to the NAILS competition
in the 13th NTCIR conference [127] which show better performance than traditional methods.
The reason that CNNs perform effectively on the EEG classification task is that the property of
EEG data is similar to image data at some extent. Both EEG and image data share a common
characteristic in that they have a spatial arrangement e.g., signals tend to correlate when near
each other in an image or on the scalp. The spatial information of the two dimensional EEG
(number of channels × number of time points) contains both channel location and time region.
For example, P300 in RSVP-EEG is normally detected at parietal cortex and appears in 300 ms
– 600 ms time region, which is very similar to an object appearing at specific location in an
image. Thus CNNs are good at extracting such a type of spatial information from the presented
EEG data. We list details of four CNNs architectures that have been proposed in the literature
in Table 3.1. The architecture of DeepConvNet and ShallowConvNet in work [101] has been
explained in detail in [103]. The architecture of EEGNet2 [127] is similar to the EEGNet [103].
So we have not included details of those CNNs architectures here.
Recurrent Neural Networks Different from CNNs specialized for processing a grid of val-
ues, a RNN is a family of neural networks which is designed for processing sequential data such
as language data [86]. RNNs process the sequence which contains vectors x(t) with the time
step index t ranging from 1 to τ [74].
There are several implementations of RNNs in the EEG signals analysis and classifica-
tion [170–172]. However, RNNs implementations for a CCCV system have not been stated in
the literature so far. Since EEG is sequential and the P300 has a temporal property, it is an open
question if RNNs can be used effectively for a CCCV system.
Deep Belief Nets A DBN is a generative graphical model which comprises multiple layers
of latent variables (“hidden units”), with connections between the layers but not between units
within each layer [173]. It provides an efficient way to learn a multiple-layered restricted Boltz-
mann machine (RBM) [174].
A DBN has shown efficacy for a CCCV system from Ahmed’s work and it can extract
discriminant features from RSVP-EEG data as well [175].
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Conv nets Layer Input Operation Filter Stride Output Total parameters
Frontiers-15 [100]
1 (63, 32 , 1) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (1, 32, 1, 96) (1, 1) (63, 1, 96)
11621601
(63, 1, 96) Maxpool1D (3, 1) (2, 1) (31, 1, 96)
2 (31, 1, 96) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (6, 1, 96, 128) (1, 1) (26, 1, 128)(26, 1, 128) Maxpool1D (3, 1) (2, 1) (12, 1, 128)
3 1536 Fully connected (Activation: ReLU) N/A N/A 2048
4 2048 Dropout N/A N/A 2048
5 2048 Fully connected (Activation: ReLU) N/A N/A 4096
6 4096 Dropout N/A N/A 4096
7 4096 Fully connected (Activation: Sigmoid) N/A N/A 1
SPIE-16 [99]
1
(250, 32 , 1) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (64, 1, 1, 128) (4, 1) (250, 1, 96)
3076717
(47, 32, 128) BatchNorm N/A N/A (47, 32, 128)
(47, 32, 128) Maxpool1D (3, 1) (2, 1) (23, 32, 128)
2 (23, 32, 128) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (4, 1, 128, 128) (2, 1) (10, 32, 128)(10, 32, 128) BatchNorm N/A N/A (10, 32, 128)
3
(10, 32, 128) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (1, 32, 128, 512) (1, 1) (10, 1, 512)
(10, 1, 512) BatchNorm N/A N/A (10, 1, 512)
(10, 1, 512) Maxpool1D (3, 1) (2, 1) (4, 1, 512)
4 (4, 1, 512) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (4, 1, 512, 256) (1, 1) (1, 1, 256)(1, 1, 256) BatchNorm N/A N/A (1, 1, 256)
5 256 Fully connected (Activation: ReLU) N/A N/A 500
7 500 Dropout N/A N/A 500
8 500 Fully connected (Activation: ReLU) N/A N/A 500
9 500 Dropout N/A N/A 500
10 500 Fully connected (Activation: Sigmoid) N/A N/A 1
EMBC-17 [169]
1 (63, 32 , 1) Conv1D (Activation: ReLU) (1, 32, 1, 8) (1, 1) (63, 1, 8)
66812 (63, 1, 8) Conv2D (Activation: ReLU) (48, 1, 8, 16) (1, 1) (16, 1, 16)
3 256 Fully connected (Activation: Sigmoid) N/A N/A 1
EEGNet [103]
1
(250, 32 , 1) Conv1D (1, 32, 1, 16) (1, 1) (250, 1, 16)
1596
(250, 1, 16) BatchNorm N/A N/A (250, 1, 16)
(250, 1, 16) ELU N/A N/A (250, 1, 16)
(250, 1, 16) Transpose(2, 0, 1) N/A N/A (16, 250, 1)
(16, 250, 1) Dropout N/A N/A (16, 250, 1)
2
(16, 250, 1) Conv2D (padding: same *) (2, 32, 1, 4) (1, 1) (16, 250, 4)
(16, 250, 4) BatchNorm N/A N/A (16, 250, 4)
(16, 250, 4) ELU N/A N/A (16, 250, 4)
(16, 250, 4) Maxpool2D (2, 4) (2, 4) (8, 62, 4)
(8, 62, 4) Dropout N/A N/A (8, 62, 4)
3
(8, 62, 4) Conv2D (padding: same) (8, 4, 4, 4) (1, 1) (8, 62, 4)
(8, 62, 4) BatchNorm N/A N/A (8, 62, 4)
(8, 62, 4) ELU N/A N/A (8, 62, 4)
(8, 62, 4) Maxpool2D (2, 4) (2, 4) (4, 15, 4)
(4, 15, 4) Dropout N/A N/A (4, 15, 4)
4 240 Fully connected (Activation: Sigmoid) N/A N/A 1
∗ For Convolutional layer implementation in Tensorflow, the default value for zero padding is set to ”valid”. Here we use the ”same”
choice from the original paper.
Table 3.1: CNNs architectures in the literature. The architecture of DeepConvNet and ShallowConvNet
in work [101] has been explained detailly in [103]. The architecture of EEGNet2 [127] is similar to the
EEGNet [103].
Summary
In this section, we have introduced the use of ANNs techniques for classification. The first part
introduced a MLP framework which is the classic ANN framework. The MLP has a simple
implementation and it is flexible but easily suffers from issues related to overfitting.
Deep learning is very popular and has achieved great success in many real-world appli-
cations but often requires very large volumes of data. With better data acquisition and more
advanced generative models [65], it is possible to train better deep network models for RSVP-
EEG leveraging very large datasets.
The main difficulty with EEG signals is the potentially very large feature dimensionality
when considering all combinations of channel, frequency and time features. This makes feature
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extraction a very complex step that must cater to inter-subject and inter-task variability. In
traditional CCCV systems, feature extraction and classification are always separated. Deep
learning provides a potentially unified way to accomplish this.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced the main components of a typical CCCV including RSVP-
EEG data acquisition, data pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. We focused
on the machine learning architecture (feature extraction and classification) as it is the most
important part of a typical BCI system.
We have shown that discriminative patterns in RSVP-EEG data can appear in different time
regions (both early and late) i.e., the P300 is not the only ERP being elicited in the RSVP
paradigm. Therefore, we suggest to design a feature extraction method that takes into account
the properties of the discriminative ERPs for a given task. A good feature extraction method can
not only improve a classifier’s performance in the later stage but also reduce the computational
cost. In this chapter we introduced existing feature extraction methods used in the literature so
far. We stated the objective of each method and a direct comparison between those methods
will be part of future work.
The other part of the machine learning architecture in a CCCV system is the classifier. We
divided our discussion on classifiers into both linear classifiers and ANNs. The choice of the
classifier remains difficult and depends mainly on the number of available trials and feature
vector dimensionality. Linear classifiers remain popular as they have low computational com-
plexity, are easy to implement and have good performance on classification accuracy. ANNs
possibly outperform linear classifiers with a large number of trials as DNNs are able to capture
high level features related to the variability of the EEG signals across participants and over time.
However, acquiring EEG data is time consuming and the variability in the EEG of a specific
participant can change over time, which indicates that the number of trials for a CCCV system
is limited.
Therefore, the choice of classification method should be capable of training a model with
a limited amount of available data. In this aspect, linear classifiers are more preferable than
ANNs due to fewer parameters in the model which in turn can help to prevent overfitting on the
noisy and limited RSVP-EEG data. Here we suggest to use LDA and BLR for CCCV research
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as they are easy to implement, efficient and have good performance.
The area of RSVP-EEG stretches back well over a decade and there has been significant
progress in this time. With the emergence of deep learning approaches, computer vision recog-
nition applications are able to perform at or even above a human level, which raises questions
about whether people are still needed to perform image labeling tasks. We believe that when
labeled image datasets are limited, these computer vision systems may not perform very well
as a typical component to their success is the availability of very large labeled image datasets.
In this way, RSVP-EEG may assist in more efficiently labeling large datasets of image content
to support this process. Similarly, many image labeling tasks may require subjective (or expert)
knowledge about the image that cannot be easily learned by a deep learning architecture but
that may be readily detected when using a CCCV system. We see these systems as being able
to work in a synergistic manner rather than competitively.
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Spatial Filtering Pipelines for Cortically
Coupled Image Classification
Abstract: This chapter evaluates spatial filtering pipelines for a cortically coupled computer
visual (CCCV) system. We propose a novel spatial filtering method called multiple time window
LDA beamformers (MTWLB). Then we provide a comprehensive comparison of nine spatial fil-
tering pipelines using three spatial filtering schemes, namely, MTWLB, xDAWN, common spa-
tial pattern (CSP) and three linear classification methods linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
Bayesian linear regression (BLR) and logistic regression (LR). Finally, we compare the per-
formance of time-course source signal reconstruction between xDAWN and MTWLB. The area
under the curve (AUC) is used as measurement for the performance of classification in this
chapter. Results reveal that MTWLB (92.2%) and xDAWN (92.4%) spatial filtering techniques
enhance the classification performance of the pipeline but CSP (88.2%) does not. Results also
support the conclusion that LR (92.7%) can be effective for a CCCV system if discriminative
features are available. We also demonstrate the efficacy of using MTWLB for reconstructing
the time-course source signal compared to xDAWN regarding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
classification performance, which suggests MTWLB is a better fit to the event-related potentials
(ERPs) study for rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) based EEG data. Part of this chapter
has been published in the Journal of Brain-Computer Interfaces [93].
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4.1 Introduction
We have established already that there is an interest in using EEG to help in the development
of alternative methods for image search. This can be done by examining participants’ neu-
ral signals in response to image presentation [59, 61, 176]. Using modern signal processing
and machine learning techniques, RSVP can be coupled with single-trial ERP detection to en-
able image search brain-computer interface (BCI) applications [103, 111], which is known as
cortically coupled computer vision (CCCV). Single-trial ERP detection for a RSVP paradigm
presents the following challenges which have been addressed in the previous chapter:
Challenge 1. Low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): Amplitudes of ERP components are often
much smaller than those of spontaneous EEG components and task-related ERP components
are typically overwhelmed by strong ongoing EEG background activity in single trials and so
cannot be normally visually recognized in the raw EEG trace [18]. Traditional methods analyze
ERPs by averaging across several task-related trials in order to reduce or eliminate spontaneous
EEG components [69].
Challenge 2. Curse of dimensionality: RSVP-EEG data can have high dimensionality span-
ning both space and time. Moreover, ERPs vary greatly across participants and experimental
tasks [69]. In order to capture relevant ERPs, it is necessary to choose a time window large
enough for epoching which involves the time region in which ERPs might appear. Moreover,
the training sets available for machine learning purposes are typically modest in size and nor-
mally contain relatively few instances of the responses evoked by the infrequent (by design)
target image class.
Challenge 3. Overlapping epochs: The strength of the RSVP paradigm is that the rate of
the stimulus sequence increases the upper limit of potential information transfer rates in BCI
applications. However, a relatively large time window has to be set for epoching in order to
capture the ERPs. Therefore, there is substantial overlap between adjacent target epochs and
standard epochs because of the short inter-stimulus interval (ISI) used in the RSVP paradigm.
We do not address the imbalanced datasets challenge here (mentioned in Chapter 3) as it
only affects the threshold of a classifier (i.e., it requires additional efforts to overcome this
problem such as cost-sensitive learning [125]. We focus on the performance of spatial filter-
ing approaches and the performance of classifiers with respect to features extracted by spatial
filters). The overall performance of a CCCV pipeline can be evaluated by using AUC score
(not sensitive to the imbalanced datasets), which has been widely applied in the literature of
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CCCV [59–61]. In this chapter, we consider a pipeline combining spatial filtering and linear
classification as this is the most widely used pipeline configuration in a CCCV system.
There are several potential signal pre-processing techniques that may increase the detec-
tion of relevant single-trial ERPs including time-frequency feature extraction and hierarchical
discriminant component analysis (HDCA) [60, 146]. However, spatial filtering techniques are
more efficient when a high-density EEG dataset is available. In this chapter, we focus on spa-
tial filtering for signal pre-processing as this is the predominant approach used in the CCCV
research. Similarly, we are using a high-density EEG dataset (32 channels). Spatial filtering
focuses on enhancing task-related information contained in EEG signals. It plays an important
role in BCI research because it can enhance the discriminant information present in EEG sig-
nals whilst reducing the overall data dimensionality. This property in turn mitigates the curse
of dimensionality problem when applying machine learning strategies [23]. Spatial filtering
has been shown to enhance detection accuracy with a P300 speller paradigm [130]. However,
classification pipelines without spatial filtering have been proposed for single-trial ERPs detec-
tion. These methods include widely used linear classifiers such as linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [60], logistic regression (LR) [153] and Bayesian linear regression (BLR) [151].
Investigation of spatial filtering in CCCV systems has been explored previously in the liter-
ature [92,134,152]. What is unclear from these studies is how to determine the optimal number
of spatial filters i.e., this detail has been omitted in previous studies and yet this is an impor-
tant consideration so is included in this investigation. The primary objective of this chapter is
to explore the performance of pipelines that combine different spatial filtering approaches and
classifiers where their respective hyperparameters are explored through (cross-validated) ran-
dom search [157]. A pipeline in this chapter comprises spatial filtering, feature dimensionality
reduction and classification steps. Three spatial filtering approaches are explored in this work,
namely xDAWN [130], multiple time window LDA beamformers (MTWLB) which is an exten-
sion of LDA beamformer [135] and common spatial pattern (CSP) [132]. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is utilized for feature dimensionality reduction. Three linear classification meth-
ods were explored, namely LDA, BLR and LR respectively. There are nine pipelines in total
including spatial filtering and classification combinations. Three pipelines that only apply the
three classification methods without applying any spatial filtering are used as baseline perfor-
mance comparison. This chapter should provide neurotechnologists, who seek to apply a RSVP
paradigm to EEG, with a comprehensive assessment of the comparative performance of both
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commonly used spatial filtering pipelines and a new method that are all assessed using a new
publicly available benchmark dataset [102, 104].
Time-course source signal reconstruction can be of benefit for ERP studies. Traditional ERP
study is carried out by analyzing the EEG signal at single electrode sites, which has low signal
quality and may be affected by some types of noise e.g., electrode noise. RSVP-EEG data is
more noisy compared to EEG measured under other experimental paradigms e.g., one type of
ERP called steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) [123] is also activated in the RSVP
paradigm, which can be considered as a type of artifact. It is advised to use the reconstructed
time-course source signal instead of the signal measured at the single electrode site for ERP
analysis in a RSVP paradigm. Previous work [135] has demonstrated the efficacy of using the
time-course reconstructed signal compared to the signal measured at the single electrode sites
in ERP study.
Recently, several approaches have been introduced for the reconstruction and localization
of neural sources from EEG. However, these studies focused on the performance for source lo-
calization rather than time-course source signal reconstruction. In this chapter, we explore the
performance of using xDAWN and MTWLB for the time-course source signal reconstruction
for a CCCV system because these two approaches are well performed for the image classifica-
tion task compared to CSP.
This chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, we describe the methodology which includes
pipeline construction and the performance evaluation metrics used in this chapter. Secondly, we
clarify the experimental RSVP-EEG dataset used in this chapter. Finally, results and discussion
are presented in the last two sections.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Pipeline Description
This chapter explores nine pipelines comprising spatial filtering, feature dimensionality reduc-
tion and classification respectively along with three pipelines containing feature dimensionality
reduction and classification as comparisons. Figure 4.1 illustrates the two pipeline architec-
tures under consideration in this study. With spatial filtering applied, a n channel EEG epoch is
transformed to m source components (m ≤ n). Before the feature generation step, we applied
PCA for each individual channel (pipelines without spatial filtering) and individual component
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(a) Pipeline including spatial filtering
(b) Pipeline excluding spatial filtering
Figure 4.1: Two pipeline architectures for RSVP-based EEG discussed in this chapter.
(pipelines with spatial filtering) on the temporal axis for dimensionality reduction following the
work [143]. The reason why we apply PCA individually is because EEG power in each channel
and each component is not consistent and this step ensures that discriminant information is not
lost. We left out the PCA components which contain less than 1% ratio of the variance. The
feature generation step concatenatedm components or n channel EEG to a feature vector before
inputting it to the classifier. Details of the feature generation can be referred to the section 4.2.3.
4.2.2 Supervised Spatial Filtering
We have briefly introduced supervised spatial filtering approaches in Chapter 3. Here we give
a recap and provide more configuration details such as selection of spatial filters which can
affect the performance of spatial filtering pipeline for a CCCV system. Before introducing the
supervised spatial filtering approaches, we clarify the notations to be used in this chapter. Nc
is the number of channels, Nt is the number of time samples in an epoch, Nf is the number of
selected spatial filters and n is the number of epochs.
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Spatial filtering creates a weighted combination of each EEG channel input in order to
enhance a particular subset of information which is contained in the original EEG epoch. Spatial
filtering reduces the number of features because the number of spatial filter outputNf is smaller
than the number of channels Nc. The problem of spatial filtering is to find projection vectors
(spatial weights for each channel) w ∈ RNc×Nf to project X ∈ RNc×Nt to a subspace, where w
is calculated by different optimization criterion.
Xsub = w
>X (4.1)
Several approaches have been presented in the literature for generating spatial filters w in
equation (4.1) in the area of BCIs research. Independent component analysis (ICA) is a blind
source separation technique which can be used to find a linear representation of non-Gaussian
data so that the components are statistically independent, or as independent as possible [137].
Such a representation is capable of capturing the inherent structure of data in many applica-
tions, and hence has applications to feature extraction [61, 136] and removing artifacts from
EEG signals [139]. Specifically, ICA finds a component “unmixing” matrix (w) that, when
multiplied by the original data (X), yields the matrix (Xsub) of independent component (IC)
time courses [177]. Generally, the main purpose of ICA is blind source separation instead of
being specifically intended to discriminate EEG in two experimental tasks. PCA is another sta-
tistical technique that uses eigenvalue decomposition to convert a set of correlated variables into
a set of linearly uncorrelated variables. PCA has been applied to EEG signals for dimensional-
ity reduction [141] and generating spatial filters [142]. Similar to ICA, PCA operates without
knowledge of stimulus types hence it is an unsupervised approach. In this work, we consider su-
pervised spatial filtering methods that aim to enhance the difference between target and standard
image stimuli. Three spatial filtering methods are considered in this chapter, namely MTWLB,
xDAWN and CSP. MTWLB is an extension of the LDA beamformer method which aims to
maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in each individual time window. xDAWN and CSP
are based on Rayleigh quotients where xDAWN maximizes the signal-to-signal-plus-noise ratio
(SSNR) whereas CSP maximizes the difference of the variance between two classes. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs, we describe the operation of these three spatial filters generation techniques,
i.e., the LDA beamformer with our window extensions, xDAWN and CSP.
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LDA Beamformer
The LDA beamformer has been successfully applied for recovering N200 and P300 sources in
an auditory experiment [135]. Considering a target epoch Xi ∈ RNc×Nt and a standard epoch
Ki ∈ RNc×Nt , let column vectors p1 ∈ RNc×1 and p2 ∈ RNc×1 be the spatial pattern of a
specific component in two different experimental conditions. We denote the difference pattern
as p := p1−p2 and the covariance matrix Σ ∈ RNc×Nc . The optimization problem of the LDA
beamformer can be referred to equation (3.9) and equation (3.10) in previous Chapter 3.
The spatial pattern for the LDA beamformer was directly estimated from the difference
between ERP peaks in an oddball experiment [135]. As seen in Fig. 4.2, the bold red line is
Figure 4.2: Spatial pattern estimation for LDA beamformer using whole EEG epoch via training data
using CAR: Participant 2.
the ERP difference at the Pz channel and the blue line represents the peak value timestamp
of difference ERPs at the Pz channel. The different ERP values across all channels at that
timestamp can then be used to estimate a spatial pattern.
Due to the substantial overlap between adjacent target epochs and non-target epochs, along
with inherent variability in ERP latencies and topographies between participants, we extended
the LDA beamformer to MTWLB. The key idea of MTWLB is to train multiple LDA beam-
former models over non-overlapping successive time windows i.e., to train a single LDA beam-
former for each time window that is adaptive to the local spatio-temporal features characteriz-
ing target-related ERPs activity at that time point. In order to be easier to discuss and compare
MTWLB with xDAWN and CSP, we still useNf here to represent the number of spatial filter out-
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put. However, the physical meaning of Nf here is the number of divided time windows, which
is different from traditional spatial filtering approaches. More details can refer to Algorithm 1.
Spatial Pattern Estimation for MTWLB In contrast with the LDA beamformer method, we
estimated the spatial pattern and calculate the equation (3.10) separately for each time window
rather than whole time series. Therefore, there were Nf estimated spatial patterns each derived
form the 32 channel data corresponding to that time point. The reason why we do this is the
substantial overlap between adjacent target epochs and non-target epochs, along with inherent
variability in ERP latencies and topographies between participants in RSVP-EEG.
Covariance Matrix Estimation for MTWLB MTWLB uses whole EEG epochs to estimate
the covariance matrix as stationarity reasons have been stated in [135]. Given target epochs
X ∈ Rn×Nc×Nt and standard epochs K ∈ Rm×Nc×Nt , the covariance matrix can be calculated
as: Σ = 1
n
∑n
i=1 XiX
>
i +
1
m
∑m
i=1 KiK
>
i , where n and m are numbers for target and standard
stimuli respectively. After using artifact rejection or other EEG pre-processing methods, the
covariance matrix is singular. We used shrinkage algorithms to regularize the covariance matrix
in order to make it invertible [178]. The MTWLB implementation is included in Algorithm 1.
xDAWN
The xDAWN algorithm has been applied in BCIs for ERP detection in the P300 speller paradigm
[130, 179] and the RSVP paradigm [134]. The goal of xDAWN is to apply spatial filters w to
enhance the SSNR of the ERP responses corresponding to the target stimuli. The optimization
problem for xDAWN has been introduced as equation (3.6) and equation (3.8) in Chapter 3.
Common Spatial Pattern
CSP is one of the most popular spatial filtering approaches for motor imagery based BCIs,
where the task involves two different states of brain activity (e.g., imagery of the movement of
the left or right hand) [132,133]. CSP aims to maximize the variance of one class and minimize
the variance of another class. The optimization problem for CSP can also be estimated and
interpreted as Rayleigh quotient [180].
First, let X1(i) and X0(i) be the ith event locked ERP epoch ∈ RNc×Nt and two covariance
matrices Σ1 and Σ0 are calculated as follows (subscript “0” for standard condition and “1” for
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Algorithm 1 Implementation of MTWLB
Input:
• X ∈ Rn×Nc×Nt is the EEG signal corresponding to the target stimulus, where n is the
number of target trials, Nc is the number of channels, and Nt is the number of time
points.
• K ∈ Rm×Nc×Nt is the EEG signal corresponding to the standard stimulus, m is num-
ber of standard trials, Nc is number of channels, Nt is number of time points.
Output: Spatial filters W
1: Set Nf time windows for MTWLB. . Nf is the number of divided time windows.
2: M = Nt
Nf
. This is the number of temporal points in each time window.
3: Σ = 1
n
∑n
i=1 XiX
>
i +
1
m
∑m
i=1 KiK
>
i
4: S = 1
n
∑n
i=1 Xi − 1m
∑m
i=1 Ki . This is ERP difference between target epoch and standard
standard.
5: W← empty list
6: for i = 1 : Nf do
7: J← empty list
8: w← empty list
9: for p in S[:, (i− 1)×M : i×M ] do
10: w← Σ−1p(pTΣ−1p)−1
11: J← wTΣw
12: end for
13: W← wargmin J . Here we get Nf spatial filters
14: end for
target condition)
Σc =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xc(i)X
>
c (i)
Trace(Xc(i)X>c (i))
(4.2)
The solution for CSP can be determined through Raleigh quotients by solving a generalized
eigenvalue problem
arg max
w
w>Σ1w
w>Σ0w
(4.3)
Similar to the previous two approaches, CSP is able to generate a set of spatial filters. However,
spatial filters in CSP appear pair-by-pair because CSP maximizes variance in one class and
minimizes variance in the other class. From Cecotti’s work, four spatial filters were chosen as
[w1,w2,wNc−1,wNc ] (Nc is the number of electrodes) [134]. We followed previous Cecotti’s
work [134], which uses each CSP spatial filter to filter the raw EEG epoch i.e., as seen in
equation (4.1). This work chose a pair of spatial filters via cross-validation.
At this point, we have highlighted how the three methods under consideration here can
generate spatial filters w. All three spatial filters generation strategies serve the same objective
of reducing computation complexity but the optimization aims are different. MTWLB generates
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spatial filters based on maximizing the SNR in individual time windows. xDAWN, in contrast
generates spatial filters based on maximizing the SSNR for the whole EEG epoch. Finally the
method of CSP generates spatial filters through maximizing the variance difference between
two classes.
4.2.3 Feature Generation
The spatial filter w ∈ RNc×Nf generated serves to transform the original EEG epoch X ∈
RNc×Nt to the feature space as mentioned before in equation (4.1), where Xsub ∈ RNf×Nt . The
projected subspace Xsub can be represented as spatial-filtered EEG signals involving different
discriminant information corresponding to the criteria used in their filter generation. In order to
reduce the computational complexity, PCA is applied to each row in Xsub for feature reduction
(see section 4.2.1). In this work, principal components, whose explained variance ratios are
greater than 1%, were selected and concatenated as the feature vector Ψ which would be used
as inputs to the classification step.
For details of calculating the produced feature vector size, let us denote the number of
features in each row of Xsub after PCA processing as mi. The number of final features Ψ can
be calculated as mΨ =
∑Nf
i=1mi, where Ψ ∈ R1×mΨ .
4.2.4 Linear Classifiers
Linear classifiers are widely used for CCCV systems due to their good performance, often
simple implementation and low computational complexity [59–61, 146]. In this chapter, we
focus on three widely used linear classifiers in CCCV research, namely linear discriminant
analysis (LDA), logistic regression (LR) and Bayesian linear regression (BLR), where these
three methods have already been introduced in Chapter 3. So we do not go through the details
of these classifiers in this chapter.
4.2.5 Evaluation
The evaluation described in this work seeks to assess relative performance when combining
three spatial filtering approaches with three linear classification methods, thus there are nine
pipelines (spatial filtering × feature generation × classification) in total that are discussed in
this chapter. For comparison, the original EEG epochs without spatial filtering and only using
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PCA, were used as inputs to three linear classifiers. Performance of the different pipelines were
evaluated through the area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC (receiver operating characteristic)
curve that is based on true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR).
It should be noted that the pipelines described in this chapter contain the number of hy-
perparameters. Three spatial filtering approaches contain a number of spatial filters Nf as the
hyperparameter. BLR contains data distribution variance (β) and parameter distribution vari-
ance (α) while LR has the regularization term (λ) as a hyperparameter. Only LDA does not
require a hyperparameter. Table 4.1 summarizes the hyperparameters used in each pipeline. We
Pipeline Hyperparameter
MTWLBLDA Nf
MTWLBBLR Nf , β, α
MTWLBLR Nf , λ
xDAWNLDA Nf
xDAWNBLR Nf , β, α
xDAWNLR Nf , λ
CSPLDA Nf
CSPBLR Nf , β, α
CSPLR Nf , λ
ALLLDA None
ALLBLR β, α
ALLLR λ
∗ Pipeline name comprises the used spatial filtering approach and classifier e.g.,
MTWLBLDA refers to the use of the MTWLB spatial filter and the LDA classifier. “ALL”
refers to the raw feature used without any spatial filtering processing.
Table 4.1: Hyperparameter summary for each pipeline discussed in this chapter. For each hyperparame-
ter, Nf ∈ [1, 16] is searched from 1 to 16 spatial filters, α ∈ [1e − 6, 1e + 2] is sampled from uniform
distribution, β ∈ [1e− 6, 1e+ 2] is sampled from uniform distribution, λ ∈ [1e− 2, 1e+ 2] is sampled
from uniform distribution.
applied a random search [181] for 100 hyperparameter combinations for each pipeline and se-
lected these by evaluating on a validation set using 10-fold cross validation. The optimal model
was then applied to the testing data to calculate the AUC score.
This chapter used the NAILS EEG dataset, which has been introduced in Chapter 2, for the
investigation of the classification performance. The dataset was split into a training/testing set
of 66%/33% respectively, by selecting 3 blocks (the 3rd, 6th, 9th) from each search task to act
as a withheld test set in the evaluation.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Impact of Number of Spatial Filters
The P300 is not the only ERP component that is commonly encountered when using a RSVP
target search paradigm. Early ERPs (notably the N200) are often present alongside the P300
[182] and can be useful in providing discriminant information for classification. Figure 4.3
shows the discriminant ERPs for 9 participants in two different time regions and it can be seen
(a) Scalp plots of averaged early (200 ms – 340 ms) ERP activity for 9 participants (left to right).
(b) Scalp plots of averaged late (300 ms – 700 ms) ERP activity for 9 participants (left to right).
Figure 4.3: ERPs for each participant corresponding to time regions of (a) 200 ms – 340 ms and (b)
370 ms – 700 ms. These were selected for presentation to emphasize the presence of discriminant ERP-
related activity in these time regions across participants, namely time regions coinciding with P200,
N200 and P300 ERP activity.
that both early time regions and later time regions display discriminant ERP-related activity
across participants. It can be also noted that the specific latencies and topographies vary across
participants, henceNf (MTWLB) may vary across participants for capturing target-related ERP
phenomena in the CCCV system.
From previous work [134], Nf has been set to 4 for both xDAWN and CSP methods. It
is difficult to determine the optimal Nf , thus we left it as a searchable hyperparameter in our
pipeline. Even though selection of the optimal number of spatial filters has been recognized
as an appropriate strategy in the area of the motor imagery BCIs [183], we require further
hyperparameters in this work. In this case, we searched for the optimal number of spatial filters
along with other parameters, together in each model, which has been specified in the Evaluation
section. It is worth reiterating again that this has not been explicitly reported upon previously
in the area of CCCV. Figure 4.4 shows an example of 10 spatial patterns and filters estimated
with three spatial filtering approaches. It can be seen that spatial patterns estimated with the
same approach are different from each other, which indicates target-related ERPs span broadly
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(a) Spatial patterns estimated by xDAWN
(b) Spatial filters estimated by xDAWN
(c) Spatial patterns estimated by MTWLB
(d) Spatial filters estimated by MTWLB
(e) Spatial patterns estimated by CSP
(f) Spatial filters estimated by CSP
Figure 4.4: Example of estimated spatial patterns/filters for three spatial filtering approaches from 0 ms
to 1000 ms for Participant 1.
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over both time and space in a RSVP paradigm. Hence, a search for an optimal value of Nf is
required for the best performance.
4.3.2 Performance Evaluation
This work evaluated 9 different pipelines, composed of three classifiers exploring three spatial
filtering methods. We used whole original EEG epochs (i.e., not spatially filtered) for training
three classifiers as measuring metrics for comparison. The AUC scores for each pipeline across
nine participants are presented in Table 4.2.
Participant
Pipeline 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Mean
MTWLBLDA 88.0 93.8 92.5 96.8 91.4 93.7 93.5 90.1 89.9 92.2
MTWLBBLR 88.0 93.8 92.5 96.8 92.2 93.7 93.2 90.8 93.3 92.3
MTWLBLR 88.5 93.0 89.8 97.4 91.7 94.1 93.3 91.3 90.9 92.2
Mean 88.2 93.5 91.6 97.0 91.8 93.8 93.3 90.7 91.4 92.2
xDAWNLDA 88.0 93.4 92.7 97.3 91.6 94.3 92.9 90.6 90.1 92.3
xDAWNBLR 88.5 93.4 92.8 96.6 91.6 94.3 92.8 90.6 90.1 92.3
xDAWNLR 87.4 94.1 92.9 97.2 91.9 95.3 93.8 91.3 90.7 92.7
Mean 88.0 93.6 92.8 97.0 91.7 94.6 93.2 90.8 90.3 92.4
CSPLDA 84.3 92.8 88.8 96.0 87.7 90.9 89.8 76.9 89.7 88.5
CSPBLR 84.9 92.7 88.3 96.0 87.9 90.9 89.6 77.5 89.7 88.6
CSPLR 83.8 92.7 85.7 93.1 86.6 90.3 89.5 76.8 89.0 87.5
Mean 84.3 92.7 87.6 95.0 87.4 90.7 89.6 77.1 89.5 88.2
ALLLDA 86.9 93.4 90.8 96.7 91.9 94.0 95.0 89.4 90.3 92.0
ALLBLR 88.0 93.1 91.4 96.0 91.6 93.4 93.8 89.4 90.7 91.9
ALLLR 84.4 92.4 86.0 92.3 87.6 92.1 91.5 87.3 82.8 88.5
Mean 86.4 93.0 89.4 95.0 90.4 93.2 93.4 88.7 87.9 90.8
∗ Pipeline name comprises the used spatial filtering approach and classifier e.g., MTWLBLDA refers to the use of
the MTWLB spatial filter and the LDA classifier. “ALL” refers to the raw feature used without any spatial filtering
processing.
Table 4.2: AUC score (%) for different pipelines across nine participants in testing session.
Performance of Spatial Filtering
Examining the performance of the three spatial filtering methods, all three classifiers with CSP
pre-processing generate lower AUC score compared to those which do not use spatial filtering.
This indicates that CSP (without modification) is a wholly unsuitable spatial filtering approach
for a CCCV system. Unlike CSP, all three classifiers with MTWLB and xDAWN spatial filtering
pre-processing perform better than those without spatial filtering, which show the efficacy of
MTWLB and xDAWN pre-processing. This result demonstrates that it is critical to carefully
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select the precise spatial filtering method in a CCCV system and an “improper” spatial filtering
method may have deleterious effects and degenerate performance to the level of not using any
spatial filtering (or worse).
CSP aims to maximize the EEG power variance difference between two classes. However,
the single-trial ERP variance difference is very small in a RSVP paradigm between two classes
(i.e., as mentioned before, this is caused by the large variance of SSVEP, which is elicited in both
target and standard conditions) and the challenge for single-trial ERPs detection is its low SNR.
Here we define the “proper” spatial filtering approach for RSVP-EEG as those methods which
improve the SNR for the EEG signals. Both MTWLB and xDAWN optimize for a maximized
SNR and as a result both perform better than the inappropriately applied CSP method. A proper
spatial filtering method can not only improve the quality of the EEG data but also reduce the
computational complexity since spatial filtering can reduce the EEG dimensionality.
Performance of Classifier
As mentioned before, CSP is not able to extract particularly discriminant features for ERPs
generated via a RSVP paradigm. Therefore, the features generated through CSP have negative
effects on all three classifiers compared to the use of EEG data without spatial filtering. From
results generated by LR across MTWLB and xDAWN and without spatial fitering, it can be
seen that the performance of LR is improved significantly when using non-CSP spatial filter-
ing methods i.e., 92.2% for MTWLB (one-way ANOVA compared with no spatial filtering:
F (1, 16) = 6.12, p = 0.02) and 92.7% for xDAWN (one-way ANOVA compared with no spa-
tial filtering: F (1, 16) = 7.44, p = 0.01) versus 87.5% and 88.5% without spatial filtering. This
indicates that the quality of features has a large impact on the performance of LR. With respect
to the other two classifiers, spatial filtering improves the performance of LDA and BLR slightly.
This indicates that LDA and BLR are more robust to the quality of features compared to LR.
However, LR shows good performance if good features can be extracted by pre-processing (i.e.,
highest AUC score for LR with xDAWN).
4.3.3 Source Reconstruction
It has been shown that xDAWN and MTWLB are more effective in extracting discriminant in-
formation of ERPs for a CCCV system compared to CSP. And the classification performance
between xDAWN and MTWLB are close to each other. We are going to compare the perfor-
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mance of reconstructing time-course source signal for xDAWN and MTWLB respectively.
To carry out more robust analysis, the NIFPA dataset was used for this aspect because two
ERPs components have been elicited, which are the N170 and P300. We are going to explore the
performance of using xDAWN and MTWLB for reconstructing the N170 and the P300 source
signals.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the spatial patterns topographical plots for the N170 and the P300
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(a) Spatial patterns for N170 produced by xDAWN and MTWLB.
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(b) Spatial patterns for p300 produced by xDAWN and MTWLB.
Figure 4.5: Spatial patterns topographical plots for the N170 and P300 produced by xDAWN and
MTWLB across 12 participants (1 − 12 from left to right and last column was the averaged topogra-
phy of 12 participants). Spatial filtering was applied in time window 100 ms – 200 ms for the N170
while time window 400 ms – 600 ms was used for the P300. Red color indicates the positive EEG
amplitude while blue color indicates the negative EEG amplitude.
produced by xDAWN and MTWLB. Red color in the topography indicates the positive EEG
amplitude while blue color indicates the negative EEG amplitude. It can be seen that the aver-
aged spatial patterns for the N170 and P300 across 12 participants produced by xDAWN and
MTWLB are close to each other, which indicates that these two spatial filtering approaches
extract similar spatial information from the raw EEG epochs. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the re-
constructed N170 and P300 signals (calculated via equation (4.1)) across 12 participants by
using these two spatial filtering approaches. The solid lines in the graph are the mean values of
12 reconstructed source signals for 12 participants while the shadow area represents the stan-
dard deviation of the reconstructed source signals across the participants. Based on the spatial
properties demonstrated in Fig. 4.5 and the temporal properties demonstrated in Fig. 4.6, we
show that two ERPs (the N170 and P300) used here can be successfully reconstructed by using
xDAWN and MTWLB.
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(a) N170 (left) and P300 (right) reconstructed by xDAWN.
(b) N170 (left) and P300 (right) reconstructed by MTWLB.
Figure 4.6: Time-course source N170 and P300 reconstructed by xDAWN (top) and MTWLB (bottom)
across 12 participants. Solid lines demonstrate the averaged value of 12 reconstructed source signals
for 12 participants while shadow areas are standard deviations across participants. MTWLB normalizes
reconstructed source signals inside algorithm while xDAWN does not.
In terms of validating the quality of the reconstructed source signals, we used SNR and clas-
sification accuracy (i.e., AUC score used here) between target condition and standard condition.
Suppose we have the reconstructed source signal X ∈ Rn×Nt for target stimuli and the re-
constructed source signal K ∈ Rm×Nt for standard stimuli, where n is the number of target
trials, m is the number of standard trials and Nt is the time length. The SNR is calculated
in two parts: (1) Peak amplitude of the reconstructed source signal difference between target
stimuli and standard stimuli in the ERP time region (100 ms – 200 ms for N170 and 400 ms –
600 ms for P300); and (2) Background noise estimation. So SNR for ERPs can be defined as
SNR := |peak|
noise
[184], where the background noise can be characterized by the standard deviation
of standard EEG epochs [185, 186]. Equation (4.4) summarizes these two aspects for estimat-
ing SNR. The numerator in the equation (4.4) calculates the aspect (1) in the selected time
window and the denominator estimates the EEG background noise via the standard deviation of
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reconstructed signal corresponding to the standard stimuli.
SNR =
max | 1
n
∑n
i=1 Xi,win − 1m
∑m
i=1 Ki,win|
1
m
∑m
i=1
√
(Ki − 1m
∑m
i=1 Ki)
2
(4.4)
Figure 4.7 summarizes the SNR of the reconstructed N170 and P300 via xDAWN and MTWLB
(a) SNR for N170 reconstructed by xDAWN and MTWLB.
(b) SNR for P300 reconstructed by xDAWN and MTWLB.
Figure 4.7: SNR for reconstructed N170 (top) and P300 (bottom) across 12 participants. SNR
was calculated as shown in equation (4.4). The averaged values across participants for N170 are:
SNRMTWLB = 1.29 and SNRxDAWN = 1.08. The averaged values across participants for P300 are:
SNRMTWLB = 1.33 and SNRxDAWN = 1.16. Details of the figure summary can be referred to Table B.1
in Appendix B.
respectively for all participants. It can be seen that the SNR of both N170 and P300 recon-
structed by MTWLB is higher than those reconstructed by MTWLB for almost every case,
which indicates that the time-course source signal reconstructed by MTWLB has better signal
quality.
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We also explored the classification performance between these two types of source signals
reconstructed by xDAWN and MTWLB to see if the signal quality difference has any effect
on the classification performance. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the difference of the classification
(a) AUC score of using the reconstructed N170 for the classification between target images and standard images.
(b) AUC score of using the reconstructed P300 for the classification between target images and standard images.
Figure 4.8: AUC score of using the source signal (N170 top and P300 bottom) reconstructed by xDAWN
and MTWLB across 12 participants. The BLR was used as the classifier in this case. The averaged
values across participants for N170 are: AUCMTWLB = 0.855 and AUCxDAWN = 0.810. The averaged
values across participants for P300 are: AUCMTWLB = 0.838 and AUCxDAWN = 0.806. Details of the
figure summary can be referred to Table B.2 in Appendix B.
performance between these two types of reconstructed source signals. It can be seen that the
classification performance of using the source signal reconstructed by MTWLB is better than
that produced by xDAWN, which indicates that the enhanced SNR has positive effect on the
classification performance.
We have demonstrated that MTWLB is able to provide higher SNR for reconstructed source
signal and better classification performance compared to xDAWN. These results demonstrate
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that MTWLB is not only suitable for the cortically coupled image classification (comparable
classification performance in Table 4.2 to xDAWN) but also has good performance on recon-
structing time-course source signal for a CCCV system. MTWLB is able to interpret the neuro-
physiology of ERPs over time from both spatial and temporal perspectives (as seen in Fig. 4.5
and Fig. 4.6), which provides an insight of ERP activity for a CCCV system over time.
To get a deeper insight on the relationship between signal quality (SNR) and classification
performance (AUC), we conducted a correlation analysis between SNR and AUC of two recon-
structed source components the N170 and the P300 using MTWLB and xDAWN (see Fig. 4.9).
It can be seen that correlation between AUC and SNR of the P300 is linear while the N170 is
not. So we use nonlinear and linear correlation statistics for the N170 and the P300 respec-
tively i.e., Spearman correlation statistics for the N170 and Pearson correlation statistics for the
P300. It can be seen that there is a strong positive correlation between AUC and SNR (N170:
p = 9.094× 10−7, P300: p = 8.810× 10−14), which indicates that SNR is an important factor
for considering the performance of ERP source reconstruction.
4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we addressed three main issues: (1) The impact of choice of spatial filtering
method on the performance of a CCCV system for a single-trial classification task; (2) The
sensitivity of different classifiers’ performance to the feature types produced in a typical CCCV
system pipeline; and (3) The performance of reconstructing time-course ERP source signals
that are elicited in a RSVP paradigm.
Regarding the first issue, we have shown that the performance of our novel MTWLB method
and the popular xDAWN method both improve classification performance. Moreover, the per-
formance generated by pipelines involving CSP is worse than those which do not use spatial
filtering. This indicates that the choice of spatial filtering method is critical for single-trial de-
tection of ERPs for a CCCV system. In the literature, we find some work that used CSP (and
variants) for RSVP-EEG [120, 187]. These papers highlighted that CSP suffers from a number
of issues and suggested extensions to the approach such as CSTP [120] which are a more suit-
able adaptation of the approach to CCCV systems. By comparing the optimization criterion of
each spatial filtering approach, it should be noted that MTWLB and xDAWN both use ERPs for
calculating the spatial filters (i.e., ERPs difference p and the estimated ERPs responses DAˆ are
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(a) Correlation between AUC and SNR in terms of N170.
(b) Correlation between AUC and SNR in terms of P300.
Figure 4.9: Correlation analysis between SNR and AUC via using reconstructed source signals (the N170
and P300) by MTWLB and xDAWN across 12 participants. Pearson correlation statistics are used for
the N170 and the P300 respectively. Pearson correlation statistics for the N170: r(24) = 0.821, p =
9.094× 10−7; Pearson correlation statistics for the P300: r(24) = 0.961, p = 8.810× 10−14.
used for calculating w in equation (3.10) and equation (3.8)).
The main difference between MTWLB and xDAWN is in the selection of the number of
spatial filters. In MTWLB, the number of spatial filters is selected based on the divided indi-
vidual time windows, which means each spatial filter maximizes SNR for ERPs in the selected
time window. xDAWN uses a generalized eigenvalue decomposition for the whole EEG epoch
and eigenvectors that correspond to high eigenvalues will be selected. Therefore, the number
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of spatial filters Nf refers to the number of individual time windows in MTWLB while it refers
to the number of eigenvectors corresponding to the highest eigenvalues in xDAWN. From the
classification results, the proposed MTWLB approach gives similar performance compared to
xDAWN. However, MTWLB can be well-suited for generating spatial filters for those tasks that
elicit multiple ERPs with differing time and spatial characteristics. CSP also uses generalized
eigenvalue decomposition for optimizing the spatial filter but it implements the optimization
based on the covariance matrices corresponding to target trials and standard trials respectively,
where the whole single-trial EEG epoch are used to calculate the covariance matrices for tar-
get trials and standard trials via using equation (4.3). Because RSVP-EEG has low SNR, this
optimization formulation can be affected significantly by this low SNR in this case. The CSP
approach originates from efforts to improve the motor imagery BCIs paradigm in which sensor
motor rhythm (SMR), a periodic EEG, is elicited [188]. The optimization criterion for CSP is
maximizing the ratio of variances (respective powers) between two classes which coincides with
the properties of SMR. This approach typically includes application of a bandpass filter (8 Hz to
14 Hz) to attenuate power in non-relevant frequencies. In a RSVP paradigm, ERPs are elicited
alongside the steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) and there is a very small difference
in the variance between target and standard classes. The challenge for single-trial ERP detec-
tion is low SNR. MTWLB and xDAWN aim to improve the SNR and the SSNR respectively
for the reconstructed signal which overcomes the low SNR problem. Therefore, MTWLB and
xDAWN are very suitable for single-trial ERP detection in a RSVP paradigm. As a further
aid to understanding the performance difference between MTWLB and xDAWN, we used one-
way ANOVA on the mean value of three classification methods applied with MTWLB (92.2%)
and xDAWN (92.4%) i.e., [F (1, 16) = 0.004, p = 0.95]. This indicates there is insignificant
performance difference between these two spatial filtering methods. This suggests that the per-
formance of these two methods are similar for this dataset at least. Despite this, MTWLB still
has some advantages. Firstly, the proposed method MTWLB produces more intuitive outputs
i.e., producing the spatial filter corresponding to the timeline. From the generated spatial filters
w or the projected subspace Ψ, we can see both of them change over time. For example, spatial
filters and spatial patterns change over time in MTWLB from left to right in Fig. 4.4. In this
way, it provides a more physiologically correct view of the spatial patterns and the spatial fil-
ters changing with time, where a conventional spatial filtering approach is not able to represent.
Secondly, we searched for the appropriate time window for MTWLB due to the inherent vari-
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ability in ERPs latencies between participants in our case. However, MTWLB can be effective
for those cases in which the time region for the ERPs are known in advance. Hence, there is no
need to search for the time window and the computational complexity is reduced significantly.
Thirdly, the performance of xDAWN can be affected by the selected epoch length because the
optimization of xDAWN is based on the whole epoch. On the contrary, MTWLB estimates the
spatial pattern in the specific time window instead of the whole EEG epoch. So changing the
epoch length will have no effect on the performance of the MTWLB algorithm.
Regarding the second issue of the effect of features on classification performance, we have
demonstrated the performance of three classifiers across the different pipelines. It can be noted
that LDA and BLR outperform LR in the CSP pipeline and the pipeline without spatial filter-
ing. This may indicate that LR is more sensitive to the quality of features compared to LDA
and BLR. LR is used for modeling the relationship between independent and categorical de-
pendent variables and variable colinearities may have negative effects on its estimation [189].
From the pipelines with appropriate spatial filtering (xDAWN and MTWLB), three classifiers
perform closely to each other with MTWLB and LR outperforming the other two methods in
the pipeline when using xDAWN. This indicates that the LR classifier performs well with in-
formative features as input. LDA and BLR have been used more widely compared to LR in
the literature since LDA performs well even without feature extraction and is simpler to imple-
ment [60,61,134,152]. Here we have shown that LR is able to generate very good performance
when informative features are extracted from RSVP- EEG.
Results in this chapter partly supports the result in [134] that spatial filtering can improve the
overall performance. In this work, we performed a more comprehensive comparison of the spa-
tial filtering pipeline. Firstly, we included a random search [181] for the set of hyperparameters
listed in the Table 4.1 in order to attain optimal performance. During experimentation, we found
that the number of spatial filters can have critical impact on the final classification performance
and this varies across participants. Instead of using a predetermined number [134], we suggest
to search for it as a hyperparameter as part of the pipeline in order to optimize the performance.
Secondly, the type of spatial filtering used is critical to the classification performance for differ-
ent BCI paradigms due to different task-related EEG phenomena. For example, CSP has been
widely used for motor imagery based BCIs [133, 190, 191], where oscillatory EEG activity is
elicited in the experiment [144, 192]. In our study, however, the classification performance of
pipelines involving CSP spatial filtering is even worse than pipelines that do not use spatial fil-
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tering, which supports the results in [134]. We understand that CSP is used to generate features
differently for motor imagery BCI [133,190]. We clarify that features produced by CSP at least
in this study are not helpful for RSVP-EEG. These results suggest that improper use of spatial
filtering in a CCCV system can have a negative impact on the classification performance and
this conclusion can be extended to other types of EEG-based BCIs systems that utilize ERPs.
On the contrary, applying the appropriate spatial filtering technique (e.g., MTWLB or xDAWN
for RSVP-EEG in this work) results in reduced computational complexity and improvement in
classification performance. This work demonstrates that it is critical to choose the appropriate
type of spatial filtering for the signal processing pipeline in CCCV systems.
Furthermore, we compared the time-course source reconstruction performance for the N170
and the P300 by using xDAWN and MTWLB, where these two approaches have the compa-
rable performance for cortically coupled image classification in RSVP paradigms. We have
demonstrated the effectiveness of using MTWLB, where higher SNR and better classification
performance are achieved for both N170 and P300, compared to xDAWN. This result suggests
that MTWLB is able to be used to reconstruct time-course source signals in a RSVP paradigm
for neurophysiological research.
The work presented in this chapter addresses research question 1: Can we improve on
the extraction of discriminative ERP components while preserving neurophysiological inter-
pretability for a CCCV system? We showed the comparable classification performance between
MTWLB and the current advanced methods (xDAWN and CSP used in this case). We also ex-
plained the neurophysiological interpretability and demonstrated the effectiveness of the source
signal reconstruction via MTWLB, which indicates MTWLB is able to handle the classification
and the neurophysiological interpretability for a CCCV system.
4.5 Conclusion
In this work, we presented a novel spatial filtering approach (MTWLB) for RSVP-EEG. Our
results demonstrated comparable performance with the leading method xDAWN although our
approach is significantly different i.e., we applied spatial filtering in each independent time
window instead of whole epoch. Consequently, the method presents a different set of op-
timization parameters which may make it suitable for CCCV implementations in particular.
Even though there is no statistically significant difference between our proposed method and
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xDAWN, MTWLB presents useful properties that lend themselves to certain CCCV perfor-
mance optimizations not available via xDAWN. First, the method is more robust to EEG epoch
length compared to the conventional spatial filtering approaches (e.g., xDAWN and CSP) be-
cause its optimization relies on the time window instead of whole epochs. Second, MTWLB can
be more effective when the ERP time region is known in advance because there is no need then
to search for the most appropriate time window and the computational complexity is reduced
significantly. Furthermore this work included a thorough evaluation of single-trial classification
pipelines with a number of spatial filters and classifiers in a comprehensive way using a pub-
licly available dataset. We have shown that the selection of a spatial filtering method should
correspond to the nature of the ERPs elicited in the task paradigm and that naive application
of the approach may not produce good performance. We also demonstrated that even though
LDA and BLR are the most prevalent classification approaches used in CCCV research, the LR
method can be even more effective for single-trial ERP detection when good quality features are
made available, for example, through spatial filtering methods. Finally, we showed the effec-
tiveness of MTWLB for time-course ERP source signals reconstruction compared to xDAWN
in a RSVP paradigm with respect to both SNR and classification sides. This result demonstrates
that MTWLB is potentially able to be applied for RSVP-EEG data for the neurophysiological
research. In summary, this work should help inform designers of CCCV systems of an appro-
priate spatial filtering and classifier choice at design time based on results generated using a
publicly available dataset (allowing for later comparative benchmarks).
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Chapter 5
Generative Adversarial Networks: A
Survey and Taxonomy
Abstract: Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have been extensively studied in the past
few years. Arguably the revolutionary techniques are in the area of computer vision such as
plausible image generation, image to image translation, facial attribute manipulation and sim-
ilar domains. Despite the significant success achieved in the computer vision field, applying
GANs to real-world problems still poses significant challenges, three of which we focus on
here: (1) High quality image generation; (2) Diverse image generation; and (3) Stable training.
Through an in-depth review of GAN-related research in the literature, we provide an account
of the architecture-variants and loss-variants, which have been proposed to handle these three
challenges from two perspectives. We propose loss-variants and architecture-variants for clas-
sifying the most popular GANs, and discuss the potential improvements with focusing on these
two aspects. While several reviews for GANs have been presented to date, none have focused
on the review of GAN-variants based on their handling the challenges mentioned above. In
this chapter, we review and critically discuss 7 architecture-variant GANs and 9 loss-variant
GANs for remedying those three challenges. The objective of this review is to present the cur-
rent status of GANs and to establish open problems in evaluation which will necessitate as a
part solution our contributions via Neuro-AI to come in later chapters. Some notation has been
explained in Appendix C. Code related to GAN-variants studied in this work is summarized on
https://github.com/sheqi/GAN Review .
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5.1 Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are attracting growing interests in the deep learning
community [65, 193–197]. GANs have been applied to various domains such as computer vi-
sion [198–205], natural language processing [206–209], time series synthesis [68, 210–213]
and semantic segmentation [214–218]. GANs belong to the family of deep generative mod-
els (DGMs). Compared to other DGMs e.g., variational autoencoders, GANs offer advantages
such as an ability to handle sharp estimated density functions, efficiently generating desired
samples, eliminating deterministic bias and good compatibility with the internal neural archi-
tecture. These properties have allowed GANs to enjoy success especially in the computer vision
field e.g., plausible image generation [219–223], image to image translation [193,224–230], im-
age super-resolution [216, 231–234] and image completion [235–239].
However, GANs suffer challenges from two aspects: (1) Hard to train — It is non-trivial for
discriminator and generator to achieve Nash equilibrium during the training and the generator
cannot learn the distribution of the full datasets well, which is known as mode collapse. Lots of
work has been carried out in this area [240–243]; and (2) Hard to evaluate — the evaluation of
GANs can be considered as an effort to measure the dissimilarity between the real distribution
pr and the generated distribution pg. Unfortunately, the accurate estimation of pr is not possible.
Thus, it is challenging to produce good estimations of the correspondence between pr and pg.
Previous work has introduced evaluation metrics for GANs [194, 244–251]. The first aspect
concerns the performance for GANs directly e.g., image quality, image diversity and stable
training. In this work. we are going to study existing GAN-variants that handle this aspect in
the area of computer vision while those readers who are interested in the second aspect can
consult [244, 251].
Current GANs research focuses on two directions: (1) Improving the training for GANs;
and (2) Deployment of GANs to real-world applications. The former seeks to improve GANs
performance and is therefore a foundation for the latter aspect. Considering numerous research
work in the literature, we give a brief review on the GAN-variants that focus on improving
training in this chapter. The improvement of the training process provides benefits in terms of
GANs performance as follows: (1) Improvements in generated image diversity (also known as
mode diversity); (2) Increases in generated image quality; and (3) More stable training such
as remedying the vanishing gradient for the generator. In order to improve the performance
as mentioned above, modification for GANs can be done from either the architectural side or
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the loss perspective. We will study the GAN-variants coming from both sides that improve the
performance for GANs.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: (1) We introduce the search strategy and
part of the results for the existing GANs papers in the area of computer vision; (2) We introduce
related review work for GANs and illustrate the difference between those reviews and this work;
(3) We give a brief introduction to GANs; (4) We review the architecture-variant GANs in the
literature; (5) We review the loss-variant GANs in the literature; (6) We summarize the GAN-
variants in this study and illustrate their difference and relationships; and (7) We conclude this
review and preview likely future research work in the area of GANs.
Many GAN-variants have been proposed in the literature to improve performance. These
can be divided into two types: (1) Architecture-variants. The first proposed GAN used fully-
connected neural networks [65] so specific types of architecture may be beneficial for specific
applications e.g., convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for images and recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) for time series data; and (2) Loss-variants. Here different variations of the loss
function are explored regarding the equation (1.1) to enable more stable learning of G.
5.2 Search Strategy and Results
A review of the literature was performed to identify research work describing GANs. Papers
were first identified through manual search of the online datasets (Google Scholar and IEEE
Xplore) through use of the keyword “generative adversarial networks”. Secondly papers related
to computer vision were manually selected. This search concluded on 17th May 2019.
A total of 322 papers describing GANs related to computer vision were identified. The
earliest paper was in 2014 [65]. Papers were classified into three categories regarding their
repository, namely conference, arXiv and journal. More than half of the papers were presented
at conferences (204, 63.3%). The rest were journal articles (58, 18.0%) and arXiv pre-prints
(60, 18.6%).
Details of searched papers are included in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
number of papers in each year from 2014 to 2019. It can be seen that the number of papers
increases each year from 2014 to 2018. As our search ends up on 17th May 2019, this number
can not represent the overall number of papers in 2019. Especially there are several upcoming
top-tier conferences e.g., CVPR, ICCV, NeurIPS, and ICML, where much more papers may
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Figure 5.1: Number of papers in each year from 2014 to 17th May 2019.
come out later this year. Even given this situation, the number of papers in 2019 is close to
that in 2016. It can be noticed that there is significant rise of papers in 2016 and 2017. Indeed
we see lots of exciting research in these two years e.g., CoGAN, f-GAN in 2016 and WGAN,
PROGAN in 2017, which pushes the GANs research and exposes GANs to the public. In 2018,
GANs still attracts lots of attention and the number of papers is more than that in previous years.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the number of papers published on three repositories, namely confer-
Figure 5.2: Categories of papers from 2014 to 17th May 2019. Papers are categorized as conference,
arXiv and journal.
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ence, arXiv and journal. Conferences take the largest amount from 2015 to 2018 and dramatic
increase appears in 2016 and 2017. As mentioned before, there are several top-tier upcoming
conferences later this year, conference supposes to take the lead on the number of papers in
2019. Papers published in journals start to increase since 2017, which may be caused by the
reviewing duration for a journal paper that is longer than a conference paper and of course much
longer than an arXiv paper. As GANs are well-developed and well-known to researchers from
different areas today, the number of journal papers related to GANs supposes to maintain the
increasing tendency in 2019. It is interesting that number of arXiv pre-prints reaches a peak in
2017 and then starts to descend. We guess this is caused by more and more papers are accepted
by conference and journal so arXiv pre-prints claim the publication details, which leads to the
decreasing number of pre-prints on arXiv. This indicates higher quality of GANs research in
recent years from the other side. Figure 5.3 gives an illustration on the percentage of each cat-
Figure 5.3: Percentages of each category take account the total number of papers in each year.
egory taking account the total number of papers in each year. Supporting results in Fig. 5.2,
tendency of number of journal papers keeps going up. Percentage of number of conference
papers reaches peak at 2016 then begins to descend. It should be noted that this does not mean
the decrease of number of conference papers. This is due to other categories (i.e., arXiv and
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journal papers) start to increase.
A detail of searched papers are listed on this link: https://cutt.ly/GAN-CV-paper.
5.3 Previous Related Literature Reviews on GANs
There have been previous GANs review papers for example in terms of reviewing GANs perfor-
mance [94]. That work focuses on the experimental validation across different types of GANs
benchmarking on LSUN-BEDROOM [252], CelebA-HQ-128 [253] and the CIFAR10 [254] im-
age datasets. The results suggest that the original GAN [65] with spectral normalization [255] is
a good starting choice when applying GANs to a new dataset. A limitation of that review is that
the benchmark datasets do not consider diversity in a significant way. Thus the benchmark re-
sults tend to focus more on evaluation of the image quality, which may ignore GANs efficacy in
producing diverse images. Work [96] surveys different GANs architectures and their evaluation
metrics. A further comparison on different architecture-variants’ performance, applications,
complexity and so on needs to be explored. Papers [95,97,98] focus on the investigation of the
newest development treads and the applications of GANs. They compare GAN-variants through
different applications. Comparing this review to the current review literature, we emphasize an
introduction to GAN-variants based on their performance including their ability to produce high
quality and diverse images, stable training, ability for handling the vanishing gradient problem,
etc. This is all done through the taking of a perspective based on architecture and loss function
considerations. This work also provides the comparison and analysis in terms of pros and cons
across GAN-variants present in this paper.
5.4 Generative Adversarial Networks
GANs, as a member of the DGMs family, have attracted exponentially growing interest in the
deep learning community because of some advantages compared to the traditional DGMs: (1)
GANs are able to produce better output than other DGMs. Compared to the most well-known
DGMs—variational autoencoder (VAE), GANs are able to produce any type of probability den-
sity while VAE is not able to generate sharp images; (2) The GAN framework can train any type
of generator network. Other DGMs may have pre-requirements for the generator e.g., the output
layer of generator is Gaussian; (3) There is no restriction on the size of the latent variable. These
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advantages have led GANs to achieve the state-of-the-art performance on producing synthetic
data especially for image data.
5.5 Architecture-variant GANs
There are many types of architecture-variants proposed in the literature (see Fig. 5.4) [223,224,
256–258]. Architecture-variant GANs are mainly proposed for the purpose of different applica-
tions e.g., image to image transfer [224], image super resolution [231], image completion [259],
and text-to-image generation [260]. In this section, we provide a review on architecture-variants
that helps improve the performance for GANs from three aspects mentioned before, namely im-
proving image diversity, improving image quality and more stable training. Review for those
architecture-variants for different applications can be referred to work [96, 97].
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Figure 5.4: Timeline of architecture-variant GANs. Complexity in blue stream refers to size of the
architecture and the computational cost such as batch size. Mechanisms refer to the number of types
of models used in the architecture (e.g., BEGAN uses an autoencoder architecture for its discriminator
while a deconvolutional neural network is used for the generator. In this case, two mechanisms are used).
5.5.1 Fully-connected GAN (FCGAN)
The original GAN paper [65] used fully-connected neural networks for both generator and dis-
criminator. This architecture-variant was applied for some simple image datasets i.e., MNIST [80],
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CIFAR-10 [254] and Toronto Face Dataset. It did not demonstrate good generalization perfor-
mance for more complex image types. The FCGAN was trained by using the stochastic gradient
descent optimizer.
5.5.2 Laplacian Pyramid of Adversarial Networks (LAPGAN)
LAPGAN was proposed for the production of higher resolution images from lower resolution
input GAN [261]. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the up-sampling process of generator in LAPGAN
Figure 5.5: Up-sampling process of generator in LAPGAN (from right to left). The up-sampling process
is marked using green arrow and conditioning process via CGAN [262] is marked using organge arrow.
The process starts to use G3 to generate image I˜3 and then up-sample the image I˜3 to l2. Together with
another noise z2, G2 generates a difference image h˜2 and add h˜2 to l2 be the generated image I˜2. The
rest can be done in the same manner. LAPGAN contains 3 genertors in this work in order to up-sample
the image. Figure from [261].
from right to left. LAPGAN utilizes a cascade of CNNs within a Laplacian pyramid frame-
work [263] to generate high quality images.
5.5.3 Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN)
DCGAN is the first work that applied a deconvolutional neural networks architecture forG [256].
Figure 5.6 illustrates the proposed architecture for G. Deconvolution was proposed to visual-
ize the features for a CNN and has shown good performance for CNNs visualization [264].
DCGAN deploys the spatial up-sampling ability of the deconvolution operation for G, which
enables the generation of higher resolution images using GANs. The Adam optimizer was used
for training the DCGAN in this work.
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Figure 5.6: Detail of DCGAN architecture for generator. This generator successfully generates 64× 64
pixel image for LSUN scene dataset, which is more complex than the datasets used in the original work.
Figure from [256].
5.5.4 Boundary Equilibrium GAN (BEGAN)
BEGAN uses an autoencoder architecture for the discriminator which was first proposed in
EBGAN [265] (see Fig. 5.7). Compared to traditional optimization, the BEGAN matches the
Gz
x
Encoder Decoder Loss
D
Figure 5.7: Illustration of BEGAN architecture. z is the latent variable for G and x is input image.
BEGAN deploys antoencoder architecture for the discriminator. Loss is calculated using L1 or L2 norm
at pixel level.
autoencoder loss distributions using a loss derived from the Wasserstein distance instead of
matching data distributions directly. This modification helps G to generate easy-to-reconstruct
data for the autoencoder at the beginning because the generated data is close to 0 and the real
data distribution has not been learned accurately yet, which prevents D easily winning G at the
early training stage. The Adam optimizer was used to train BEGAN in this work.
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5.5.5 Progressive GAN (PROGAN)
PROGAN involves progressive steps toward the expansion of the network architecture [258].
This architecture uses the idea of progressive neural networks first proposed in [266]. This
technology does not suffer from forgetting and can leverage prior knowledge via lateral con-
nections to previously learned features. Consequently it is widely applied for learning complex
task sequences. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the training process for PROGAN. Training starts with
Figure 5.8: Progressive growing step for PROGAN during the training process. Training starts with
4 × 4 pixels image resolution. With the training step growing, layers are incrementally added to G and
D which increases the resolution for the generated images. All existing layers are trainable throughout
the training stage. Figure from [258].
low resolution 4 × 4 pixels image. Both G and D start to grow with the training progressing.
Importantly, all variables remain trainable throughout this growing process. This progressive
training strategy enables substantially more stable learning for both networks. By increasing
the resolution little by little, the networks are continuously asked a much simpler question
compared to the end goal of discovering a mapping from latent vectors. All current state-of-
the-art GANs employ this type of training strategy and it has resulted in impressive, plausible
images [219, 258, 267]. The Adam optimizer was used to train the PROGAN.
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5.5.6 Self-attention GAN (SAGAN)
Traditional CNNs can only capture local spatial information and the receptive field may not
cover enough structure, which causes CNN-based GANs to have difficulty in learning multi-
class image datasets (e.g., ImageNet) and the key components in generated images may shift
e.g., the nose in a face-generated image may not appear in right position. Self-attention mech-
anism have been proposed to ensure large receptive field and without sacrificing computational
efficiency for CNNs [268]. SAGAN deploys a self-attention mechanism in the design of the
discriminator and generator architectures for GANs [269] (see Fig. 5.9). Benefiting from the
Figure 5.9: Self-attention mechanism architecture proposed in the paper. f , g and h are corresponding to
query, key and value in the self-attention mechanism. The attention map indicates the long-range spatial
dependencies. The ⊗ is matrix multiplication. Figure from [269].
self-attention mechanism, SAGAN is able to learn global and long-range dependencies for gen-
erating images. It has achieved great performance on multi-class image generation based on the
ImageNet datasets. The Adam optimizer was used for training the model in this work.
5.5.7 BigGAN
BigGAN [267] has also achieved state-of-the-art performance on the ImageNet datasets. Its
design is based on SAGAN and it has been demonstrated that the increase in batch size and the
model complexity can dramatically improve GANs performance with respect to complex image
datasets. The Adam optimizer was used for training the BigGAN in this work.
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5.5.8 Summary
We have provided an overview of architecture-variant GANs which aim to improve performance
based on the three key challenges: (1) Image quality; (2) Mode diversity; and (3) Vanishing
gradient. An illustration of relative performance can be found in Fig. 5.10.
Against vanishing gradient
Image quality
Mode diversity
Original GAN. 2014
LAPGAN. 2015
DCGAN. 2016
BEGAN. 2017
PROGAN. 2017
SAGAN. 2018
BigGAN. 2018
Figure 5.10: Summary of recent architecture-variant GANs for solving the three challenges. The chal-
lenges are categorized by three orthogonal axes. A larger value for each axis indicates better perfor-
mance. Red points indicate GAN-variants which cover all three challenges, blue points cover two, and
black points cover only one challenge.
All proposed architecture-variants are able to improve image quality. SAGAN was proposed
for improving the capacity of multi-class learning in GANs, the goal of which is to produce
more diverse images. Benefiting from the SAGAN architecture, BigGAN was designed for
improving both image quality and image diversity. It should be noted that both PROGAN and
BigGAN are able to produce high resolution images. BigGAN realizes this higher resolution by
increasing the batch size and the authors mentioned that a progressive growing [258] operation
is unnecessary when the batch size is large enough (2048 used in the original paper [267]).
However, a progressive growing operation is still needed when GPU memory is limited (a large
batch size requires significant GPU memory). Benefiting from spectrum normalization (SN),
which will be discussed in loss-variant GANs part, both SAGAN and BigGAN are effective
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for the vanishing gradient challenge. These milestone architecture-variants indicate a strong
advantage of GANs — compatibility, where a GAN is open to any type of neural architecture.
This property enables GANs to be applied to many different applications.
Regarding the improvements achieved by different architecture-variant GANs, we next
present an analysis on the interconnections and comparisons between the architecture-variants
presented here. Starting with the FCGAN described in the original GAN paper, this architecture-
variant can only generate simple image datasets. Such a limitation is caused by the network
architecture, where the capacity of FC networks is very limited. Research on improving the
performance of GANs starts from designing more complex architectures for GANs. A more
complex image datasets (e.g., ImageNet) has higher resolution and diversity comparing to sim-
ple image datasets (e.g., MNIST) and needs accordingly more sophisticated approaches.
In the context of producing higher resolution images, one obvious approach is to increase the
size of generator. LAPGAN and DCGAN up-sample the generator based on such a perspective.
Benefiting from the concise deconvolutional up-sampling process and easy generalization of
DCGAN, the architecture in DCGAN is more widely used in the GANs literature. It should
be noticed that most GANs in the computer vision area use the deconvolutional neural network
as the generator, which was first used in DCGAN. Therefore, DCGAN is one of the classical
GAN-variants in the literature.
The ability to produce high quality images is an important aspect of GANs clearly. This
can be improved through judicious choice of architecture. BEGAN and PROGAN demonstrate
approaches from this perspective. With the same architecture used for the generator in DCGAN,
BEGAN redesigns the discriminator by including encoder and decoder, where the discriminator
tries to distinguish the difference between the generated and autoencoded images in pixel space.
Image quality has been improved in this case. Based on DCGAN, PROGAN demonstrates a
progressive approach that incrementally trains an architecture similar to DCGAN. This novel
approach cannot only improve image quality but also produce higher resolution images.
Producing diverse images is the most challenging task for GANs and it is very difficult
for GANs to successfully produce images such as those represented in the ImageNet sets. It is
difficult for traditional CNNs to learn global and long-range dependencies from images. Thanks
to self-attention mechanism though, approaches such as those in SAGAN integrate the self-
attention mechanism to both discriminator and generator, which helps GANs a lot in terms of
learning multi-class images. Moreover, BigGAN, which can be considered an extension of
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SAGAN, introduces a deeper GAN architecture with a very large batch size, which produces
high quality and diverse images as in ImageNet and is the current state-of-the-art.
5.6 Loss-variant GANs
Another design decision in GANs which significantly impacts performance is the choice of loss
function in equation (1.1), which is
min
G
max
D
Ex∼pr log[D(x)] + Ez∼pz log [1−D(G(z))]
While the original GAN work [65] has already proved global optimality and the convergence of
GANs training. It still highlighted the instability problem which can arise when training a GAN.
The problem is caused by the global optimality criterion as stated in [65]. Global optimality
is achieved when an optimal D is reached for any G. So the optimal D is achieved when the
derivative of D for the loss in equation (1.1) equals 0. So we have
−pr(x)
D(x)
+
pg(x)
1−D(x) = 0
D∗(x) =
pr(x)
pr(x) + pg(x)
(5.1)
where x represents the real data and generated data,D∗(x) is the optimal discriminator, pr(x) is
the real data distribution and pg(x) is the generated data distribution. We have got the optimal
discriminator D so far. When we have the optimal D, the loss for G can be visualized by
substituting D∗(x) into equation (1.1)
LG =Ex∼pr log
pr(x)
1
2
[pr(x) + pg(x)]
+ Ex∼pg log
pg(x)
1
2
[pr(x) + pg(x)]
− 2 · log2 (5.2)
Equation (5.2) demonstrates the loss function for a GAN when discriminator is optimized and
it is related to two important probability measurement metrics. One is Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergence which is defined as
KL(p1‖p2) = Ex∼p1 log
p1
p2
(5.3)
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and the other is Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence which is stated as
JS(p1‖p2) =1
2
KL(p1‖p1 + p2
2
) +
1
2
KL(p2‖p1 + p2
2
) (5.4)
Thus the loss for G regarding the optimal D in equation (5.2) can be reformulated as
LG = 2 · JS(pr‖pg)− 2 · log2 (5.5)
which indicates that the loss for G now equally becomes the minimization of the JS divergence
between pr and pg. With the training D step by step, the optimization of G will be closer to
the minimization of JS divergence between pr and pg. We now start to explain the unstable
training problem, where D often easily wins G. This unstable training problem is actually
caused by the JS divergence in equation (5.4). Give an optimal D, the objective of optimization
for equation (5.5) is to move pg toward pr (see Fig. 5.11). JS divergence for the three plots
Figure 5.11: Illustration of training progress for a GAN. Two normal distributions are used here for
visualization. Given an optimal D, the objective of GANs is to update G in order to move the generated
distribution pg (red) towards the real distribution pr (blue) (G is updated from left to right in this figure.
Left: initial state, middle: during training, right: training converging). However, JS divergence for the
left two figures are both 0.693 and the figure on the right is 0.336, indicating that JS divergence does not
provide sufficient gradient at the initial state.
from left to right are 0.693, 0.693 and 0.336, which indicates that JS divergence stays constant
(log2=0.693) if there is no overlap between pr and pg. Figure 5.12 demonstrates the change
of JS divergence and its gradient corresponding to the distance between pr and pg. It can be
seen that JS divergence is constant and its gradient is almost 0 when the distance is greater
than 5, which indicates that training process does not have any effect on G. The gradient of JS
divergence for training the G is non-zero only when pg and pr have substantial overlap i.e., the
vanishing gradient will arise for G when D is close to optimal. In practice, the possibility that
pr and pg do not overlap or have negligible overlap is very high [270].
The original GANs work [65] also highlighted the minimization of −Ex∼pg log[D(x)] for
training G to avoid a vanishing gradient. However, this training strategy will lead to another
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(a) JS divergence changes with distance. (b) Gradient JS divergence changes with distance.
Figure 5.12: JS divergence and gradient change with the distance between pr and pg. The distance is the
difference between two distribution means.
problem called mode dropping. First, let us examine KL(pg‖pr) = Ex∼pg log pgpr . With an
optimal discriminator D∗, KL(pg‖pr) can be reformulated as
KL(pg‖pr) = Ex∼pg log
pg(x)/(pr(x) + pg(x))
pr(x)/(pr(x) + pg(x))
= Ex∼pg log
1−D∗(x)
D∗(x)
= Ex∼pg log[1−D∗(x)]− Ex∼pg log[D∗(x)]
(5.6)
The alternative loss form for G now can be stated by switching the order of the two sides in
equation (5.6)
−Ex∼pg log[D∗(x)] = KL(pg‖pr)− Ex∼pg log[1−D∗(x)]
= KL(pg‖pr)− 2 · JS(pr‖pg) + 2 · log2 + Ex∼pr log[D∗(x)]
(5.7)
where the alternative loss for G in equation (5.7) is only affected by the first two terms (the last
two terms are constant). It can be noticed that the optimization in equation (5.7) is contradictory
because the first term aims to push the generated distribution toward the real distribution while
the second term aim to push in the opposite direction (the negative sign). This will cause an un-
stable numerical gradient for training G. More importantly, KL divergence is an asymmetrical
distribution measurement highlighted below
• When pg(x)→ 0, pr(x)→ 1, KL(pg‖pr)→ 0
• When pg(x)→ 1, pr(x)→ 0, KL(pg‖pr)→ +∞
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The penalization for two instances of poor performance made by G are totally different. The
first instance of poor performance is that G is not producing a reasonable range of samples
and yet incurs a very small penalization. The second instance of poor performance concerns
G producing implausible samples but has very large penalization. The first example concerns
the fact that the generated samples lack diversity while the second concerns that fact that the
generated samples are not accurate. Considering this first case, G generates repeated but “safe”
samples instead of taking risk to generate diverse but “unsafe” samples, which leads to the
mode collapse problem. In summary, using the original loss in equation (1.1) will result in
the vanishing gradient for training G and using the alternative loss in equation (5.7) will incur
the mode collapse problem. These kind of problems cannot be solved by changing the GANs
architectures. Therefore, it could be argued that ultimate GANs problem stems from the design
of the loss function and that innovative ideas for this redesign of the loss function may solve the
problem.
Loss-variant GANs have been researched extensively to improve the stability of training
GANs.
5.6.1 Wasserstein GAN (WGAN)
WGAN [271] has successfully solved the two problems for the original GAN by using the
Earth mover (EM) or Wasserstein-1 [272] distance as the loss measure for optimization. The
EM distance is defined as
W (pr, pg) = inf
γ∈∏(pr,pg)E(x,y)∼γ‖x− y‖ (5.8)
where
∏
(pr, pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions and γ(x,y) whose marginals are pr
and pg. Compared with KL divergence and JS divergence, EM is able to reflect distance even
when pr and pg do not overlap and it is also continuous and thus able to provide meaningful
gradient for training the generator. Figure 5.20 illustrates the gradient of WGAN compared to
the original GAN. It is noticeable that WGAN has a smooth gradient for training the generator
spanning the complete space. However, the infimum in equation (5.8) is intractable but the
creators demonstrate that instead the Wasserstein distance can be estimated as
max
w∼W
Expr [fw(x)]− Ez∼pz [fw(G(z))] (5.9)
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where fw can be realized by D but has some constraints (for details the interested reader can
refer to the original work [271]) and z is the input noise for G. So w here is the parameters in D
and D aims to maximize equation (5.9) in order to make the optimization distance equivalent
to Wasserstein distance. When D is optimized, equation (5.8) will become the Wasserstein
distance and G aims to minimize it. So the loss for G is
−min
G
Ez∼pz [fw(G(z))] (5.10)
An important difference between WGAN and the original GAN is the function of D. The D in
the original work is used as a binary classifier but D used in WGAN is to fit the Wasserstein
distance, which is a regression task. Thus, the sigmoid in the last layer of D is removed in
the WGAN. The RMSProp optimizer was used for training the WGAN as authors reported that
momentum based optimizers such as the Adam optimizer will cause unstable issues.
5.6.2 WGAN-GP
Even though WGAN has been shown to be successful in improving the stability of GAN train-
ing, it is not well generalized for a deeper model. Experimentally it has been determined that
most WGAN parameters are localized at -0.01 and 0.01 because of parameter clipping. This
will dramatically reduce the modeling capacity of D. WGAN-GP has been proposed using
gradient penalty for restricting ‖f‖L ≤ K for the discriminator [273] and the modified loss for
discriminator now becomes
LD =Exg∼pg [D(xg)]− Exr∼pr [D(xr)] + λExˆ∼pxˆ [(‖OxˆD(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2] (5.11)
where xr is sample data drawn from the real data distribution pr, xg is sample data drawn from
the generated data distribution pg and pxˆ sampling uniformly along the straight lines between
pairs of points sampled from the real data distribution pr and the generated data distribution pg.
The first two terms are original loss in WGAN and the last term is the gradient penalty. WGAN-
GP demonstrates a better distribution of trained parameters compared to WGAN (Fig. 5.13) and
better stability performance during training of GANs. The Adam optimizer was used in this
work for training the model.
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(a) Weights of WGAN (b) Weights of WGAN-GP
Figure 5.13: Comparison of parameter distribution between WGAN and WGAN-GP. Left is WGAN and
right is WGAN-GP. Figure from [273].
5.6.3 Least Square GAN (LSGAN)
The LSGAN 1 is a new approach proposed in [274] to remedy the vanishing gradient problem
for G from the perspective of the decision boundary determined by the discriminator. This
work argued that the decision boundary for D of the original GAN penalizes very small error
to update G for those generated samples that are far away from the decision boundary. The
author proposed using a least square loss for D instead of sigmoid cross entropy loss stated in
the original paper [65]. The proposed loss function is defined as
min
D
LD = 1
2
Ex∼pr [(D(x)− b)2] +
1
2
Ez∼pz [(D(G(z))− a)2]
min
G
LG = 1
2
Ez∼pz [(D(G(z))− c)2]
(5.12)
where a is the label for the generated samples, b is the label for the real samples and c is the value
that G wants D to believe for the generated samples. This modified change has two benefits:
(1) The new decision boundary made by D penalizes large error arising from those generated
samples that are far away from the decision boundary, which pushes those “bad” generated
samples towards the decision boundary. This is beneficial in terms of generating improved
image quality; (2) Penalizing the generated samples far away from the decision boundary can
provide more gradient when updating the G, which remedies the vanishing gradient problems
for training G. Figure 5.14 demonstrates the comparison of decision boundaries for LSGAN
and the original GAN. The decision boundaries for D that have been trained by the original
sigmoid cross entropy loss and the proposed least square loss are different.
1It should be noted here LSGAN is different from LS-GAN(we will introduce later). The loss functions of
these two GAN-variants are significantly different.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.14: Decision boundary illustration of original GAN and LSGAN. (a). Decision boundaries for
D of original GAN and LSGAN. (b). Decision boundary of D for the original GAN. It gets small errors
for the generated samples, which is far away from the decision boundary (in green), for updating G. (c).
Decision boundary for D of LSGAN. It penalizes the large error for generated sample that is far away
from the boundary (in green). Thus it pushes generated samples (in green) toward the boundary [274].
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The work [274] has proven that the optimization of LSGAN is equivalent to minimizing
the Pearson χ2 divergence between pr + pg and 2pg when a, b and c satisfy the condition of
b − c = 1 and b − a = 2. Similar to WGAN, D here behaves as regression and the sigmoid is
also removed. The Adam optimizer was used for training the LSGAN in this work.
5.6.4 f-GAN
f-GAN summarized that GANs can be trained by using an f-divergence [275]. f-divergence is
a function Df (P‖Q) that measures the difference between probability distributions P and Q.
e.g., KL divergence, JS divergence and Pearson χ2 as mentioned before. This work discusses
the efficacy of various divergence function in terms of training complexity and the quality of
the generative models.
5.6.5 Unrolled GAN (UGAN)
UGAN was a design proposed to solve the problem of mode collapse for GANs during train-
ing [276]. The core design innovation of UGAN is the addition of a gradient term for updating
G that captures how the discriminator would react to a change in the generator. The optimal
parameter for D can be expressed as the fixed point of an iterative optimization procedure
θ0D = θD
θk+1D = θ
k
D + η
kdf(θG,θ
k
D)
dθkD
θ∗D(θG) = lim
k→∞
θkD
(5.13)
where ηk is the learning rate, θD represents parameters for D and θG represents parameters for
G. The surrogate loss by unrolling for K steps can be expressed as
fK(θG,θD) = f(θG,θ
K
D(θG,θD)) (5.14)
This surrogate loss is then used for updating parameters for D and G
θG ← θG − ηdfK(θG,θD)
dθG
θD ← θD + ηdf(θG,θD)
dθD
(5.15)
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Figure. 5.15 illustrates the computation graph for an unrolled GAN with 3 unrolling steps.
Figure 5.15: An example of computation for an unrolled GAN with 3 unrolling steps. G and D update
using equation (5.15). Each step k uses the gradients of fk regarding θkD stated in the equation (5.13).
Figure from [276].
Equation (5.16) illustrates the gradient for updating G
dfK(θG,θD)
dθG
=
∂f(θG,θ
K
D(θG,θD))
∂θG
+
∂f(θG,θ
K
D(θG,θD))
∂θKD(θG,θD)
dθKD(θG,θD)
dθG
(5.16)
It should be noted that the first term in equation (5.16) is the gradient for the original GAN. The
second term here reflects how D reacts to changes in G. If G tends to collapse to one mode, D
will increase the loss for G. Thus, this unrolled approach is able to prevent mode collapse in
GANs. The Adam optimizer was unrolled for training the model in this work.
5.6.6 Loss Sensitive GAN (LS-GAN)
LS-GAN was introduced to train the generator to produce realistic samples by minimizing the
designated margins between real and generated samples [277]. This work argued that the prob-
lems such as the vanishing gradient and mode collapse as appearing in the original GAN is
caused by a non-parametric hypothesis that the discriminator is able to distinguish any type of
probability distribution between real samples and generated samples. As mentioned before, it
is very normal for the overlap between the real samples distribution and the generated samples
distribution to be negligible. Moreover, D is also able to separate real samples and generated
samples. The JS divergence will become a constant under this situation, where the vanishing
gradient arises for G. In LS-GAN, the classification ability of D is restricted and is learned
by a loss function Lθ(x) parameterized with θ, which assumed that a real sample ought to
have smaller loss than a generated sample. The loss function can be trained as the following
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Figure 5.16: Demonstration of the loss in equation (5.18). ∆(x, G(z)) is used to separate real samples
and generated samples. If some generated samples are close to real samples enough, LS-GAN will work
focus on other generated samples that are far away from the real samples. This optimization loss puts
restriction on D to prevent it from separating generated and real samples perfectly. Thus, it solves the
vanishing gradient problem arises in original GAN. (Gφ(z) here is equivalent toG(z) where φ represents
the parameters for generator). Figure from [277].
constraint
Lθ(x) ≤ Lθ(G(z))−∆(x, G(z)) (5.17)
where ∆(x, G(z)) is the margin measuring the difference between real samples and generated
samples. This constraint indicates that a real sample is separated from a generated sample by at
least a margin of ∆(x, G(z)). The optimization for the LS-GAN is then stated as
min
D
LD = Ex∼prLθ(x) + λEx∼prz∼pz (∆(x, G(z)) + Lθ(x)− Lθ(G(z)))+
min
G
LG = Ez∼pzLθ(G(z))
(5.18)
where λ is a positive balancing parameter, (a)+ = max(a, 0) and θ are the parameters in D.
From the second term in LD in the equation (5.18), ∆(x, G(z)) is added as a regularization term
for optimizing D in order to prevent D from overfitting the real samples and the generated sam-
ples. Figure 5.16 demonstrates the efficacy of equation (5.18). The loss for D puts a restriction
on the ability ofD i.e., it challenges the ability ofD for to separate well generated samples from
real samples, which is the original cause for the vanishing gradient. More formally, LS-GAN
assumes that pr lies in a set of Lipschitz densities with a compact support. The Adam optimizer
was used for training the model in this work.
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5.6.7 Mode Regularized GAN (MRGAN)
MRGAN proposed a metric regularization to penalize missing modes [278], which is then used
to solve the mode collapse problem. The key idea behind this work is the use of an encoder
E(x): x → z to produce the latent variable z for G instead of using noise. This procedure has
two benefits: (1) The encoder reconstruction can add more information to G so that is not that
easy for D to distinguish between generated samples and real samples; and (2) The encoder
ensures correspondence between x and z (E(x)), which means G can cover different modes
in the x space. So it prevents the mode collapse problem. The loss function for this mode
regularized GAN is
LG = −Ez[log[D(G(z))]] + Ex∼pr [λ1d(x, G ◦ E(x)) + λ2log[D(G(x))]]
LE = Ex∼pr [λ1d(x, G ◦ E(x)) + λ2log[D(G(x))]]
(5.19)
where d is a geometric measurement which can be chosen from many options e.g., pixel-wise
L2 and distance of extracted features. The Adam optimizer was used for training the model in
this work .
5.6.8 Geometric GAN
Geometric GAN [279] was proposed using SVM separating hyperplane, which has the maximal
margins between the two classes. Figure 5.17 demonstrates the update rule for the discriminator
and generator based on the SVM hyperplane. Geometric GAN has been successfully demon-
strated to be more stable for training and less prone to mode collapse. The RMSprop optimizer
was used for training the model in this work .
5.6.9 Relativistic GAN (RGAN)
RGAN [280] was proposed as a general approach to devising new cost functions from the
existing one i.e., it can be generalized for all integral probability metric (IPM) [281,282] GANs.
The discriminator in the original GAN measures the probability for a given real sample or a
generated sample. The author argued that key relative discriminant information between real
data and generated data is missing in original GAN. The discriminator in RGAN takes into
account that how a given real sample is more realistic than a randomly sampled generated
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Figure 5.17: SVM hyperplane used in Geometric GAN. Discriminator updates by pushing real data sam-
ples and generated data samples away from the hyperplane while generator updates by pushing generated
data samples towards the hyperplane. Figure from [279].
sample. Loss function of RGAN applied to original GAN is stated as
max
D
Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[log(sigmoid(C(xr)− C(xg)))]
max
G
Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[log(sigmoid(C(xg)− C(xr)))]
(5.20)
where C(x) is the non-transformed layer. Figure 5.18 demonstrates the effect on D of using the
RGAN approach compared to the original GAN. In terms of the original GAN, the optimization
aims to push the D(x) to 1 (right one). For RGAN, the optimization aims to push D(x) to 0.5
(left one), which is more stable compared to the original GAN. The author also claims that
RGAN can be generalized to other types of loss-variant GANs if those loss functions belong to
IPMs. The generalization loss is stated as
LD = Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[f1(C(xr)− C(xg))] + Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[f2(C(xg)− C(xr))]
LG = Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[g1(C(xr)− C(xg))] + Exr∼pr
xg∼pg
[g2(C(xg)− C(xr))]
(5.21)
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Figure 5.18: D output comparison between RGAN and original GAN. (a) D output in RGAN; (b) D
output in original GAN when training the G. Figure from [280].
where f1(y) = g2(y) = −y and f2(y) = g1(y) = y. Details of loss generalization for other
GANs refers to the original paper [280]. The Adam optimizer was used for training in this
work.
5.6.10 Spectral Normalization GAN (SN-GAN)
SN-GAN [283] proposed the use of weight normalization to stabilize the training of the discrim-
inator. This technique is computationally light and easily applied to existing GANs. Previous
work for stabilizing the training of GANs [271, 273, 277] emphasized the importance that D
should be from the set of K-Lipshitz continuous functions. Popularly speaking, Lipschitz con-
tinuity [284–286] is more strict than the continuity, which describes that the function does not
change rapidly (see Appendix C.1 for more details). This smooth D is of benefit in stabilizing
the training of GANs. The work mentioned previously focused on the control of the Lipschitz
constant of the discriminator function. This work demonstrated an alternative simpler way to
control the Lipschitz constant through spectral normalization of each layer for D. Spectral
normalization is performed as
W¯SN(W) =
W
σ(W)
(5.22)
where W represents weights on each layer for D and σ(W) is the L2 matrix norm of W
(explanation of matrix norm has been presented in Appendix C.2). The paper proved this will
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make ‖f‖ ≤ 1. The fast approximation for the σ(W) was also demonstrated in the original
paper. The Adam optimizer was used for training the SN-GAN in this work.
5.6.11 Summary
We have explained the training problems (mode collapse and vanishing gradient for G) in the
original GAN and we have introduced loss-variant GANs in the literature, which were mainly
proposed for improving the performance of GANs in terms of three key aspects. Figure 5.19
summarizes the efficacy of loss-variant GANs for the challenges. Losses of LSGAN, RGAN
Against vanishing gradient
Image quality Mode diversity
Original GAN. 2014WGAN. 2017; LS-GAN. 2017
MRGAN. 2016
WGAN-GP. 2017
LSGAN. 2017
Geometric GAN. 2017
Unrolled GAN. 2018
RGAN. 2018 SN-GAN. 2018
Figure 5.19: Current loss-variants for solving the challenges. Challenges are categorized by three or-
thogonal axes. A larger value for each axis indicates better performance. Red points indicate the
GAN-variant covers all three challenges, blue points cover two, and black points cover only one chal-
lenge.
and WGAN are very similar to the original GAN loss. We used a toy example (i.e., the two
distributions used in Fig. 5.11) to demonstrate the G loss in terms of the distance between the
real data distribution and the generated data distribution in Fig. 5.20. It can be seen that RGAN
and WGAN are able to inherently solve the vanishing gradient problems for the generator when
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(a) LSGAN
(b) RGAN
(c) WGAN
Figure 5.20: Loss and gradient for the generator of different loss-variant GANs.
the discriminator is optimized. LSGAN on the contrary still suffers from a vanishing gradient
for the generator, however, it is able to provide a better gradient compared to the original GAN in
Fig. 5.12 when the distance between the real data distribution and the generated data distribution
is relatively small. This was demonstrated in the original paper [274] where LSGAN is shown
to be easier to push generated samples to the boundary made by the discriminator.
Table 5.1 gives details of the properties of each loss-variant GAN. WGAN, LSGAN, LS-
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Table 5.1: Summary of loss-variant for GANs.
GAN, RGAN and SN-GAN are proposed to overcome the vanishing gradient for G. LSGAN
argued that the vanishing gradient is mainly caused by the sigmoid function in the discriminator
so it used a least squares loss to optimize the GAN. LSGAN turns out to be the optimization
on Pearson χ2 divergence and remedies the vanishing gradient problem. WGAN used Wasser-
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stein (or Earth mover) distance as the loss. Compared to JS divergence, Wasserstein distance is
smoother and there is no sudden change with respect to the distance between real samples and
generated samples. To be able to use Wasserstein distance as the loss, the discriminator must
be Lipschitz continuous, where WGAN deployed the parameter clipping to force discrimina-
tor satisfy the Lipschitz continuity. However, it causes problems such as most of parameters
in the discriminator locates to the edges of clipping range, which leads to the low capacity of
discriminator. WGAN-GP was proposed the use of gradient penalty to make discriminator is
Lipschitz continuous, which successfully solves the problems in WGAN. LS-GAN proposed to
use a margin that is enforced to separate real samples from generated samples, which restricts
the modelling capability of discriminator. It solves the vanishing gradient problem for the gen-
erator because this problem arises when the discriminator is optimized. RGAN is a unified
framework that is suitable for all IPM-based GANs e.g., WGAN. RGAN added discriminant
information to GANs for better learning. SN-GAN proposed an elegant way for optimizing a
GAN. As mentioned before, a Lipschitz continuous discriminator is important for stable learn-
ing, vanishing gradient and so on. SN-GAN proposed spectral normalization [255] to constrain
the discriminator under the Lipschitz continuous requirement. SN-GAN is the first GAN (we do
not consider AC-GANs [202] because an ensemble of 100 AC-GANs was used for ImageNet
datasets [287].) that has been successfully applied to ImageNet datasets. In theory, spectral
normalization as demonstrated in the SN-GAN could be applied to every GAN type. SAGAN
and BigGAN [267, 269] both deployed spectral normalization and achieved good results with
ImageNet.
Loss-variant GANs are able to be applied to architecture-variants. However, SN-GAN and
RGAN show stronger generalization abilities compared to other loss-variants, where these two
loss-variants can be deployed by other types of loss-variants. Spectral normalization can be ap-
plied to any GAN-variant while the RGAN concept can be applied to any IPM-based GAN. We
strongly recommend the use of spectral normalization for all GANs applications as described
here. There are a number of loss-variant GANs mentioned in this paper which is able to solve
the mode collapse and unstable training problem. Details are given in Table 5.1.
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5.7 Discussion
We have introduced the most significant problems present in the original GAN design, which
are mode collapse and vanishing gradient for updating G. We have surveyed significant GAN-
variants that remedy these problems through two design considerations: (1) Architecture-variants.
This aspect focuses on architectural options for GANs. This approach enables GANs to be suc-
cessfully applied to different applications, however, it is not able to fully solve the problems
mentioned above; (2) Loss-variant. We have provided a detail explanation why these problems
arise in the original GAN. These problems are essentially caused by the loss function in the
original GAN. Thus, modifying this loss function can solve this problem. It should be noted
that the loss function may change for some architecture-variants. However, this loss function
is changed according to the architecture thus it is architecture-specific loss. It is not able to
generalize to other architectures.
Through a comparison of the different architectural approaches surveyed in this work, it
is clear that the modification of the GAN architecture has significant impact on the generated
images quality and their diversity. Recent research shows that the capacity and performance of
GANs are related to the network size and batch size [267], which indicates that a well designed
architecture is critical for good GANs performance. However, modifications to the architecture
only is not able to eliminate all the inherent training problems for GANs. Redesign of the
loss function including regularization and normalization can help yield more stable training
for GANs. This work introduced various approaches to the design of the loss function for
GANs. Based on the comparison for each loss-variant, we find that spectral normalization as
first demonstrated in the SN-GAN brings lots of benefits including ease of implementation,
relatively light computational requirements and the ability to work well for almost all GANs.
We suggest that researchers, who seek to apply GANs to real-world problems, include spectral
normalization to the discriminator.
There is no answer to the question of which GAN is the best. The selection of a specific
GAN type depends on the application. For instance, if an application requires the production of
natural scenes images (this requires generation of images which are very diverse). DCGAN with
spectrum normalization applied, SAGAN and BigGAN can be good choices here. BigGAN is
able to produce the most realistic images compared to the other two. However, BigGAN is much
more computationally intensive. Thus it depends on the actual computational requirements set
by the real-world application.
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5.7.1 Interconnections between Architecture and Loss
In this chapter, we highlighted the problems inherent in the original GAN design. In high-
lighting how subsequent researchers have remedied those problems, we explored architecture-
variants and loss-variants in GAN designs separately. However, it should be noted that there are
interconnections between these two types of GAN-variants. As mentioned before, loss func-
tions are easily integrated to different architectures. Benefit from improved convergence and
stabilization through a redesigned loss function, architecture-variants are able to achieve bet-
ter performance and accomplish solutions to more difficult problems. For examples, BEGAN
and PROGAN use Wasserstein distance instead of JS divergence. SAGAN and BigGAN de-
ploy spectral normalization, where they achieved good performance based on multi-class image
generation. These two types of variants equally contribute to the progress of GANs.
5.7.2 Future Directions
GANs were originally proposed to produce plausible synthetic images and have achieved ex-
citing performance in the computer vision area. GANs have been applied to some other fields,
(e.g., time series generation [68,211,288] and natural language processing [206,289–291]) with
some success. Compared to computer vision, GANs research in other areas is still somewhat
limited. The limitation is caused by the different properties inherent in image versus non-image
data. For instance, GANs work to produce continuous value data but natural language are based
on discrete values like words, characters, bytes, etc., so it is hard to apply GANs for natural lan-
guage applications. Another limitation of current literature is that the lack of perceptual metrics
to evaluate GANs performance. Future research of course is being carried out for applying
GANs to other areas and investigates more perceptual metrics to evaluate GANs performance
which we are going to cover in the next chapter.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed GAN-variants based on performance improvement offered
in terms of higher image quality, more diverse images and more stable training. We reviewed
the current state of GAN-related research from an architecture and loss basis. Current state-
of-art GANs models such as BigGAN and PROGAN are able to produce high quality images
and diverse images in the computer vision field. However, research that applies GANs to video
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is limited. Moreover, GAN-related research in other areas such as time series generation and
natural language processing lags that for computer vision in terms of performance and capabil-
ity. We conclude that there are clearly opportunities for future research and application in these
fields in particular. With respect to metrics for evaluating GANs performance, we focus on this
respect in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Use of Neural Signals to Evaluate GANs
Abstract: This chapter demonstrates a novel approach that deploys a cortically coupled com-
puter vision (CCCV) system to generate a biologically neurally-produced metric named Neu-
roscore, which closely mirrors the behavioral ground truth measured from participants tasked
with discerning real images from synthetic images produced by generative adversarial networks
(GANs). This evaluation process is called a neuro-AI interface, as it provides an interface be-
tween human neural systems and artificial intelligent (AI) systems. In this chapter, we first
compare the three most widely used metrics in the literature for evaluating GANs in terms of
visual quality compared to human judgments. Second, we propose and demonstrate a novel ap-
proach using neural signals and rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) that directly measures
a human perceptual response to facial production quality, independent of a behavioral response
measurement. Finally, we show that our Neuroscore is more consistent with human percep-
tual judgment compared to the conventional metrics we evaluated. The correlation between
our proposed Neuroscore and human perceptual judgments has Pearson correlation statistics:
r(36) = −0.828, p = 4.766 × 10−10. We also present the bootstrap result for the correlation
i.e., p ≤ 0.0001. We conclude that neural signals have potential application for high quality,
rapid evaluation of GANs in the context of visual image synthesis. This work has been published
in the Cognitive Computation [248].
6.1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has significant impact on society yet research into the interaction
between humans and AI deserves further exploration and has only recently become a research
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focus. Cognitive computation provides a way of using cognitively inspired techniques to solve
a variety of real-world problems and these become especially useful when the interface between
an AI system and a human is via a brain-computer interface (BCI). Abbass [292] recently ex-
plored the last 50 years of the human-AI relationship with a focus on how the development
of trust between the parties has been essential. He also covered the emergence of direct BCIs
based on EEG (electroencephalography).
As EEG can be the direct reflection of a human mental process, the use of EEG is widely
studied and deployed in the cognitive computation literature, for example by [293, 294]. It has
been demonstrated recently that EEG can be used effectively for reading emotion [294] and that
a spiking neural network framework can be used to analyze a human attention to a task by using
EEG [293]. In this chapter, we demonstrate a type of neuro-AI interface derived from cognitive
computational perspective (as seen in Fig. 6.1), which uses neural signals, in this case the EEG
signals, to score the performance of generative adversarial networks (GANs). The relevance
between our work and the existing literature such as [293,294] is that a processing pipeline has
been developed and demonstrated for transforming EEG signals into a value (score or accuracy)
and this value matches well a human cognitive response to a specific class of stimulus, in our
case an artificially generated facial image. Moreover, our work contains experimental details
and provides neuroscientific interpretation in the comparison of our EEG-based technique to
existing approaches in the literature.
GANs [65] are attracting increasing interest across many different computer vision applica-
tions, for example the generation of plausible synthetic images [256–258,271], image-to-image
translation [224,228] and simulated image refinement [295]. Despite the extensive work and the
many different GAN models reported in the literature, evaluation of the performance of GANs
is still challenging. Some comprehensive reviews for GANs evaluation are available including
work in [244,245,251] and in summary the evaluation for GANs is divided into two main types,
qualitative and quantitative. The most representative qualitative metric is to use human anno-
tation to determine the visual quality of the generated images. Quantitative metrics compare
statistical properties between generated image and real images. Both approaches have strengths
and limitations.
Qualitative metrics generally focus on how convincing the image is from a human perceptual
perspective rather than detecting overfitting, mode dropping and mode collapsing problems
[276]. Human annotation approaches are also time-consuming because they require asking
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AI System
……
Stimulus
Feature extraction
Brain-computer Interfaces
Neural feedback
Neuro-AI Interface
Neural response
Figure 6.1: Schematic of the neuro-AI interface demonstrated in this study. A type of AI system (e.g.,
GANs used in this work) produces image stimulus to participants and the corresponding recorded neural
response returns to scoring the performance of GANs.
evaluators to generate behavioral responses on an image-by-image basis.
Quantitative metrics in contrast, are less subjective but the psychoperceptual basis of image
quality assessment is not well represented in such metrics hence the robustness of their perfor-
mance is compromised. As a result, the field of research around evaluation methodologies for
GANs is still developing and presents opportunities for new approaches. One such approach
which we propose, is the introduction of a neuro-AI interface, that uses neural signals for image
evaluation in the context of a BCI.
The P300 ERP can suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and its appearance spans
multiple electrodes on the scalp, which make the precise measurement of P300 activity in the
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raw, unprocessed EEG epoch difficult. Our previous work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 [92, 93]
have shown that the P300 can be spatially filtered to improve SNR and reduce dimensionality.
The work here will demonstrate a pipeline that uses the LDA beamformer to reconstruct the
P300 component for each type of GANs.
Although some work in the GANs evaluation literature has mentioned that quantitative met-
rics are correlated with human judgment [194, 246], there is no specifically designed work
reported in the literature which compares quantitative metrics with those produced by human
judgment. It should be noted that the use of human judgment through annotation to evaluate
GANs in terms of visual quality is very effective. However, such approaches are very time-
consuming and impractical in terms of scale, in real-world applications. Given the advantages of
conventional human annotation approaches, we explore the area of BCIs as we know that neural
signals can reflect human perception. In this work, we propose a type of neuro-AI interface for
evaluating GANs outputs and we deploy an oddball task for eliciting the P300 component via
a RSVP protocol, where human participants are rapidly evaluating images produced by GANs.
A biologically neuro-produced evaluation metric called Neuroscore is proposed and the calcu-
lation of Neuroscore is demonstrated. Results show this neuro-AI interface is more efficient
compared to conventional human annotation approaches and Neuroscore is highly correlated
with behavioral human judgment. Given this, our work has two primary contributions:
• The design and evaluation of an experiment to compare human assessments with the lead-
ing quantitative metrics for GANs performance measurement in terms of image quality.
• The demonstration of a fast and efficient neuro-AI interface in which neural signals pro-
vide a superior metric for the evaluation of GANs.
6.2 Related Work
We have introduced the current status of GANs performance in Chapter 5 and have presented the
limitation in GAN-related research which is the lack of more perceptual metrics for evaluating
GANs performance. This chapter aims to bridge the gap in this aspect. Three well-known
metrics are compared with Neuroscore in this chapter, which are Inception Score (IS), Kernel
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) and Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID).
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Inception Score (IS) is the most widely used metric in the literature [194,244,245]. It uses a
pre-trained Inception network [296] as an image classification modelM to compute
IS = exp
(
Ex∼pg [KL (pM (y|x) ||pM(y))]
)
(6.1)
Where pM(y|x) is the label distribution of x that is predicted by the modelM and pM(y) is
the marginal probability of pM(y|x) over the probability pg. A larger inception score will have
pM(y|x) close to a point mass and pM(y) close to uniform, which indicates that the Inception
network is very confident that the image belongs to a particular ImageNet category where all
categories are equally represented. This suggests the generative model has both high quality
and diversity.
Kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) is a method for comparing two distributions,
in which the test statistic is the largest difference in expectations over functions in the unit ball
of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space [247]. MMD is computed as
MMD2(pr, pg) = Exr,x>r ,∼pr,xg ,x>g ∼pg[
k(xr,x
>
r )− 2k(xr,xg) + k(xg,x>g )
] (6.2)
where xr and xg are pixel space or feature space sampled from real images and generated images
respectively. It measures the dissimilarity between pr and pg for some fixed kernel function k,
such as a Gaussian kernel [203]. A lower MMD indicates that pg is closer to pr, showing the
GAN has better performance.
Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID) uses a feature space extracted from a set of generated
image samples by a specific layer of the Inception network [246]. The feature space is modelled
via a multivariate Gaussian with mean µ and covariance Σ. FID is computed as
FID(pr, pg) = ||µr − µg||22 + Tr (Σr + Σg − 2(ΣrΣg)
1
2 ) (6.3)
FID is able to take care of both image quality and image diversity. If the image quality is
not high e.g., blurry, it will lead to the increase of the first term. If a GAN falls to the mode
collapsing issue, it will lead to the increase of the second term. Similar to MMD, lower FID is
better, corresponding to more similar real and generated samples as measured by the distance
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between their activation distributions.
In the case of the Inception Score, this is calculated through the Inception model [296].
It has been shown previously that Inception Score is very sensitive to the model parame-
ters [250]. Even scores produced by the same model trained using different libraries (e.g.,
TensorFlow [297], Keras [298] and PyTorch [299]) differ a lot from each other. Inception
Score also requires a large sample size for the accurate estimation of pM(y). FID and MMD
both measure the similarity between training images and generated images based on the feature
space [245], since the pixel representations of images do not naturally support the computation
of meaningful Euclidean distances [300]. The main concern about the FID and MMD methods
is whether the distributional characteristics of the feature space exactly reflect the distribution
for the images [300].
6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 P300 Reconstruction
This chapter used the NIFPA EEG dataset which has been introduced in Chapter 2. In Chap-
ter 4, we have shown the efficacy of the LDA beamformer for reconstructing time-course source
signal. In this chapter, we applied the LDA beamformer to the EEG epoch in 400 ms – 600
ms time window in order to reconstruct the source P300 signal and we used Algorithm 1 in
Chapter 4 to search for the optimal time index for the P300 source signal. We used the LDA
beamformer [135] to reconstruct the P300 in this work for the following reasons. Firstly, it is
difficult to compare the P300 between participants across a number of channels as the location
of the P300 varies across participants. Secondly, the P300 suffers from strong background brain
activity so it has a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [69]. The LDA beamformer method
allows us to reconstruct the P300 from a multi-dimensional set of EEG signals i.e., transform
32 channels of EEG to a one-channel time series facilitating within-subject comparisons (with
the additional benefit of improving the SNR for the reconstructed P300 as well). A list of re-
lated neurophysiologically-relevant terminology and associated explanations used in this work
is presented below
• Single-trial P300 amplitude: This is the amplitude of the P300 component corresponding
to each individual image. The P300 amplitude is calculated by selecting the maximum
voltage value between 400 ms and 600 ms for each EEG epoch.
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• Averaged P300 amplitude: This is the averaged target (for example a face) trial P300
amplitudes.
• Reconstructed single-trial P300 amplitude: This is the P300 amplitude corresponding
to each single target image. It is the LDA-beamformed single-trial P300 amplitude (the
detail of the LDA beamformer method is introduced in Algorithm 2).
• Reconstructed averaged P300 amplitude: It is the averaged LDA-beamformed P300 am-
plitudes corresponding to target trials.
6.3.2 Neuroscore
The reconstructed averaged P300 amplitude is used as the basis for a novel metric for eval-
uating the GANs. Because the latency of the P300 varies across participants, our previous
work (Chapter 4) [93] has been demonstrated use of LDA beamformer to search the optimal
P300 time index in the RSVP experiment. We picked the maximum value in the 200 ms time
window which is centered at the optimal time index to represent the reconstructed single-trial
P300 amplitude and then average these across the trials to get the reconstructed averaged P300
amplitude. This reconstructed averaged P300 amplitude is the Neuroscore. In general, our
Neuroscore is calculated via two steps: (1) Reconstruct P300 source signal from raw EEG; and
(2) Average the P300 amplitude of each reconstructed single-trial source signal across target
trials (see Algorithm 2). It should be noted that the Neuroscore benefits from high SNR com-
pared to traditional single-trial P300 for the following reasons: (1) The LDA beamformer has
been applied to raw EEG epochs in order to maximize the SNR; and (2) The Neuroscore is
calculated by averaging trials which is able to mitigate the background EEG noise. Hence, our
proposed Neuroscore is a relatively robust metric as defined for this work. It should be noted
that higher Neuroscore indicates better GAN performance which is reversed to the traditional
scores used in this work.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Behavioral Task Performance
Figure 6.2 shows examples of four types of face images used in this study i.e., DCGAN, BE-
GAN, PROGAN and real face (RFACE). We included 12 participants in the behavioral (BE)
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Algorithm 2 Calculation of Neuroscore
Input:
• X ∈ RN×C×T is the EEG signal corresponding to the target stimulus, where N is
the number of target trials, C is the number of channels, and T is the number of time
points.
• K ∈ RM×C×T is the EEG signal corresponding to the standard stimulus, M is the
number of standard trials, C is the number of channels, T is the number of time
points.
Output: Neuroscore
1: Σ = 1
N
∑N
i=1 XiXi
> + 1
M
∑M
i=1 KiKi
>
2: for ti in [400 ms, 600 ms] do
3: p = 1
N
∑N
i=1 Xi,ti − 1M
∑M
i=1 Ki,ti
4: w = Σ−1p(p>Σ−1p)−1
5: Jti ← w>Σw
6: Wti ← w
7: end for
8: toptimal = argmintiJ
9: w = Wtoptimal
10: tP300 = [toptimal - 100 ms, toptimal + 100 ms] . This is time window being detected for the
P300.
11: for i = 1 : N do . This is for target trials.
12: s = w>Xi
13: a = max(stp300)
14: Ai ← a
15: end for
16: Neuroscore =
1
N
∑N
i=1 Ai
Figure 6.2: Face image examples used in the experiment. From left to right: DCGAN, BEGAN, PRO-
GAN, real face (RFACE). Size of all presented images is 128× 128.
tasks and recorded the accuracy (which is calculated as the number of correctly labelled im-
ages divided by the total number of images) of their judgments for each face category. In
Table 6.1, it can be seen that participants achieve the lowest accuracy of 0.705 for PROGAN
and the highest accuracy 0.994 for DCGAN i.e., participants ranked PROGAN, BEGAN and
DCGAN from high performance to low performance respectively. While learning effects may
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ID DCGAN BEGAN PROGAN RFACE
1 1.000 0.759 0.704 0.759
2 0.981 0.741 0.537 0.537
3 1.000 0.796 0.778 0.537
4 0.981 0.889 0.704 0.667
5 1.000 0.667 0.648 0.759
6 1.000 0.926 0.704 0.759
7 1.000 0.815 0.611 0.759
8 0.981 0.815 0.870 0.759
9 1.000 0.796 0.685 0.704
10 1.000 0.815 0.759 0.722
11 1.000 0.907 0.759 0.685
12 1.000 0.963 0.704 0.796
Mean 0.995 0.824 0.705 0.695
Table 6.1: Accuracy (number of correctly labelled images divided by the total number of images) for
face images generated from three GANs and real face images in the BE task. Lower accuracy for GAN-
generated images indicates better image quality i.e., participants were often convinced that synthesized
faces were in fact real.
be present, we find our result is robust regardless of the learning effects as we examined using
different groups of RSVP blocks combined with different parts of the BE task, and the results
remained consistent. It is interesting that human judgment accuracy for RFACE is 0.695 which
is very low. This may be caused by participants being convinced by GAN-generated images
and subsequently feeling less confident on the RFACE images, which indicates that GANs are
able to convince participants in this case.
6.4.2 Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Task Performance
In order to employ neural signals to evaluate the performance of GANs, we used the RSVP
paradigm to elicit the P300 ERP. Figure 6.3 shows the reconstructed averaged P300 signal
across all participants (using LDA beamformer) in the RSVP experiment. It should be noted
here that the reconstructed averaged P300 signal is calculated as the difference between av-
eraged target trials and averaged standard trials after applying the LDA beamformer method
i.e., 1
N
N∑
i=1
w>Xi − 1M
M∑
i=1
w>Ki, where w is the spatial filter calculated by the LDA beam-
former, X and K are target EEG epochs and standard EEG epochs separately, N and M are the
numbers of targets and standards respectively. The solid lines in Fig. 6.3 are the means of the
reconstructed averaged P300 signals for each image category (across 12 participants) while the
shaded areas represent the standard deviations (across participants). It can be seen that the re-
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Figure 6.3: Reconstructed averaged (via LDA beamformer) P300 signal across 12 participants in this
study. Solid lines are the mean values of the reconstructed averaged P300 signal across participants
while the shaded areas are the corresponding standard deviations across participants.
constructed averaged P300 signals (across participants) clearly distinguishes between different
image categories. Figure 6.4 shows topographical plots of averaged ERP activity (also known
as spatial patterns) for the different image categories for each participant. It demonstrates that
the spatial topography of P300-related activity varies across participants. It is for this reason
that we use the LDA beamformer approach to reconstruct the source P300 for each participant
in this study (so as to eliminate erroneous measurement of the P300 by using a specific com-
mon channel). We also show a topographic representation of F-values from an ANOVA test
that assesses statistical differences between the means of the four categories (one ANOVA for
each channel). Larger F-values indicate a larger statistical effect when examining reconstructed
P300 values across the four categories for a participant. It can be seen that spatial locations with
high F-values are closely aligned to the P300’s spatial topography.
We also show the Neuroscore for each participant (for each GAN) in Table 6.2 for this
study. A higher Neuroscore indicates better performance of a GAN. Ranking the performance
of GANs by Neuroscore we can see: PROGAN > BEGAN > DCGAN, which is consistent
with the “human perceptual judgment” in the BE task. Figure 6.5 summarizes the details in
Table 6.2. The median values of the Neuroscore for each category across participants give the
same rank as the mean value in Table 6.2.
From the averaged subtracted values (on a per-participant basis) of the Neuroscore and BE
accuracies (as reflection of human perceptual judgment), it can be seen that the Neuroscore is
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Participant 1
RFACEPROGANBEGANDCGANAverage
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
Participant 12
Average 
Anova
Figure 6.4: Averaged P300 topography of each participant for each category. F-values from an ANOVA
test were computed for each channel across four categories. Topography is created at the optimal P300
time index for each participants which is demonstrated in Algorithm 2.
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ID DCGAN BEGAN PROGAN RFACE
1 0.577 0.668 0.685 0.641
2 0.613 0.769 0.939 0.820
3 0.446 0.630 0.689 0.591
4 0.432 0.576 0.974 0.930
5 0.658 0.907 0.938 0.722
6 0.603 0.774 0.964 0.811
7 0.462 0.584 0.856 0.812
8 0.824 0.838 0.882 0.789
9 0.683 0.722 0.911 0.908
10 0.637 0.643 0.962 0.825
11 0.419 0.350 0.425 0.447
12 0.646 0.654 0.819 0.784
Mean 0.583 0.676 0.837 0.757
Table 6.2: Computed Neuroscore of each participant for each category. Higher score indicates better
performance of GAN.
Figure 6.5: Box plot of Neuroscore for each image category across 12 participants.
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correlated with the BE accuracy i.e., PROGAN > BEGAN > DCGAN (see Fig. 6.6). In order
Figure 6.6: Correlation between Neuroscore and BE accuracy (as reflection of human perceptual judg-
ment). Neuroscore and BE are both mean centered within each participant. Using a Pearson correlation
coefficient test we find: r(36) = −0.828, p = 4.766× 10−10.
to statistically measure this correlative relationship, we calculated the Pearson correlation co-
efficient and p-value (two-tailed) between Neuroscore and BE accuracy (r(36) = −0.828, p =
4.766×10−10). Details of results considering including RFACE and with/without normalization
are presented as supplementary figures (Fig. D.1, Fig. D.2 and Fig. D.3) in Appendix D.
We used a bootstrap procedure [301, 302] to validate our Pearson correlation coefficient
test since aggregating repeated measurements for participants (i.e., treating DCGAN, BEGAN,
PROGAN and RFACE measurements as being independent) like this results in a violation of
assumptions for our statistical test (violation of independence). Using a bootstrap procedure
with our correlation measure allows us to sidestep this violation of assumptions and still ob-
tain a reliable statistic. We did this by repeatedly randomly shuffling the BE accuracy values
and Neuroscore (within each participant) and then applying a Pearson correlation coefficient
test. After following this process 10,000 times, we counted how many p-values calculated on
randomly shuffled values (using within participant shuffling) (i) are smaller than the original p-
value (where within-participant shuffling was not applied). i
10000
now becomes the bootstrapped
Pearson p-value i.e., it estimates the probability of getting the calculated p-value by chance. For
the Pearson correlation coefficient test, this strongly supports the interpretation that our Neu-
roscore is predictive of human judgment. Due to time-based constraints in running the bootstrap
procedure, we stopped at 10,000 iterations. This is consistent with our hypothesis that higher
Neuroscore indicates better GAN models which is also indicated by lower BE accuracy. The
bootstrapped p-value for the Pearson correlation coefficient test is significant (p ≤ 0.0001),
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which means that it is unlikely we have obtained these correlation results by chance1.
It is notable that PROGAN achieved a higher Neuroscore than RFACE. There are differ-
ences between the RFACE and GAN-generated images that are likely impacting the P300 am-
plitudes for the RFACE images. In the RFACE images, there are a wide range of background
textures (e.g., sky, sea and indoor environments) that are not presented in the GAN-generated
images. The GAN-generated images tend to have homogeneous backgrounds, where in most
cases they are almost monochromatic and/or out of focus. Furthermore, the RFACE images
contain a greater variety of other artifacts (e.g., jewellery) that tend not to be discernibly re-
produced by the GANs. The lower Neuroscore for RFACE (i.e., RFACE < PROGAN) images
is likely a result of these non-task related visual components in the RFACE images increasing
the discrimination difficulty. It is known that increasing task difficulty results in a diminished
the P300 amplitude [303]. For instance, increasing the amount of visual distractors in an im-
age in a target detection task reduces the P300 amplitude [304]. A further contributing factor
may be the stereotyped visual structure of the GAN-generated images (i.e., a face with a bland
background), which facilitates the GAN-generated images to be detected more easily in the fast
RSVP paradigm used. From the human assessment results in the previous section, it can be
seen that participants found the PROGAN output quite convincing, rating faces produced by
the GANs similarly in accuracy as the RFACE images.
6.4.3 Comparison to Other Evaluation Metrics
Three traditional methods are employed to evaluate the GANs used in this study. Table 6.3
shows the three traditional scores, Neuroscore and human judgment for three GANs. To be
Methods DCGAN BEGAN PROGAN
1/IS 0.44 0.57 0.42
MMD 0.22 0.29 0.12
FID 63.29 83.38 34.10
1/Neuroscore 1.715 1.479 1.195
Human 0.995 0.824 0.705
Table 6.3: Score comparison for each GAN category. Lower score indicates better performance of GAN.
consistent with other metrics (smaller score indicates better GANs performance), we use 1/Neu-
roscore for comparison. It can be seen that all three methods are consistent with each other and
1Without per-participant mean subtraction, the Pearson correlation is (r(36) = −0.649, p = 1.859 × 10−5)
and the bootstrapped p ≤ 0.0001. Details of plot can be seen in Appendix D.
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they rank the GANs in order of PROGAN, DCGAN and BEGAN from high performance to low
performance. By comparing the three traditional evaluation metrics to the human, it can be seen
that they are not consistent with human judgment of GANs performance. It should be noted that
Inception Score is able to measure the quality for the generated images [194] while the other
two methods cannot do so. However, Inception Score here still rates DCGAN as outperforming
BEGAN. Our proposed Neuroscore is consistent with human judgment.
6.5 Discussion
We have compared human assessment with three representative quantitative metrics and used
these for comparison with our proposed neural scoring approach. In short, our Neuroscore
conveys a measure of the visual quality of facial images generated from GANs. This is based
on our hypothesis that a generated image which looks more like a real face image will elicit
a larger reconstructed averaged P300 amplitude in an RSVP task. Although the other three
traditional evaluation methods do provide insight into several aspects of GANs performance, we
studied their effectiveness from a visual image quality perspective only as this is the focus of our
work. The results are compelling in their demonstration that the proposed Neuroscore is better
correlated with human judgment than any of the three quantitative metrics. This is important as
an evaluation of the visual quality of a generated image is useful in understanding performance
characteristics of specific GANs designs and training datasets. The method proposed can meet
this need and is independent of any data modelling assumptions. In contrast, conventional
quantitative metrics may fail in this regard.
For example, Inception Score is a model-based evaluation method and the model is very sen-
sitive to adversarial samples as shown in [305]. Inception Score will also produce a very high
score if the generated images are produced using adversarial training [250]. Our Neuroscore
approach would not be compromised with such images in comparison. It is worth noting that
compared with MMD and FID, both Inception Score and our Neuroscore provide a potentially
good way of comparing the visual quality between generated images and real images i.e., Incep-
tion Score and Neuroscore may give higher score for the generated image that has better visual
quality than the real image. Inception Score, however, unlike the neural scoring approach is not
able to improve on the ranking of the three GANs compared to MMD or FID.
As mentioned earlier, more realistic GANs will produce a higher Neuroscore. This is be-
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cause Neuroscore is sensitive to different stimulus processing requirements for different types of
GANs i.e., the larger averaged single-trial P300 amplitudes for GANs reflect properties related
to different stimulus information processing requirements [30]. It is also worth commenting
that while GANs for generating facial images have been explored in this study, our approach
could be used for other types of generated images because the P300 ERP can be elicited using
a wide variety of significantly different visual stimuli e.g., Neuroscore may be applicable in the
evaluation of GANs in bedroom image generation [252, 256, 258, 274].
The work presented here focuses on evaluating image visual quality only. Consequently
there are some limitations when using the Neuroscore to evaluate GANs in this way. Over-
fitting, mode dropping and mode collapsing are very important aspects of GANs performance
and most quantitative methods are able to assess these in some way. However for these broader
assessments, we can augment quantitative methods with our Neuroscore to gain a better assess-
ment of overall GANs performance. In reality, choosing the appropriate evaluation metric for
GANs depends on the application and which type of problem is being addressed by the GAN.
If the goal of a GAN application is the generation of high visual quality images, e.g., super
resolution image reconstruction, a qualitative metric is preferred in that case. If a GAN is to be
trained to capture the categories of large image datasets, a quantitative metric would be a better
choice. Therefore the inclusion of a neural scoring approach as we have demonstrated should
be considered in the context of the application’s requirements.
Neuroscore is produced from human EEG signals and directly reflects human perception
and neural processes. Compared to human judgment on images generated from GANs, our
paradigm has several advantages as follows. Firstly, it is much faster than human judgment
as a rapid image stream is presented to participants as part of the RSVP protocol. Traditional
human judgment approaches entails the evaluation of images one-by-one whereas our paradigm
supports batch evaluation of images. Secondly, as the EEG recorded corresponds to individual
images, the method allows the tracking of image quality at the level of the individual image
rather than the aggregated quality of a group of images. Thirdly, Neuroscore produces a con-
tinuous value while human judgment is binary (“real” or “fake”). Finally, it is possible to use
EEG signals such as the P300 as supervisory information for improving training of GANs in
the future.
In this work, we focus on the evaluation of images generated from GANs. However, time
series evaluation of GANs is even more challenging and even less discussed in the literature.
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We believe that our paradigm may be extended and applied to auditory BCIs [306] for auditory
evaluation for GANs in the future.
The work discussed in this chapter addresses research question 2: Can neural signals be
used to provide indications on image quality that is consistent with human perceptual judgment
and is it possible to use this as a biological score to evaluate generative models such as GANs?
We demonstrated the feasibility of using neural responses to evaluate the image quality and
showed it is consistent with human perceptual judgment. We then proposed a neurally-produced
score as an evaluation metric for assessing the quality of images produced by GANs.
6.6 Conclusion
We have conducted a comprehensive comparison between human assessments and three quan-
titative metrics for the comparison of image quality in the specific GANs application of facial
imagery synthesis. We proposed and assessed a neural interfacing approach in which a Neu-
roscore is introduced as an alternative evaluation of GANs in terms of image visual quality.
We interpreted our results to conclude that our Neuroscore is more consistent with assessments
made by humans when compared to the three quantitative metrics and we showed that the corre-
lation between our Neuroscore and human judgment is not produced by chance i.e., p ≤ 0.0001.
We believe that our proposed paradigm based on a rapid serial visual presentation approach is
more efficient and less prone to error compared to conventional human annotation. Conse-
quently we suggest that approaches using such neural signals may complement or for some
specific applications, replace, conventional metrics for evaluation of GANs performance.
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Chapter 7
Pseudo Neuroscore: Using A Neuro-AI
Interface for Evaluating GANs
Abstract: We have introduced the Neuroscore for evaluating generative adversarial networks
(GANs) in Chapter 6. The calculation of this metric presently requires the cumbersome mea-
surement of a participant’s neural signals in response to GAN generated images. For general-
izing the use of Neuroscore, a convolutional neural network (CNN) based neuro-AI interface is
proposed to predict the Neuroscore from GAN-generated images in this chapter, which is able to
evaluate the performance of GANs without directly using electroencephalography (EEG) data
on the testing image presentation. Importantly, we show that including neural responses dur-
ing the training phase of the network can significantly improve the prediction capability of the
proposed framework and the proposed framework is able to predict the Neuroscore using image
data alone. Our results demonstrate this type of neuro-AI interface has superior performances
to the current evaluation metrics in that: (1) It is more consistent with human judgment; (2)
The evaluation process needs much smaller numbers of samples; and (3) It is able to rank the
quality of images on a per GAN basis.
7.1 Introduction
Although some evaluation metrics, e.g., Inception Score (IS), Kernel Maximum Mean Discrep-
ancy (MMD), Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID), have already been proposed [194, 244, 246],
their limitations are obvious: (1) These metrics do not agree with human perceptual judgments
and human rankings of GANs models, which have been demonstrated in Chapter 6. A small
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artifact on images can have a large effect on the decision made by a machine learning sys-
tem [307], whilst the intrinsic image content does not change. In this respective, we consider
human perception to be more robust to adversarial images samples when compared to a ma-
chine learning system; (2) These metrics require large sample sizes for evaluation [194, 245].
Large-scale samples for evaluation sometimes are not realistic in real-world applications since
it is time-consuming; and (3) They are not able to rank individual GAN-generated images by
their quality i.e., the metrics are generated on a collection of images rather than on a single
image basis. The within GAN variances are crucial because they can provide the insight on the
variability of that GAN.
Neuroscore proposed in the previous chapter has demonstrated consistency with human
perceptual judgment. It is able to score a GAN regarding the image quality with small sample
size requirement. The main limitation of previous work is that Neuroscore relies on EEG signals
recorded from a human for evaluating each single image, which is impractical for real-world
applications. Researchers from the computational neuroscience area are keen to explore the
relationships and interconnections between DNNs and biological neural systems. Research has
demonstrated that it is able to use CNNs to model sensory cortical processing [90,308]. Inspired
by the work coming from the field of computational neuroscience, we explore the use of deep
learning approaches for modelling the Neuroscore in order to generalize the use of Neuroscore.
In this work, we propose a CNN based neuro-AI interface framework that is able to produce
Neuroscore to evaluate the performance of GANs, which is trained by using neuropsychological
responses recorded via non-invasive electroencephalography (EEG). Furthermore, we validate
this framework where it calculates the Neuroscore for images without corresponding neural
responses. We test this framework via three models: A Shallow convolutional neural network,
Mobilenet V2 [309] and Inception V3 [296].
The unique benefit of Neuroscore is that it more directly reflects human perceptual judg-
ment of images, which is intuitively more reliable compared to the conventional metrics in the
literature [244]. We list the supported features of Neuroscore and traditional metrics in Ta-
ble 7.1. Neuroscore can not only evaluate image quality as other metrics, but also have 3 unique
characteristics, which will be demonstrated in section 7.4.
In summary, our primary contribution in this chapter is that we propose a neuro-AI interface
and training strategy to generalize the use of Neuroscore, which can be directly used for GAN
evaluations without requiring EEG. This enables our Neuroscore to be more widely applied to
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Feature IS MMD FID Neuroscore
Evaluate image quality 3 5 3 3
Consistent with human 5 5 5 3
Small sample size 5 5 5 3
Rank images 5 5 5 3
Table 7.1: Comparison between Neuroscore and other metrics.
real-world scenarios.
7.2 Related Work
The current literature demonstrated that a CNN is able to predict neural responses in the infe-
rior temporal (IT) cortex during an image recognition task [90, 308] using invasive BCI tech-
niques [310]. The investigation of using DNNs to predict neural responses from a non-invasive
BCI aspect is still an open question. Figure 7.1 illustrates a schematic of different neural dy-
Figure 7.1: Schematic of different types of recorded neural signals (illustrated in (a)) via invasive and
non-invasive measurements (illustrated in (b)). Figure from [311].
namics measured from invasive and non-invasive approaches. In this schematic, only the EEG
(electroencephalogram) is non-invasively measured from human scalp. Other types of neural
dynamics such as electrocorticogram (ECoG) [312] and local field potential (LFP) [313] are
measured invasively, which requires electrodes implanted in encephalic. Compared to inva-
sively measured neural dynamics, the advantage of EEG is that it is easy to perform, com-
fortable and more easily generalized to real-world applications. However, EEG also suffers
challenges such as low signal quality (i.e., low SNR), low spatial resolution (interesting neural
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activities span all of the scalp and are thus difficult to localize), all of which makes predicting
EEG responses challenging.
With the success achieved by deep neural networks (DNNs) in areas including computer
vision and natural language processing, the operation and functionality of DNNs and their
connection with the human brain has been extensively studied and investigated in the liter-
ature [308, 314–321]. In this research area, CNNs are widely studied and compared with the
visual system in the human brain because both are hierarchical systems and the processing steps
are similar. For example in an object recognition task, both CNNs and humans recognize an
object based on its shape, edges, color, etc. and then pass that information on to higher levels
of processing. Work reported in [308] outlined a CNN approach to delving even more deeply
into understanding the development and organization of sensory cortical processing. It has re-
cently been demonstrated that a CNN is able to reflect the spatio-temporal neural dynamics in
the human brain visual processing area [314,317,318]. Despite much work carried out to reveal
the similarity between CNNs and brain systems, research on interactions between CNNs and
neural dynamics is limited.
In [90] the authors demonstrated that a CNN matched with neural data recorded from the
IT cortex of a monkey [322] has high performance in an object recognition task. Given the
evidence above that a CNN is able to predict neural responses in the brain, we are exploring the
use of CNNs to predict the Neuroscore in this chapter. This type of model can then produce
neural feedback for different types of GANs.
With advanced machine leaching technologies applied to non-invasive BCI area, source lo-
calization and reconstruction are feasible for EEG signals. Our previous work (Chapter 4 and
Chapter 6) [92, 93] demonstrated the efficacy of using spatial filtering approaches for recon-
structing P300 source ERP signals. The low SNR issue can be remedied by averaging EEG
trials. Based on this evidence, we explore the use of DNNs to predict a neurally-produced
metric Neuroscore introduced in Chapter 6, when neural information is available.
In this work, we demonstrate and validate a neural-AI interface (as seen in Fig. 7.2), which
uses neural responses as supervisory information to train a CNN. The trained CNN model is able
to predict Neuroscore for images without requiring corresponding neural responses. We test this
framework via three models: Shallow convolutional neural network, Mobilenet V2 [309] and
Inception V3 [296].
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Brain-computer Interfaces
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the neuro-AI interface described in this chapter. Stimuli (image stimuli used
in this work) are simultaneously presented to an AI system and to participants. Participants’ neural
responses are transferred to the AI system as supervisory information for assisting the AI system to
make decisions.
7.3 Methodology
7.3.1 Neuro-AI Interface
We propose a type of neuro-AI interface in order to generalize the use of Neuroscore. This kind
of framework is used for predicting Neuroscore corresponding to images generated by one of
the popular GANs models. Figure 7.3 demonstrates the CNNs based neuro-AI interface used
in this work1. Flow 1 shows that the image processed by the human brain and produces single-
trial P300 source signal for each input image. Flow 2 in Fig. 7.3 demonstrates a CNNs based
neuro-AI interface. The convolutional and pooling layers process the image similarly as how
the retina does [85]. Fully-connected layers (FC) 1 – 3 aim to emulate the brain’s functionality
that produces EEG signal. Yellow dense layer in the architecture aims to predict the single-
trial P300 source signal in 400 ms – 600 ms time window response from each image input. In
1We understand that the human brain is much more complex than what we demonstrated in this work and the
flow in the brain is not one-directional [89, 323]. Our framework can be further extended to be more biologically
plausible.
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Figure 7.3: A neuro-AI interface and training details with adding EEG information. Our training strategy
includes two stages: (1) Learning from image to P300 source signal; (2) Learning from P300 source
signal to P300 amplitude. loss1 is the L2 distance between the yellow layer and the single-trial P300
source signal in the 400 ms – 600 ms time window corresponding to the single input image. loss2 is the
mean square error between model prediction and the single-trial P300 amplitude2. loss1 and loss2 will
be introduced in section 7.3.2.
order to help the model make a more accurate prediction for the single-trial P300 amplitude2
for the output, the single-trial P300 source signal in 400 ms – 600 ms time window was fed
to the yellow dense layer to learn parameters for the previous layers in the training step. In
this step, the reconstructed single-trial P300 signals (i.e., as we discussed in the Chapter 6, the
reconstructed single-trial P300 signals are single-channel signals which are reconstructed by
using LDA beamformer) located in 400 ms – 600 ms were used. In detail, 50 temporal points
will be derived in this case because our sampling rate is 250 Hz i.e., 0.2× 250 = 50. Therefore,
we used 50 neurons in the yellow dense layer in order to make it consistent with the windowed
reconstructed single-trial P300 signals. The model was then trained to predict the single-trial
P300 source amplitude (red point shown in signal-trail P300 source signal of Fig. 7.3). More
details can refer to the next section.
7.3.2 Training Details
Mobilenet V2, Inception V3 and Shallow network were explored in this work, where in Flow
2 we used these three network backbones: such as Conv1-pooling layers. For Mobilenet V2
and Inception V3. We used pretrained parameters from up to the FC 1 shown in Fig. 7.3. We
2As we explained in section 6.3.1 in Chapter 6, single-trial P300 amplitude refers the maximum value in the
400 ms – 600 ms time window of a single-trial EEG signal.
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trained parameters from FC 1 to FC 4 for Mobilenet V2 and Inception V3. θ1 is used to denote
the parameters from FC 1 to FC 3 and θ2 indicates the parameters in FC 4. For the Shallow
network, we trained all parameters from scratch. Figure 7.4 shows the architectural detail of the
Figure 7.4: Architecture of Shallow network used in this work.
Shallow CNN used in this work.
We added EEG to the model because we first want to find a function f : χ → s that maps
the image space χ to the corresponding single-trial P300 source signal. This prior knowledge
can help us to predict the single-trial P300 amplitude in the second learning stage.
We compared the performance of the models with and without EEG for training. We defined
a two-stage loss function (loss1 for single-trial P300 source signal in the 400 ms – 600 ms time
window and loss2 for single-trial P300 amplitude) as
loss1(θ1) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
‖Struei − Spredi (θ1)‖22
loss2(θ1,θ2) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
(ytruei − ypredi (θ1,θ2))2
(7.1)
where Struei ∈ R1×T is the single-trial P300 signal in the 400 ms – 600 ms time window to the
presented image (T denotes the number of time points in the 400 ms – 600 ms time window),
yi refers to the single-trial P300 amplitude to each image and m is the batch size. In this
case, we trained 20 epochs with batch size equaling to 256. An Adam optimizer with default
hyperparameters was used and learning rate is 0.001. Details of two-stage training results can
be referred to Fig. D.4 in Appendix D.
The training of the models without using EEG is straightforward, models were trained di-
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rectly to minimize loss2(θ1,θ2) by feeding images and the corresponding single-trial P300
amplitude. Training with EEG information is explained in Algorithm 3 and visualized in the
Algorithm 3 Two-stage training with EEG information.
Stage 1: Training parameters θ1.
Input: Images x and single-trial P300 source signals Strue.
1: for number of training iterations do
2: Sample minibatch of m image samples {x1, · · · ,xm} and m single-trial P300 source
signal samples {Strue1 , · · · ,Struem }.
3: Update θ1 by descending its stochastic gradient: ∇θ1 1m
∑m
i=1‖Struei (xi) −
Spredi (θ1,xi)‖22.
4: end for
Stage 2: Freezing θ1, training parameters θ2.
Input: Images x and single-trial source P300 amplitudes ytrue.
5: for number of training iterations do
6: Sample minibatch of m image samples {x1, · · · ,xm} and m single-trial P300 source
amplitude samples {ytrue1 , · · · , ytruem }.
7: Update θ2 by descending its stochastic gradient: ∇θ2 1m
∑m
i=1(y
true
i (xi) −
ypredi (θ1,θ2,xi))
2.
8: end for
“Flow 2” of Fig. 7.3 with two stages. Stage 1 learns parameters θ1 to predict P300 source signal
while stage 2 learns parameters θ2 to predict single-trial P300 amplitude with θ1 fixed.
Table 7.2 shows the number of EEG trials in the NIFPA dataset after eye-related artifact
ID DCGAN BEGAN PROGAN RFACE
1 116 108 107 113
2 100 106 110 98
3 156 153 154 154
4 144 153 143 144
5 110 101 92 80
6 135 131 122 106
7 138 139 143 141
8 151 151 150 151
9 146 149 140 149
10 104 87 93 82
11 149 138 144 142
12 97 92 99 101
Table 7.2: Number of trials for each stimulus type remaining after artifact rejection across each partici-
pant (ID) and different GAN categories.
rejection. There are 6012 trials (including RFACE) and 4551 trials (excluding RFACE) for all
participants. Training and testing were splitted into 70% and 30% in this study.
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7.4 Results
7.4.1 EEG Improves Model Performance
Individual Participant Performance. Each model was trained by using each individual par-
ticipant’s EEG data in this part. Three models have been validated for each individual partici-
pant as shown in Fig. 7.5. It can be seen that all three models trained with EEG outperform the
models trained without EEG, exhibiting smaller error and variances across almost all individual
subjects. For those cases where the reverse is true (7 from 36 have better or equal performance
without EEG), this may result from the number of EEG trials for an individual participant not
being sufficient enough for training of deep networks to learn the prediction for the Neuroscore.
Cross-participants Performance. In this case, each model was trained via using all partic-
ipants’ EEG data together. Table 7.3 shows the error for each model with EEG signals, with
randomized EEG signals within each type of GAN3 and without EEG signals. All models with
EEG perform better than models without EEG, with much smaller errors and variances.
Model Error mean(std)
Shallow net
Shallow-EEG 0.209 (±0.102)
Shallow-EEGrandom 0.348 (±0.114)
Shallow 0.360 (±0.183)
Mobilenet
Mobilenet-EEG 0.198 (±0.087)
Mobilenet-EEGrandom 0.404 (±0.162)
Mobilenet 0.366 (±0.261)
Inception
Inception-EEG 0.173 (±0.069)
Inception-EEGrandom 0.392 (±0.057)
Inception 0.344 (±0.149)
Table 7.3: Testing errors of 9 models for cross participants (“-EEG” indicates models are trained with
paired EEG, “-EEGrandom” refers to EEG trials which are randomized in the loss1 within each type of
GAN). Results are averaged by shuffling training/testing sets for 20 times. One-way ANOVA test has
been done between “model with EEG” and “model without EEG”: Shallow net [F (1, 38) = 9.77, p =
0.003], Mobilenet [F (1, 38) = 7.05, p = 0.012] and Inception [F (1, 38) = 20.37, p = 5.98× 10−5].
Adding EEG information reduces error in all three models (as the same error shown in
Fig. 7.5), which are 0.151, 0.168 and 0.171 for Shallow, Mobilenet, and Inception respectively.
This indicates that the Inception model benefits the most when adding EEG information in the
training stage. The performance of models with EEG is ranked as follows: Inception-EEG,
3We randomized the pairing between images and their corresponding single-trial EEG signals (within GANs).
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sub
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Figure 7.5: Testing error of 3 models with and without EEG. Error is defined as:
∑m
i |Neuroscore(i)pred−
Neuroscore
(i)
true|, where m = 3 is the number of GAN category used (DCGAN, BEGAN, PROGAN)
and Neuroscore is obtained by averaging single-trial P300 amplitude. A smaller value indicates better
performance.
Mobilenet-EEG, and Shallow-EEG, which indicates that deeper neural networks may achieve
better performance in this task. We used the randomized EEG signal here as a baseline to see
the efficacy of adding EEG to produce better Neuroscore output. When randomizing the EEG,
it shows that the error for each three model increases significantly. For Mobilenet and Inception,
the error of the randomized EEG is even higher than those without EEG in the training stage,
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demonstrating that the EEG information in the training stage is crucial to each model.
Figure 7.6 shows that the models with EEG information have a stronger correlation between
Figure 7.6: Scatter plot of predicted and real Neuroscore of 6 models (Shallow, Mobilenet, Inception
with and without EEG for training) cross participants by 20 times repeated shuffling training and testing
set. Each circle represents the cluster for a specific category. Small triangle markers inside each cluster
correspond to each shuffling process. The dot at the center of each cluster is the mean.
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predicted Neuroscore and real Neuroscore (biologically produced by participants). The cluster
(blue, orange, and green circles) for each category of the model trained with EEG (left column)
is more separable than the cluster produced by the model without EEG (right column). This
conveys with EEG for training models: (1) Neuroscore is more accurate; and (2) Neuroscore is
able to rank the performances of different GANs.
7.4.2 Neuroscore Aligns with Human Perceptions
Metrics DCGAN BEGAN PROGAN
1/IS 0.44 0.57 0.42
MMD 0.22 0.29 0.12
FID 63.29 83.38 34.10
Ours
1/Shallow-EEG 1.60 1.39 1.14
1/Mobilenet-EEG 1.71 1.29 1.20
1/Inception-EEG 1.51 1.34 1.24
Human (BE accuracy) 0.995 0.824 0.705
Table 7.4: Three conventional scores: Inception Score (IS), Kernel Maximum Mean Discrepancy
(MMD), Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID), and Neuroscore produced by three models with EEG for
each GAN category. A lower score indicates better performance of GAN. Neuroscore is consistent with
human judgment.
The ultimate goal of GANs is to generate images that are indistinguishable from real images
by human beings. Therefore, consistency between an evaluation metric and human perception
is a critical requirement for the metric to be considered good. We compare the Neuroscore with
three widely used evaluation metrics. Table 7.4 shows the comparison between Neuroscore
and three traditional scores. To be consistent with all the scores (smaller score indicates better
GAN), we used 1/IS and 1/Neuroscore for comparisons in the Table 7.4. It can be seen that hu-
man ranks the GANs performance as: PROGAN > BEGAN > DCGAN. All three Neuroscores
produced by the three models with EEG are consistent with human judgment while the other
three conventional scores are not (they all score DCGAN higher than BEGAN).
7.4.3 Neuroscore Needs Much Smaller Samples
The number of samples for evaluations is crucial in real-world applications considering com-
putational efficiency and efforts for labeling. Traditional metrics need a large sample size to
capture the underlying statistical properties of the real and generated images [194,245]. In prac-
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tice, it should prefer the metric is not very sensitive to the sample size i.e., the small sample size
can also make a good estimation. Figure 7.7 shows that Neuroscore converges stably at around
Figure 7.7: Neuroscore of different evaluated sample size for each type of GAN. 200 repeated measure-
ments have been made by randomly shuffling the image samples. The shaded areas refer to the standard
deviations while the solid lines refer to the mean values.
20 presentations of a specific type of GAN-produced image (for signal-enhancement purposes),
which is much less than the thousands of images required by traditional methods [244, 245].
This is due to the fact that the P300 becomes stable when dozens of EEG trials corresponding
to one category are available.
7.4.4 Neuroscore Can Rank Images
Another property of using Neuroscore is the ability to track the quality of an individual image.
Traditional evaluation metrics are unable to score each individual image for the two reasons:
(1) They need large-scale samples for evaluation; and (2) Most methods (e.g., MMD and FID)
evaluate GANs based on the dissimilarity between real images and generated images so they are
not able to score the generated image one by one. For our proposed method, the score of each
single image can also be evaluated as a single-trial P300 amplitude. We demonstrate that using
the predicted single-trial P300 amplitude to observe the single image quality in Fig. 7.8. This
property provides Neuroscore with a novel capability that can observe the variations within a
typical GAN. Although Neuroscore and Inception Score are generated from DNNs. Neuroscore
is more suitable than Inception Score for evaluating GANs in that: (1) It is more explainable
than Inception Score as it is a direct reflection of human perception; (2) Much smaller sample
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Figure 7.8: P300 amplitude predicted by proposed framework for each single image.
size is required for evaluation; and (3) Higher Neuroscore exactly indicates better image quality
while Inception score does not.
7.4.5 Generalization of Neuroscore
We also included the RFACE images in our generalization test. Figure 7.9 demonstrates that
the predicted Neuroscore is still correlated with the real Neuroscore when adding the RFACE
images and the model ranks the types of images from high quality to low quality as: PROGAN,
RFACE, BEGAN and DCGAN, which is consistent with the Neuroscore that has been measured
directly from participants shown in Fig. 6.5 in the previous chapter.
Compared to traditional evaluation metrics, Neuroscore is able to score the GANs based on
very few image samples relatively. Recording EEG in the training stage could be the limitation
of generalizing Neuroscore to evaluate a new GAN. However, the use of dry electrode EEG
recording system [324] can accelerate and simplify the data acquisition significantly. Moreover,
GANs enable the possibility of synthesizing the EEG [68], which has wide applications in BCIs
research.
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Figure 7.9: Generalization performance of the proposed framework for testing images. EEG correspond-
ing to real face (RFACE) has been included to test the generalization of the architecture.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a neuro-AI interface to calculate a synthetic Neuroscore for eval-
uating the performance of GANs. We validated that this framework is able to learn to predict
the Neuroscore using image data alone having been trained using both neural and image data
in tandem. Three deep network architectures were explored and the results demonstrate that
including neural responses during the training phase of a CNN based neuro-AI interface im-
proves its accuracy even when neural measurements are absent when evaluating on the test set.
We compared our Neuroscore measure to traditional evaluation metrics and demonstrated the
unique advantages of Neuroscore: (1) It is consistent with human perception; (2) It requires
a much smaller number of samples for calculation; and (3) It can rank individual images in
terms of quality within a specific GAN. The work presented in this chapter address research
question 3: Is it possible to interface biological neural systems and AI systems and if so, can
biological neural signals provide any type of informative knowledge for helping AI systems to
learn a difficult task? Our results demonstrated that DNNs can benefit from the information
that is encoded by human neural systems when processing the image stimuli.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
Abstract: In this chapter, we summarize our work in each previous chapter of the thesis. We
also provide potential directions for future research.
8.1 Summary
This thesis discussed both theoretical aspects and applications of the CCCV systems for image
computing. To prepare our discussion, we presented the background knowledge in Chapter 1
from four related areas: (1) Neuroscience area, where we introduced the theoretical explanation
and generation for the ERPs (mainly the P300 component) employed in this thesis; (2) Psy-
chology area, where we introduced the RSVP experimental protocol as an oddball paradigm for
eliciting the P300 from psychological perspective; (3) BCI area, where we explained the CCCV
systems as a specific type of BCI systems when processing image inputs; and (4) Deep learning
area, where a GAN, a typical type of DGMs, was introduced for producing image stimulus.
This model was then demonstrated for bidirectional communication with the CCCV systems.
Three research questions have been proposed related to the work presented in this thesis. The
contents in Chapter 4, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 answered research question 1: Can we improve
on the extraction of discriminative ERP components while preserving neurophysiological inter-
pretability for a CCCV system?, research question 2: Can neural signals be used to provide
indications on image quality that is consistent with human perceptual judgment and is it possi-
ble to use this as a biological score to evaluate generative models such as GANs? and research
question 3: Is it possible to interface biological neural systems and AI systems and if so, can
biological neural signals provide any type of informative knowledge for helping AI systems to
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learn a difficult task?
Our first contribution lies in the area of traditional CCCV research. We contribute a spatial
filtering approach — MTWLB, which takes care of both classification and neurophysiological
interpretation. This approach would be useful for ERP researchers who are interested in spatial
and temporal representation that drive EEG under specific stimulus. We successfully demon-
strated the use of MTWLB in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. Our second contribution proposes the
use of CCCV to produce the Neuroscore which is for evaluating the performance of GANs.
This type of research will have potential impacts in the area of GANs. First, our framework can
be further generalized to auditory BCI, which can be used to evaluate time series based GANs.
As evaluation for time series based GANs is very challenging and current literature is very lim-
itedly investigated, our pioneering work can provide some inspiration for this field. Second, our
framework provides an example of communication between human neural systems and GANs,
where future work can be investigated by using neural signals to improve or even train GANs.
This type of research will bridge the gap between human intelligence and artificial intelligence.
Our last contribution demonstrates a type of neuro-AI interface, which uses human’s neural in-
formation as supervisory information for training DNNs. The importance of this work provides
indications that human’s neural information is helpful for DNNs, which provides prospect for
the future research of human-AI interaction. With the advancement of generative models for
synthesizing time series data, EEG can be synthesized and of course we do not need to record
human’s EEG signals when evaluating GANs in the future, which will make the Neuroscore
more generalized for practical applications in the future.
With the blooming of machine learning and deep learning techniques today, most image
tasks can be solved by advanced computer vision technology. However, current machine learn-
ing approaches are still less effective when limited labelled images are provided. We visited
this problem by addressing the use of CCCV for image search, which requires less images
compared to the traditional computer vision techniques in the literature. AI attracts increasing
interest and has significant impact on human society today. It is well known that AI is inspired
from human intelligence. ANNs are representative examples that aim to emulate human brain
functionality when processing information. Current AI literature focuses on developing learn-
ing algorithms to solve real-world tasks but communications and interconnections between AI
and human intelligence are explored in a limited way in the current scientific literature. This the-
sis demonstrated deployment of CCCV, combining traditional BCI technology with GANs, as
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bidirectional communications between human’s neural responses and GANs where we named
this technology as neuro-AI interfacing. We addressed this technology by demonstrating two
paradigms. First, as introduced in Chapter 6, GANs produced a number of image stimuli to
be presented to participants. Then those stimuli can elicit a different types of neural responses
according to different GANs, as a return it produced a biological score called Neuroscore to
evaluate the performance of GANs. This work was inspired by the fact that current evaluation
metrics for GANs are not able to reflect human perceptual judgment directly. Considering the
low efficiency of using human annotations on images one by one, we came up with the use of
cortically coupled image computing technology to produce higher throughput processing. It
provided insights and directions for designing the human-AI interface in the future. Second, in
Chapter 7, we provided details of a CNN based neuro-AI interface to synthesize the Neuroscore
when neural recording is absent, where neural signals could be used as supervisory information
to train CNNs models. This work demonstrated that biological neural information was able to
provide informative knowledge for DNNs when doing a difficult task i.e., evaluate the qual-
ity of GAN-generated images in our case. Below we provided an outlook for future research
regarding several areas.
8.2 Stepping into ERP Research
Traditional ERP research uses manual-crafted stimuli to be presented to participants and records
EEG signals simultaneously. Preparation of stimuli for ERP experiments is normally time-
consuming especially for those experiments requiring large number of stimuli e.g., the RSVP
experiment discussed in this thesis.
With the fast pace of developments in deep learning, DGMs have been heavily researched in
recent years. The most representative example is the GAN. GANs have been demonstrated to be
able to produce plausible images in the literature [219,258,267]. In this thesis, we demonstrated
the success of eliciting ERPs such as the N170 and the P300 by using face images produced by
GANs. Neuroscientific properties such as amplitude, latency, ERSP and ITC of the ERPs pro-
duced by real images and generated images can be further investigated. We demonstrated that
it is possible to use deep learning technology such as GANs for producing stimuli for a neuro-
scientific experiment, which is time-saving and self-customizable. Literature shows N2pc [325]
can be detected when doing aerial images search task, which can be further investigated if it can
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contribute to the Neuroscore.
Compared to image based GANs, evaluation for time series based GANs e.g., use GANs
to produce audio and music [326–328] is very limitedly discussed and is more difficult. As a
starting point, research on time series based GANs and auditory BCIs can be further investi-
gated. Successful demonstration can be beneficial to either evaluation for time series GANs or
producing the auditory stimulus for auditory BCIs in the future.
8.3 Stepping into Computational Neuroscience
In Chapter 7, we have provided a CNN-based neuro-AI interface to predict the Neuroscore.
This framework was trained by including human’s neural information (EEG). We used four FC
layers after convolutional and pooling layers for encoding information from image feature space
to neural space. It is to be explored further if modified architectures could be more robust and
have a better performance.
This can be investigated from a computational neuroscience perspective. It has already been
demonstrated that DNNs are able to predict the neural response in the V4 cortex inside the brain
and achieve human-level task performance simultaneously, where the neural signals are mea-
sured via using the electrodes implanted in the V4 cortex inside the brain [90, 308]. From the
non-invasive recording side, it has been shown that DNNs are able to capture the stages of hu-
man visual processing in both time and space from early visual areas towards the dorsal stream
and ventral stream [314, 329], where MEG and fMRI are used as comparison. Thus, litera-
ture in the area of computational neuroscience has demonstrated that there are interconnections
between DNNs and biological neural systems when encoding information.
BCIs favor the use of EEG because of its safety, inexpensive nature, high time resolution
etc. It deserves investigating interconnections between DNNs and biological neural systems
using EEG as a media for comparison. Our work in Chapter 7 demonstrates that a DNN model
is able to predict Neuroscore with including EEG information and also achieves the good task
performance. However, the theory of the P300 generation is still unclear in the neuroscience
literature [330–334], which makes it difficult to build a plausible model for better predicting the
P300. This requires further research on the P300 generation in the neuroscience field in order
to build a DNN model for better emulating the P300 generation process.
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8.4 Stepping into Neuro-AI Interface
With development of ANNs architecture and massive amounts of data today, AI systems are
able to solve more and more complex tasks in real world. In some tasks such as ImageNet
challenge [287], the state-of-the-art DNN [335] is able to achieve competitive performance
comparing to human. However, researchers are still exploring what can bring AI closer to
human intelligence.
In this thesis, we introduced the basic concept of neuro-AI interfaces, which aim to deploy
human beings’ neural signals, e.g., EEG, MEG and fMRI, for interfacing AI systems. We
briefly described two examples of neuro-AI interfaces. First, in Chapter 6, we demonstrated
a neuro-AI interface to provide the neural feedback that is able to assess the performance of
GANs. This type of neural feedback is human’s neural response that perceived by stimulus
generated by GANs. We have demonstrated the ability of this neuro-AI interface for evaluating
the performance of GANs and illustrated the its advantages compared to conventional evaluation
metrics. Two directions can be further explored in the future: (1) Explore the efficacy of this
neuro-AI interface through auditory-related neural dynamics; and (2) Explore the feasibility of
using neural information to improve the training of GANs.
Second, we illustrated a neuro-AI interface that a AI system learns from human beings’
neural signals when processing the input images. This framework guides the AI system to
perceive the object and make the response more similar to the human brain. Compared to the
traditional AI systems, the structure of the neuro-AI Interface in this example is indeed more
complex. However, it would be useful to solve a problem in a certain circumstance, where it
is difficult for the AI system to represent the problem. We have demonstrated an example of
this framework in Chapter 7, which is then used to evaluate the performance for GANs based
on image quality. Here the “image quality”, different from traditional tasks such as object
recognition and category classification, is more difficult to define a learning task for an AI
system. However, human beings are easily able to perceive different levels of image quality. In
this task, neuro-AI interface is able to transfer biological neural information to the AI system
so that the AI system can “perceive” image quality like a human.
We introduced the concept of neuro-AI interfaces, which interacts neural dynamics with AI
systems for perceiving AI systems based on neural dynamics, helping AI systems make decision
and so on. Neuro-AI interfaces deserve being explored in the future because of the following
reasons: (1) They are able to assist AI systems in some difficult tasks e.g., evaluate performance
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for GANs based on image quality presented in this thesis; (2) They make AI systems respond
to inputs more similar to the brain; and (3) It is possible that neural systems and AI systems can
learn from each other in the future, which brings AI to the real “human intelligence”.
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Appendix
A Investigation of Triggering Issue
To investigate whether or not software-derived stimulus timing can be considered an accurate
reflection of the physical stimuli timing in a representative RSVP implementation, we designed
a simple circuit consisting of a light diode resistor comparator circuit (LDRCC), as seen in
Fig. A.1, for recording the physical presentation of stimuli and which in turn generates what we
Figure A.1: LDRCC architecture.
refer to as hardware triggered events. The presentation machine used in this benchmarking test
was a Dell XPS 8700 desktop which uses a 4th generation Intel core i7-4790 processor, AMD
Radeon HD R9 270 2GB GDDR5 video card and Dell 2313H monitor.
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Hardware Trigger Acquisition In order to generate hardware triggers in a RSVP experiment,
the light diode resistor (LDR) in LDRCC was taped to the top-left corner of the presentation
monitor. Black and white images started to appear alternately in that region i.e., the black and
white were superimposed on the upper corner of each image stimulus. When the presented
image changes each time, the LDRCC generates a rising or falling edge, which marks the onset
of the next image. There are two reasons for choosing only black and white images in that
region: (1) The first reason is that it gives the same light change to the LDR independently
of the image presented; and (2) The second reason is that the light change between while and
black images is larger than between any other two colors. Hence, this light change enables the
largest change in the resistance of the LDR, which in turn makes the largest voltage change at
the positive input of comparator. It is faster for comparator to generate triggers for the changing
of presented images. Hardware triggers were then sent to a BioSemi Active View 2 system. The
LDRCC output was connected to pin 16 of the trigger IO at the back of the BioSemi stimulus
box and the other pins were connected to ground. Capturing both EEG and triggers in this way
on a single data acquisition device allows for the highest precision in timing align [69].
Software Trigger Acquisition Image presentation and software trigger generation were im-
plemented by using the simulation and neuroscience application platform (SNAP) [336] in
Python. Software triggers were generated directly prior to the execution of image presenta-
tion code. Triggers were sent to lab streaming layer (LSL) [121] via SNAP.
Figure A.2 shows an example of 20 hardware and software triggers generated from 20 pre-
Figure A.2: Captured hardware and software triggers.
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sented images. The rate of image streaming was 5 Hz (time interval between each image is 0.2
s). The blue line is the hardware trigger signal while the red line is the software trigger signal. It
can be seen that the hardware trigger signal is a square wave where the high voltage is 3.3 V and
low voltage is 0 V. The amplitude of the software trigger does not have any meaning in terms
of experimental interpretation. The default value of LDRCC output is 0 V at the beginning and
it can be seen that the software trigger precedes the hardware trigger in this case.
The latency between image presentation in software and physical image presentation was
attained by th − ts, where th and ts are hardware and software timestamps. Figure A.3 shows
histograms of these latency values for 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 images group cases. The rea-
son we did this was to assess differences in recorded presentation times in software and physical
image presentation times. We calculated statistical characteristics of each distribution (see Ta-
ble A.1). As the distributions seen in Fig. A.3 appear non-gaussian (particularly for group 50 &
Group 50 images 100 images 200 images 500 images 1000 images
Median (s) 0.0255 0.0250 0.0295 0.0369 0.0638
First 50 points (s) 0.0255 0.0270 0.0250 0.0360 0.0520
Last 50 points (s) 0.0255 0.0240 0.0300 0.0410 0.0630
Table A.1: Time-related latencies between image presentation in software and physical image presenta-
tion of different groups.
100), we used a median statistic for reporting in Table A.1. Examining Table A.1 and Fig. A.3
in tandem we can see that increasing image numbers negatively impacts (i.e., increases) our
median latencies. These statistical characteristics show that the first two groups have smaller la-
tency errors between image presentation in software and physical image presentation compared
to the last three groups. The increasing latency encountered for increasing image count is in all
likelihood caused by the software implementation. When implementing RSVP experiments in
some software for large datasets, it is necessary to make efforts such as pre-buffering images
into memory and/or unallocating memory for each loaded image after it is presented. Without
employing such efforts, the presentation software may exhibit issues such as slowing presen-
tation speed as each image is loaded but not removed from memory after presentation. Such
overheads in turn can cause other operating system functionality and/or network functionality
to be impeded, giving rise to a range of other complex effects that can in turn potentially affect
timing characteristics of the presentation software further. We calculated the median latency
values of the first 50 points and the last 50 points for 100, 200, 500 and 1000 image groups in
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Figure A.3: Histograms of latencies derived from (paired) differences between hardware and software
trigger timestamps (hardware timestamp - software timestamp), as a way to assess timing differences
arising due to issues such as those caused in software implementation. We showed distributions for
groups of 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 images (respectively row by row). Shown in blue vertical lines are
median values. In the first two histograms (i.e., group 50/group 100) in red and green we can see vertical
lines corresponding to median values for lower and upper ranges after a median split.
order to see whether potential software problems were causing larger latencies with increasing
time. From the last three columns in Table A.1, it can be seen that such software implemen-
tation problems are the cause of larger latencies in the group of 200 images, 500 images and
1000 images but the 100-image group does not suffer from these types of software problems.
Therefore, we concluded that the median difference of 0.025 s is a realistic approximation of
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the real difference between image presentation in software and physical image presentation in
this RSVP implementation for our system.
Notably, however, in Fig. A.3 we can see that group 50, group 100 and group 200 are
bimodal distributions. In order to evaluate what might be causing this we (1) used a median
split to firstly divide the latencies into lower and upper ranges, (2) applied further median splits
to these two new ranges for group 50 and group 100, and (3) calculated the difference between
these respective upper and lower median splits. This can be seen in Fig. A.3 for group 50 and
group 100 where the lower median split is in red and the upper median split is in green. What we
find is that there is a 0.0121 second and 0.0124 second difference between these upper and lower
medians for group 50 and group 100 respectively. In effect, we can say there is an additional
latency affecting half of our trigger samples that is between 0.0121 second and 0.0124 second.
In Fig. A.4 for the group 100 case (where we examined time intervals for both hardware and
Figure A.4: Distribution of interval differences in timestamps for hardware triggers (in blue) and software
triggers (in orange).
software triggers), we can see that there is relative stability to the frequency of software triggers
where hardware-sensed triggers are seen to be more variable (and bimodal). As we were using
the difference of these relative timestamps to generate Fig. A.3, we identify this as causing the
bimodal distributions we see in Fig. A.3. These differences are likely related to the refresh rate
of the monitor used where there is an approximate 50% likelihood that the stimulus presentation
will not happen until the next refresh. These variable timing differences (0.0121 s and 0.0124
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s for Group 50/100 respectively) are relatively close to the refresh time interval of the monitor
(0.0167 s i.e., 60 Hz) used in our experiment.
We investigated timing discrepancy in stimulus presentation timing when relying on soft-
ware only timing information. Hardware in the form of light detection circuits were used to
provide accurate timing information on stimulus presentation and this was compared to events
generated in the corresponding software for a RSVP experiment. Results demonstrate that the
latency exists between the image presentation in software and physical image presentation event
for 50-image and 100-image group and software problems arise with increasing image datasets
(i.e., starting from 200 images). It should be stressed that this is due to software problems (e.g.,
crippling memory overhead) of presenting images and the refresh time interval of the monitor.
We suggest that for RSVP protocols where temporal accuracy is important that unless demon-
strated otherwise a hardware solution for monitoring physical presentation of images should be
used.
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SNR
N170 P300
Participant MTWLB xDAWN MTWLB xDAWN
1 1.09 0.83 1.42 1.25
2 1.27 1.21 1.07 1.00
3 1.71 1.67 1.40 1.07
4 1.43 1.37 1.84 0.85
5 1.16 0.93 1.41 1.05
6 0.94 0.68 1.40 1.28
7 1.03 1.03 1.14 1.09
8 1.86 1.71 1.85 1.63
9 1.20 1.16 1.37 1.27
10 1.27 0.91 1.41 1.24
11 1.65 0.60 1.37 1.12
12 0.81 0.71 1.30 1.06
Mean (Standard deviation) 1.29 (0.32) 1.08 (0.37) 1.33 (0.24) 1.16 (0.20)
Table B.1: Details of SNR for Fig. 4.7 in Chapter 4.
AUC score
N170 P300
Participant MTWLB xDAWN MTWLB xDAWN
1 0.878 0.835 0.845 0.830
2 0.858 0.848 0.797 0.783
3 0.886 0.884 0.878 0.790
4 0.849 0.842 0.746 0.745
5 0.862 0.821 0.836 0.783
6 0.778 0.700 0.852 0.841
7 0.844 0.843 0.806 0.792
8 0.910 0.899 0.912 0.897
9 0.869 0.862 0.840 0.820
10 0.860 0.748 0.830 0.815
11 0.872 0.678 0.859 0.807
12 0.792 0.762 0.851 0.771
Mean (Standard deviation) 0.855 (0.037) 0.810 (0.071) 0.838 (0.042) 0.806 (0.039)
Table B.2: Details of AUC score for Fig. 4.8 in Chapter 4.
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C Notation on Chapter 5
C.1 Lipschitz Continuity
Given a real-valued function f : R → R, f is Lipschitz continuous if and only if there exists a
constant K ≥ 0 for all real x1 and x2
|f(x1)− f(x2)| ≤ K|x1 − x2| (8.1)
which holds if and only if the absolute value of the slopes of all secant lines are bounded by K.
C.2 Matrix Norm
We introduced spectral normalization GAN (SN-GAN) in section 5.6.10, where the weights in
D are normalized by the L2 matrix norm i.e., equation (5.22). For each layer g : hin → hout,
the L2 matrix norm of W is
σ(W) := max
h:h6=0
‖Wh‖2
‖h‖2 (8.2)
which is equivalent to the largest singular value of W. With spectral normalization being ap-
plied, weight matrix W satisfies the Lipschitz constraint σ(W) = 1. Rigorous proof can be
referred to the original paper [283].
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Figure D.1: Correlation between Neuroscore and BE accuracy with normalization (including RFACE
category). Pearson correlation statistics is: r(48) = −0.767, p = 2.089 × 10−10. Bootstrapped p ≤
0.0001.
Figure D.2: Correlation between Neuroscore and BE accuracy without normalization. Pearson correla-
tion statistics is: r(36) = −0.649, p = 1.859× 10−5. Bootstrapped p ≤ 0.0001.
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Figure D.3: Correlation between Neuroscore and BE accuracy without normalization (including RFACE
category). Pearson correlation statistics is: r(48) = −0.556, p = 4.038 × 10−5. Bootstrapped p ≤
0.0001.
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(a) Shallow net
(b) Mobilenet
(c) Inception
Figure D.4: Two-stage training details for Chapter 7. Training was conducted through the cross-
participant model. Batch size is 256 in this case.
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